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This study addresses the in^rtance of committing to redesigning how world 

history is taught at the high school level. Presented is a model for curriculum reform that 

introduces an approach to teaching revolving around a thematic structure. The purpose of 

this redesigned thematic curriculum was to introduce an alternative approach to teaching 

that proceeded from a "critical perspective" - that is, one in which students did not so 

much leam discrete bits of knowledge but rather an orientation toward learning and 

thinking about history and its application to their lives. The means hy which this was done 

was by teaching world history from an anthropological perspective. A perspective that 

made archaeological data more relevant in learning about the past. 

The study presents how such a model was created through its pilot application in a 

high school world history classroom. It is through the experimental application of the 

curriculum ideas in the high school classroom that I was able to determine the 

effectiveness of this curriculum by following how easily it could be used and how well 

students responded to it. Therefore, followed in the study was the evolution of the 

curriculum model's development as it was used in the pilot classroom. Thus, I was able to 

determine the extent of its success as a tool for teaching critically and for teaching from an 

anthropological perspective. The results were gratifying in that a solid model for 

curriculum reform was created that met these two goals. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 

How you see America depends on where you look 
(Advertisement for CBS News with Dan Rather, November 1996) 

My research explores the student's perception of culture and cultures. One of the 

aims of such a study is to challenge the tyjie of knowledge normally conveyed to students 

in US schools. I attempt to realize this aim by proposing a different approach to teaching 

world history in high school; the approach proceeds from a "critical" perspective — that 

is, one in which students do not so much leam discrete bits of knowledge but rather an 

orientation toward learning and thinking about history and its application to their lives. 

The knowledge learned would encourage conceptual interpretations of the past as 

opposed to descriptive memorization of historical events. My objective then is to create 

an alternative model to teaching world history at the High School level that helps 

teachers address history in a more comprehensive manner. A manner that would allow 

'history to make sense' and challenge students' reasoning skills. 

The proposed class would use anthropological and archaeological approaches to 

the study of the past to leam history and challenge our understanding of the present. By 

looking at the processes of human ingenuity from human history beginning in what 

scientists call prehistory we may better understand the latter part of human history. By 

looking at processes we can explore trends in history and moments of innovation that 

predicted a change in the path human history was to take. 
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Humanity has reached a time when education is no longer limited to a very 

privileged few. Until about 150 years ago, only very wealthy, white males were given 

access to a formal education within western society. Today, formal education is more 

widely accessible and with it comes the responsibility of freedom and self-suflSciency. In 

theory, through education, all individuals are aided in their quest for a means to voice 

their concerns and rights. In theory! The reality, however, is that despite equal access to 

formal education, there is not an equal education that is ofiered within the schools. 

Considering the US-centric view present in educational materials (such as 

literature and history books) it is essential that students be taught more about this country 

than that it had a glorious white past (Bigelow 1995; Macedo 1994; Martinez 1995; 

Ogbu 1992; Ruiz 1988, 1991; Sleeter and Grant 1987; Takaki 1987; Trueba 1988). 

Archaeology would help bridge historical gaps because it would teach about Culture and 

cultures. 

Defining 'Culture' and 'cultures' 

Culture is the generic term that defines the social totality that is social human behavior 
and patterns. It is visually presented through human technology and ideally represented 
by human beliefs and ideologies. All humans have Culture! 

The term ^cultures'" is traditionally used to define groups of individuals that have 
shared social institutions of ideologies. But this definition suggests a bounded state in 
identifying cultures. Cultures more accurately represents systems of cultural interaction 
that are not bounded by any one identifiable unit. It allows for the interrelatedness of 
cultural aspects, dependant on each other, and surviving in accord. (Borofsky 1994; 
Fagan 1996) 
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Purpose of this paper 

To understand history better and how it should be taught as a means to 

empowerment for all students we need to explore two components to this study. The first 

is the challenge to the textual discourse of history books in the United States and its 

tendency to present a very restricted, white, male US-centric perspective -- a male 

anglocentric view (Loewen 1995; Macedo 1994; Peterson 1995; Zinn 1990). Within this 

research, how world history is taught in the secondary classroom is then fully explored. 

By researching how world history is taught given the array of available texts, we may 

create better materials for teaching that do not limit information to one geographical 

region or cultural group. A model or models better suited to teaching world history is 

meant to be achieved. The model or set of models will incorporate anthropological and 

archaeological knowledge as a basis to teaching world history. 

The second component is the application of a critical multicultural teaching 

strategy in which students are expected to explore conceptual ideas and challenge raw 

data. In so doing, students will be encouraged to explore perceptions of Culture and 

cultures that they hold. Even more important is to challenge the perceptions students do 

hold, especially if those perceptions are derogatory toward themselves or others. In 

challenging perceptions of others students are learning to understand the concept of 

cultures and Culture. To understand better why textual discourse, in history textbooks, 

and critical pedagogy are important aspects of this study, a more extensive explanation 

will be presented shortly. 
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The goals of the study 

The approach to history textbook anglocentrichy is challenged through the 

introduction of a class subject that complements present history teaching approaches. 

Also challenged is the teaching approach typically used in US public schools today, that 

of non-critical learning. (By non-critical, I mean the type of learning that stresses rote 

memorization skills.) The class being introduced as noted earlier is one on human history 

that focuses on the anthropological (specifically the archaeological) approaches used in 

interpreting past material culture and how we read social action into these materials. It is 

hoped the nature of archaeological study, which is to question interpretation, will offer 

students the opportunity to learn critical inquiry that can then be applied to other classes 

they take. The class will be presented by using a critical pedagogical approach that 

incorporates anthropological and archaeological study. 

Instead of creating the class from scratch, 1 have chosen to work within a class 

structure that already exists. The target classroom to be re-made is a high school world 

history classroom. Such a class is expected to cover world history in a period of 9 

months, practically impossible given the vast number of developmens since the invention 

of writing in Mesopotamia at 3100 B.C. (B.C.E.)'. 

B.C. stands for Before Christ. It is a Christian abbreviation introduced to identify the period before the 
year I in which Jesus Christ the Prophet was beh'eved to be bom. With his birth, Christianity started a 
new record in which dates began with the abbreviation A.D. (for Anno Domimi). B.C.E. stands for Before 
Common Era. It is an Israeli addition meant to replace the term B.C. This is a more neutral term that does 
not assume everyone believes in Christianity. Within this system A.D. is replaced with C.E. which stands 
for Common Era. 



This study challenges the curriculum and how it is taught. The purpose of the 

challenge is to focus on a mode of study that involves teaching world history with a 

cultural focus. In other words, we put into focus what human history really is - cultural 

experiences. Since all of world history cannot be taught in 9 months, instead what would 

be taught are cultural themes that use historical moments as examples. The means by 

which cultural concepts would be taught would be through the study of anthropology with 

a focus on the sub-discipline of archaeology. 

Therefore what is taught is the culture in history and why incidents and events 

occurred as they did; why human beings have the capacity to love but also the capacity to 

hate; why humans have the genius to create and invent yet the capability of destruction of 

life. Instead of teaching historical facts through limited incidents, the curriculum would 

look at cultural events in context addressing the relevance of the events and what lesson of 

humanity might be learned from it. 

Such a curriculum would equip students with the means to study history critically 

so that the learning process is ongoing. The implications of focusing on cultural themes 

would be that students would be taught about human cultural knowledge and human 

cultural awareness, to see culture in human history, to understand that culture is history 

and therefore humanness, and to study all of human history through cultural perspectives 

that revolve around issues of equality, war, poverty, rights, government, religion, and 

others. In order to achieve the creation of such a curriculum this study addresses the 

following questions. 
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1. What does the present curriculum look like, in so &r as material covered by the 

teacher? 

What is the focus of study in the present curriculum model? 

How is material relayed to the students in the present model? 

2. Given the normal limitations of the school year(9 months at 5 hours a week), what 

could this new curriculum look like to more effectively teach world history with a cultural 

focus? 

What teaching tools would be required? 

What study of culture would be most effective to convey cultural concepts? 

3. How does the new curriculum address subjects required? 

The following questions will be more fiilly addressed in Chapter 4 along with the 

methodology by which they are answered. Before continuing to address the issues of 

textual discourse and critical pedagogy, I will elaborate and define terminology used in this 

dissertation. The terminology in question has to do with concepts of history and 

anthropology whose meanings the reader must know to better comprehend many of the 

topics addressed in this paper. 

Definitions and explanations of terminology 

Already, the terms 'history', 'human history', 'anthropology', and 'archaeotogy' 

have been introduced. All are common enough but their meaning should be clarified for 
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the reader. 'History' is both the most simple and most complex to define. In 

historiography it is considered the study of the human past after the invention or 

introduction of writing. In reality, history in its simplest form is the study of the past — any 

past. But, because its definition in connection with human history has been limited to the 

recorded past by historians, that is how it will be used in this dissertation. It is also the 

definition given to school children all over the country and the most common manner in 

which it is used. 

'Human history' is meant to represent the time that encompasses all of humankind 

and its ancestors on this planet. As such, human history begins at 4 million years ago (with 

the appearance of Australopithecus afarensis). The reason I feel the need to introduce this 

set of terms is because of the limiting definition historians use for the word history — that 

of representing the recorded past. Allowing for the 4 million year old human past, history 

comes to represent a mere less than 1% of human history, given writing's earliest 

appearance dates to 3000 B.C. E.(Fagan 1991) Only until recently, within the last 200 to 

400 years, has human ancestry become so clearly old. 

Interrelationships between history terms 

History 

(study of the 

past) 

Earth's history 

Human historv' 

Other animals' Prehistory - study of the 

past before writing 

History - study of the 

written past 

histories 
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With the present knowledge of a past longer than our recorded history the way 

history was defined was challenged. Until 200 years ago, the human past had been seen as 

no older than 4000 years old (Stiebing 1993). With the sciences of anthropology 

(archaeology), geology, and paleontology it soon became known that the world was older 

than previously perceived. In order to compensate for this longer age of the world and 

humans the term prehistory was introduced. 'Prehistory' came to define the human past 

before the invention or introduction of writing. Once again, given the presence of human 

ancestors 4 million years ago, prehistory represents more than 99% of humanity's history. 

It should be noted that the use of 'prehistory' in the context of anthropological and 

historical studies defines the past only as associated with human beings, not other animals. 

Anthropology is the study of human beings as biological organisms and as people 

with culture . The discipline of anthropology encompasses many sub-disciplines that 

consider specific knowledge associated with the study of himianity (see Figure 1.1). As 

knowledge about human ancestry has grown, so have the fimds of knowledge within the 

discipline. The result is a large number of specialized areas of study that address different 

forms of knowledge that together form our understanding of humanity. One such sub-

discipline is archaeology. Archaeologists study human material remains (or material 

culture) in order to describe and explain human behavior. They tend to focus on the 

human past but can look at contemporary settings to fiirther explain the past. It is the 

archaeological scientist that addresses questions of a prehistoric nature (Fagan 1991). 



Focuses on 
patterns of fife of 
human sodelies. 
Issues of culture 

and cultural 
behavior are 

eĵ lored. both 
past arxJ present 

Huma beings as 
biological 

organisms. 

Cultural 
Anthropology 

Physical 
Anthropology 

ANTHROPOLOGY -
Study of humanity 

as biological 
organisms (primarily 
concenned with the 

species Homo 
sapiens sapiens. its 
ancestors, and near 

relatives) and as 
people with culture. 

Studies of human 
material remains in 
order to describe 

and eiqjiain human 
behavior. Tends to 

focus on the human 
past txjt can look at 

contemporary 
settings. 

study of human 
language. Study 

descripiian or 
history of a 
language. 

1 
Linguistic 

Anthropology 

Applied 
Antlvopology 

X 

J 
) 

bir 

Applying knowledge 
learned about 

principles of human 
beha\mto 

contemporary 
human situations. 

Figure 1.1 Anthropology and its subdiscipiines (created from Fagan 1991). 



Archaeology is a sub-discipline of anthropology, therefore, archaeologists are also 

anthropologists. While archaeology is associated with scientific research that explores the 

past through physical technological remains of human beings long gone, it cannot stand on 

its own without the principles of anthropology. It is the anthropologist who studies 

patterns of life. Archaeologists provide data from the past to help study patterns of life in 

the past. Archaeologists aid both the historians and other anthropologists in their quest to 

understand humanity's past, as weU as its present. Henceforth when the term 

anthropology is used it is used to define the discipline and meant to encon^ass the 

knowledge archaeologists contribute to the study of the discipline. On the other hand, 

when the term archaeology is used it refers to the sub-discipline of anthropology. Having 

clarified these terms we can now proceed and address the issues of textual discourse and 

critical pedagogy. 

Research background - History in the schools 

History teaching and education 

The reproduction of social hierarchies in our educational systems is aided by the 

use of educational objects or the school material culture, especiaUy as represented by texts 

that communicate all aspects of history (e.g. social studies texts, history texts, literature 

texts, language arts texts, etc.). Discourse analysis studies have explored the nature of 

texts, both oral and written, and how they reproduce and represent histories that validate 

the ideology of the dominant class at the expense of all other ideologies. As noted 
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Luke, written and spoken texts operate as "systematic asymmetries of power and 

resources between speakers and listeners and between readers and writers [that] can be 

linked to the production and reproduction of stratified political economic 

interest...dominant discourses in conten^rary cultures tend to represent those social 

formations and pose relations that are the products of history, social formation, and 

culture...as if they were the product of organic, biological, and essential necessity 

(1995:12)." 

Within the United States, educational institutions have served the role of defining 

the manner of acceptable socialization into society as defined by mainstream American 

values (Leming 1994; McCarthy 1993; Pinar 1993; Thornton 1991). This was done under 

the premise that in so doing, everyone would be ofifered an equal opportunity to succeed 

within American society. Critical studies in education have shown that instead what 

actually occurs is that students are set up to fail if they do not share the internal 

knowledge that the privileged class embodies. This internal knowledge is what Bourdieu 

refers to as 'cultural capital' within reproduction theory (Macleod 1987). The concept of 

cultural capital explores and exposes how cultural background, knowledge, experience, 

and skills of the dominant class are embodied in the educational institutions and their 

reward system. Other forms of cultural capital are not validated and instead are seen as 

oppositional to what is considered the best form of cultural capital. Such a system 

reproduces the social hierarchies that exist in society by ensuring that the individuals with 

the internal knowledge of what the social system is are the ones that succeed in realizing 
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the democratic dream, while those that have a different knowledge of what the social 

system is not fail in their participation within the democratic ideal What essentially occurs 

is that the educational institution represents the ideals of the dominant class recreating the 

social hierarchies within an academic environment (Block 1994; Bourdieu 1991; Levinson 

and Holland 1996; Macleod 1987; van Dijk 1993). 

The presence of hegemonic structures in institutional development within the 

reproduction of social systems must then be addressed as well. If indeed this unequal 

social hierarchy within the school is this obvious then why doesn't the revolution as Marx 

envisioned occur. The answer is that the structures of class inequalities are embedded in 

hegemonic foundations that are elusive to both the oppressor and the oppressed. In 

American society this is embedded in the conceptualization of what democracy is. 

Democracy is seen as a means of offering all individuals a &ir opportunity at bettering 

their lives and their economic welfare. If an individual &ils to realize the opportunities that 

democracy offers then they are the ones found lacking. It is through such discursive 

representations of what a free individual in a democratic society means that the majority of 

individuals in the society believe that equal opportimities are being offered. This is 

especially evident through the govenunent-fimded, public educational system meant to 

equalize every student's opportunity to a democratic realization of economic equity. But 

as shown in the previous paragraph, it is this same educational system that helps 

perpetuate the unequal social hierarchies already present in society. How is this done? 

More specifically, how do history classes assist in this perpetuation of unequal social 
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hierarchies? To answer these questions history, and the view that it is objective record 

keeping based on &cts, must be addressed. 

Textual discourse in history books 

With the invention/introduction of writing, thoughts could be set down in recorded 

code (language) so as to convey meaning far into the indefinite future. Perhaps with 

writing came the concept that truth could be recorded accurately all the time. The idea 

that if it was written down for exact reproduction it must be based on a reality that 

represented truth could have been planted! 

Sj>oken and written tests are moments in time in which aspects of society are 

locked into a reproductive format. They are not meant to represent a total representation 

of a social system but a moment that represents an aspect within a restricted period in 

time. It is with this in mind that the concept many individuals hold about texts, as 

conveying factual truth, is questionable. 

Texts are too easily seen as representative of a wholistic truth. History texts in 

particular are almost seen as fully accurate and hence truthful by many who do read them. 

It is inconceivable to many people who were raised to believe that they were learning 

historical fects to recognize that in fact they were being taught historical interpretations of 

limited &cts. This in^lies that texts are not embodiments of truth, as many are led to 

believe. Instead, texts represent an individual's interpretation of moments in time. As such 

they are embodiments of truths - individual truths but not the only truth. They are the 
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thoughts of the historian (Collingwood 1972). When human beings record factual 

information it is inevitable that their experiences and perspectives affect their 

interpretation of this information. For this reason it is important that students be 

introduced to the concept of critical discourse analysis. This aspect of textual discourse 

study supports a critical education teaching methodology that challenges students to 

question what they read because of who is writing it. Through the study of textual 

discourse we understand that 'The truth about the past cannot be everything that 

happened because that is both in^ssible to know, and confiising if known" (Ziim 

1990:292). 

The reality is that all truths become partial History books present what is the 

accepted tradition established by historians who specialized in content areas. The 

establishment of these accepted traditions make it seem as if these books are descriptions 

of only one real past. The great number of such descriptions creates a major challenge for 

anyone interested in taking a critical stance toward these texts. As Goldstein notes: "We 

have no way of really determining whether some historians description of some past event 

is actually a description of it" (1976:34). Therefore history as fact or reality cannot be 

given to historians because the thinker stands in the way of the thing that is thought 

(Collingwood 1972; Goldstein 1976). "The witness confronts the object; his account is the 

result of his encounter with ii from his own perspectives. The historian in no way 

confronts the real past. And rather than confront it, he constitutes the historical past." 

(Goldstein 1976:136) 
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Lata Mani (1992) offers a perfect example of this tendency. In her research on 

British male accounts of widow burning in India during the first quarter of the 19th 

century, she notes that the interpretation to the events by these white British males was 

singularly biased toward a belief that the widow wanted to do this sacrificial act. Even 

when she seemed to protest, it was attributed to last minute fears of jumping into the fire, 

but inherent in most accounts was the belief that she initially was a willing participant. 

Even with tales of druggings, beatings, and family intimidation into performing sati, the 

observers still represented the widow' participation as voluntary. In instances of sympathy 

toward the widow, the eyewitness accounts by these males was to lament the loss of such 

young, beautiiul women. Minimal attention was paid to the suffering these women would 

endure before their death. The British males' eyewitness accounts interpreted events in a 

manner that did not allow for the woman's intimidation into this ceremony and her 

suffering a long, torturous death. By their accounts, many of these women chose to 

participate in sati ceremonies even though evidence to the contrary existed. 

In Mani's example, interpretation of a sittiation was clouded by who was 

interpreting it. How would the text have been different if it had been written by a young 

white female or a young Indian woman? How about a sympathetic Indian male? All 

interpretations of sati would have been clouded, but how different would the 

interpretation be when the eyewitness sees complete coercion, cruelty, avarice, and torture 

in this act, regardless of the age or beauty of the woman. The account was an 

interpretation of single individuals who were influenced by their experiences and world 
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views. The fact was that the woman died because her husband died. Her willingness was a 

matter of interpretation by observers. 

Is the historians job to limit his accounts of events with what few fects exist? Is 

this reasonable? I believe the true purpose of history is to understand our own present 

tendencies towards interpretation, otherwise to limit history to the few fects that are real is 

. .. ''[to] suspect that those who limit what they say to what is true of all possible worlds 

will not have much to say that illuminates the one in which they actually find themselves." 

(Goldstein 1976:184) Therefore, to limit history to only factual information is to limit 

what we can learn about ourselves through time. But irt^rtant throughout is to 

appreciate that what we do, write, and read are singular interpretations of that factual 

information. So, in actuality, it is not so much the historical event we can leam fi*om about 

our humanity, but on how individuals interpret those events. For this reason it is important 

that students (and all individuals) leam the difference between fectual evidence and 

interpreted accounts of fects. 

What is a historical fact? 
The conviction that history is the same as truth relies on the belief that history texts 

are relaying facts or factual knowledge. This is a serious point of contention in 

historiography. In this century, historians heavily challenged assim^tions that history is 

essentiallyl factual. The dominant view is that very few fects exist within the study of 

history (Commager and Muessig 1980; Goldstein 1976; Gorman 1992). As Commager 
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and Muessig noted: "What we can see of history is far less than wliat we can see of the 

iceberg; most of it, too, is buried and forever lost." (1980:43) Facts do exist but they are 

simple facts that lack any form of interpretation. A historical fact would be that George 

Washington is recorded as the first president of the United States, or the Greeks 

introduced concepts of democracy into their own culture, or stone tools were heavily 

relied on by prehistoric peoples before the introduction of metallurgy, etc. 

Unfortunately what many readers believe are the facts in history are actually the 

interpretation of these facts. This is the core of what history really is ~ the interpretation 

of factual evidence. This opens facts in history to varied interpretations which usually 

leads to academic disagreements among historians. But it is also these varied 

interpretations that can lead to continued tensions in the present. An example is black 

slavery in the United States. It is a feet that it existed. If a text focuses on the economic 

gain of such an endeavor it almost suggests an excuse for this action. Too little focus on 

the morality of racism that allowed white individuals to believe in slavery further supports 

the excuse. It is the unequal representation of slavery that would make this historical 

interpretation questionable. (Remember that the fact has not changed.) It is the potential 

unequal representation of history that perpetuates racism today. For this reason, we must 

be critically aware of what different interpretations can exist around the fact. 

When books are biased toward an anglocentric world view, other marginalized 

groups have their world views belittled. Inq)lied is that these perspectives are inadequate 

or less than adequate in comparison to the dominant world view by which historical 
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literature is portrayed. This is why it is in^rative that students be given the skills to 

analyze critically written and oral texts ~ the written texts of the classroom and the oral 

texts of the teacher and their pwers. 

Research background - How to teach. 

The form of learning that typically takes place in classrooms is one in which 

students are asked to memorize information and relay it back to the teacher. Knowledge is 

not conceptual, thus not encouraging students to think critically. Students are not critically 

challenged or taught to critically examine the information they are continually engulfed 

with in school, the media, and at home. Most of this information revolves around rote 

memorization. Anyon (1980), in her 15 year study of socioeconomic teaching strategies in 

the 5th grade, observed that across various schools of different socioeconomic levels, rote 

memorization was the typical form of instruction used in lower socioeconomic 

communities (less than $12,000 a year in income) representing 39% of the san^le. 

Another 39% of the study san^ile fell into the next category ($13,000 to $25,000 a year in 

income) in which the only improvement was to stress students achieving correct answers 

when responding to questions. Not surprisingly, approximately 7% of the study sanqile 

which fell into an income bracket of $40,000 to $80,000 a year were receiving a distinctly 

different type of education. The teaching strategy employed for this san^le group was one 

in which students carried out creative activities independently with expressions of thought 

(i.e. voice) encouraged. Finally, with students who represented a family income bracket 
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that exceeded $100,000 a year, the teaching strategies employed were on stressing 

analytical and intellectual powers with reasoning being the primary goal. This group 

represented less than 1% of the study sample. 

Sixteen years later, things are not much different: the majority of teachers continue 

lo follow content-heavy basal systems in a lock-step manner (Peterson, 1995). Freire 

refers to this method of teaching and learning as the banking concept in which: 

Education thus becomes an act of depositing, in which the students are the 
depositories and the teacher is the depositor. Instead of communicating, 
the teacher issues communiques and makes deposits which the students 
patiently receive, memorize, and repeat.... knowledge is a giil bestowed 
by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they 
consider to know nothing.... The more students work at storing the 
deposits entrusted to them, the less they develop the critical consciousness 
which would result from their intervention in the world as transformers of 
that world. (Freire 1994: 53-54) 

Excuses abound to explain why such a system of teaching is necessary. One of 

these is that classrooms today have a great number of students who come in not speaking 

English, so teachers feel a watered down approach to teaching is necessary (Carnegie 

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 1988, 1; Fillmore and Meyer 1991). But, it 

is not just multilingual classrooms that engage in this form of teaching. While many of the 

classrooms are ethnically diverse, the presence of languages other than English may not be 

an issue if students are monolingual. This suggests that deep-seeded biases directed at 

such groups as linguistic minorities, ethnic minorities, and regional minorities are what 

holds them back when watered-down learning is encouraged. 
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Efforts to eliminate such blatant discrimination and racism require a change in 

teaching strategies. Teaching must better resemble the form Anyon (1980) identified as 

analytical and intellectual while continually challenging a student's reasoning skills without 

sacrificing creativity. Cultural awareness and highly developed critical thinking skills need 

to be a part of a teacher's education so that they become a part of student education. 

One of the key words in the earlier statement by Freire is intervention. Cultural 

awareness through critical exploration of historical material could enable students to work 

at transforming the world into a less racist and discriminatory environment. It is important 

to work on a solution in which the teacher instead becomes part-leamer in his/her 

classroom. In so doing, the teacher acknowledges that the students are not just learners 

but can also teach. This allows for the acknowledgment of all knowledge represented by 

each individual in the classroom. Experience is validated as important information that can 

be taught to others (Freire 1994). I propose that a means of achieving critical awareness 

within the school culture is to challenge how history is conveyed. The teaching of history 

is a valuable tool of hegemony, in which dominance and power of one group is validated 

through its tales. Therefore, reform in the teaching of history must occur, a reform that 

employs critical pedagogical theory. 

Many schools train their teachers to become technicians in which subject matter is 

abstract and relayed in like manner. As noted earlier, Freire efifectively defines such a 

teaching approach as the banking system. Information is deposited for safekeeping into the 

student's brain (the bank) where it can be withdrawn whenever the teacher so desires. The 
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system is not meant to encourage the student to critically think about the information 

being deposited. The information becomes an abstract thing and is disassociated from the 

student by its treatment as borrowed information. The student does not own this 

information, ensuring disempowerment through lack of ownership. If the student does not 

own his/her knowledge, then the student cannot voice his/her experience. After all, "voice 

is the discursive means to make themselves [students] heard and to define themselves 

[students] as active authors of their worlds" (Giroux and McLaren 1986:294). This is why 

this form of teaching must be discouraged in schools. Students need to be allowed to form 

a positive, emp>owered identity that allows them to voice and challenge ideas. Students 

need to be encouraged to be critical thinkers not bank depositories. 

Rote memorization v. Critical thinking 

Rote memorization learning is dependent on linear acquisition of knowledge, an 

approach that is too unrealistic and difficult to apply to real situatioi\s. This linear 

approach to learning goes through defined steps to reach a final goal established by the 

teacher — it focuses on the development of basic skills, not thinking skills. It is not based 

on real life and is difScuk to leam. Factors in educational reform would be to foster 

communication and community in the classroom by means of critical thinking skills. 

Critical thinking skills require that non-linear teaching that is content- and context-based 

be used as a learning device. In other words, the curriculum must be reality-based. Critical 

thinking focuses on thinking skills not only basic skills. For this reason, many proponents 
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of innovative new teaching methodologies like whole language argue against rote 

instruction in which inibrmation given to students is not contextualized and not credible 

(Goodman, 1986; Perry and Fraser, 1993a). 

In a linear teaching methodology, the teacher lectures and there is little interaction 

with the students. With such minimal interaction, limited knowledge is acquired by the 

students. Knowledge is limited by what the teacher knows and understands. It can be 

further limited by the school, district, and state in many cases (Kozol 1992). Culture is left 

at the door, or to put it more bluntly, reality is left at the door with little or no access. 

A non-banking approach is geared toward teaching in a context-based manner that 

makes the knowledge learned understandable. It makes sense. Instead of following a step-

by-step rote routine, the subject directs itself because it makes sense. Dialog also becomes 

a primary goal of instruction. Student interests direct the course of inquiry to take place, 

setting the direction the classroom teaching takes through their focus on their dialog. 

Books used are not meant to be followed from beginning to end. Instead, the discussions 

determine the order in which chapters in the book could be read. Discussions are not 

restricted to the information the class textbook ofifers but are meant to encourage further 

research in search of explanations to events. This form of teaching allows students to 

explore why bias may exist in textbooks. It allows for the acknowledgment of the 

existence of power relations in our society that allow one cultural group to dominate other 

more marginalized groups. In other words, issues of ethnicity, gender, religion. 
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economics, and politics are investigated to understand power roles and how specific 

societal groups hold on to their power roles. 

This form of teaching is commonly associated with whole language learning 

(Goodman, 1986; Levine et. al., 1995; Perry and Fraser, 1993a; Whitmore and Crowell, 

1994) and critical pedagogy (bell hooks, 1993; Martusewicz and Reynolds, 1994; 

McLaren and Leonard, 1993; Sleeter and McLaren 1995). In both of these learning 

forums, students and teachers negotiate discussions eliciting dialogue that challenges one 

to think critically. Real life is not left at the door of the classroom but becomes the focal 

point of learning. 

The result is that the learning focus of the curriculum becomes context-based by 

introducing human aspects and reality into the classroom - contextualizing the way 

information is relayed. Learning is bidirectional cooperative, and fosters voice. In this 

way culture is embraced aiKl accepted because cultures make up the student character and 

the curriculum. Culture is projected as an aspect of human existence that appears in many 

forms. The culture of ethnicity, gender, school, politics, religion, sex, media, etc. is 

acknowledged and not rejected. 

A question: Why culture? 

Before culture and its inportance in this paper can be addressed, it must be 

explained. Culture can be defined as "the often unconscious standards by which societies 

(groups of people) operate" (Haviland 1990:8). The standards are learned and determine 
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or guide the day-to-day behavior of the members of a society. Therefore, human behavior 

is cultural behavior. Figure 1.2 illustrates the connection between culture, history, and 

anthropology. Both history and anthropology study the human past, its life-ways, events, 

and processes that develop from human interaction. Both study human culture and 

cultures. Both revolve around the comprehension of what culture was and is. For this 

reason, the association between history and anthropology in a world history classroom is 

obvious and connected. Cultures have the added advantage of being systems in motion 

and constant adaptation. This is a direct reflection of the fact that culture is an adaptative 

system as well as is often emphasized in anthropological studies. Cultures become 

boundless and fluid and remind us about how interrelated the human world is (Wolf 1997). 

They are not stagnant entities but ones that challenge how much we know about ourselves 

and others. Fagan (1996) describes cultures as always adjusting and being in a constant 

state of change. He further identifies them as representing interacting components that are 

made up of many interrelated parts. Changes in one part causing reactions in other parts 

because the parts cannot stand alone. 

This means that the teacher must be educated in a difierent manner. The teacher 

himsel£lierself must leam to critically analyze and question material in order to better 

serve the community. Cultural awareness and highly developed critical thinking skills need 

be a part of the teacher's education. In so doing, the transition into role of a 

communicating teacher/learner will be more attainable. Onfy then can we begin to 
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recognize the many roles diiferent members of society take that has made possible the 

maintenance of such an unequal social hierarchy. 

The path is inevitably fraught with difiBcuhies. Students themselves may prove to 

be the most difficult hurdle in creating such a classroom environment. Students may be so 

accustomed to the banking form of learning that the new equal partnership of 

communication may seem lax and without discipline. Students are also not accustomed to 

ofifering discursive dialog and may be gun-shy to try it, distrusting the situation (Shor, 

1993). I have run into such sitiiations when guest lecturing. I try to draw the students into 

the discussion but a common response is to joke and poke fun at the material. I ask myself 

how I would have felt if my true opinions were requested when I was in school. I know 

without a doubt that I would have thought it was some sort of intellectual trick to make 

me voice my mind only to have it critiqued or even ridiculed. I am a product of such a 

banking system and I know that any drastic change would have met with distrust on my 

part. I would hope that if the teacher persevered, I would have come to the recognition 

that I truly was being allowed to voice my mind. The teacher truly has a tough road ahead, 

but it is the road to true democracy. 

Furthermore, inherent in such radical changes to teacher training and pedagogy are 

issues on how one relays that knowledge. It is not enough to encourage dialog in the 

classroom if the subject matter is staid and lacking in information. Information must be 

relayed in a manner different to how it has been done in the past. Subject matter is usually 

relayed in such a linear fashion that it represents a linear, flat workl. 
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Yet, as I look around, I don't see a flat world. I see a world that comprises many 

sights, sounds, emotions, and ingenuity. That is not what we teach our students. Put 

bluntly, we tend to teach in a manner in which the classroom door shuts out the real world 

and works on a one-dimensional plane of a world created by the limited knowledge found 

in the text books acceptable in classrooms. Instead, knowledge must be relayed in a 

realistic and holistic manner that allows for the natural interdisciplinary nature of all 

subject matter. 

Teaching needs to be more contextualized to represent all realities surrounding the 

students. As such, text books need to respond to this type of teaching in which knowledge 

makes sense at various dimensions of experiential learning. This approach to teaching is a 

critical pedagogy approach (bell hooks 1993; Freire 1994; Martusewicz and Reynolds 

1994: McLaren and Leonard 1993; Sleeter and McLaren 1995). In this learning forum, 

students and teachers negotiate discussions eliciting dialog that challenges one to think 

critically. Real life is not left at the door of the classroom but becomes the focal point of 

learning. Culture and cultures are embraced. 

Closing remarks 

This has been a brief introduction to the issues explored in pursuit of a more 

grounded project. For any success to occur in a new classroom that broaches the subject 

of human history, the following two chapters attempt to explore issues of historical 

objectivity in text discourse and teaching methodology. Chapter 2 further explores the 
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issues of history objectivity and history's role in the pre-coUegiate classroom. It also 

explores earlier reformation response to social studies classrooms in this country. Finally, 

it introduces the subject of anthropology and archaeology and how it is being invented in 

the history classroom. Chapter 3 explores teaching methodology in this country and what 

path it needs to take to empower its students equally. This chapter also explores some of 

the issues to which reforming a history curriculum will give rise. 

Chapter 4 addresses the research methodology that is to be used to better convey 

the success or failure of a critical education approach to teaching a human history class. 

The following chapters will relay results and conclusions of this study. Chapter 5 presents 

the data used to better develop the new curriculum Data takes the form of work created 

by myself (the teacher) and students' response to it. More in^rtant, it follows the growth 

the curriculimi takes as I leam what still needs to be introduced into the classroom to 

make it a center of critical learning. 

Finally, Chapter 6 presents the results of this data analysis. In this chapter, I 

present the culmination of my research: a working model to studying world history 

through the incorporation of anthropology. The final result has undergone a 

transformation fi-om what was used in the classroom during testing. This transformation a 

direct result of what I learned about teaching and students. 
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Chapter 2 
RESEARCH BACKGROUND IN HISTORY STUDIES 

"7/ 's not what you put in, its what you left out" (A. Barton 1972:193) 

As an archaeologist, I put a lot of stock in the value of history. As an educator, I 

constantly challenge my perceptions of history. When your whole living revolves around 

the unraveling of history's secrets, it's good to be reminded that what little you offer 

enlightenment about is just that ~ a little. The attraction of history is its elusiveness — it 

brings out the detective in all of us. It is a compelling subject because it is about our 

species' growth through time. It is about culture and cultures. It is about morality, 

mortality, survival, innovation, exploration, invention, sex, love, hate, competition, wealth, 

life, death, dreams .. .identity and power. It is these last two aspects of culture that 

ultimately appear strongly through history: the quest for identity and belonging at 

whatever expense and the quest for power and control in the search for self-validation. 

The two are almost interchangeable and the dependency of identity on power is what 

makes history interpretation suspicious and vulnerable. 

History is also our reminder of past sins and transgressions. Following the logic 

that we can leam both from our successes and mistakes, history seems to offer a plethora 

of lessons. All one has to do is read up on history and we can leam the truth of the past. 

Right? Well, unfortunately, it is not that simple. History is about people's past in what we 

define as human culture. It is about our species. 

The greatest things we share as humans is our genus, beyond that we share 
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emotions, physical comforts and discomforts, and the experience of living. But it is this 

last shared category that influences our individualness and interpretation of life. Our 

experiences make us who we are and no two people will have an identical blueprint of a 

life outside of some science fiction character. It is this aspect of humanity defining our 

individuality what makes it in^ssible to consider our interpretation of history as truth. 

Objectivity cannot enter into a realm of knowledge that depends on our reading a past we 

did not experience ourselves. History falls into the realm of subjectivity and therefore is 

dependent on human interpretation of an inaccessible subject. The past is real, but our 

knowledge of it is limited by our absence in its making. 

Unfortunately, many individuals approach the study of history as lessons in truth 

with the belief that what they read is completely true. This is a problem in two ways. The 

first is that history is written by individuals in the present whose unique experiences mark 

their distinctive opinions which expose their biases. The second is that the textual 

discourse in which history is written can be very misleading in how it interprets history. It 

is too easy to interpret history facts in a manner that does not allow for acknowledgment 

of other cultural perspectives. The first opens up the issue of individual historians, their 

interpretation of historical events, and how these interpretation can cloud the history that 

is told and written down. The historian's objectivity is questioned. The second addresses 

the issue of cultural annihilation of under-represented groups within history books, 

marking a single social culture as the norm by which human history and society should be 

interpreted. It is this single-sidedness that is often taught in the pre-coUegiate classroom. 
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History and objectivity 

Within the study of historiography, a recent issue (this century) of contention is on 

whether the study of history can be objective. This has emerged as a result of the 

acknowledgment of hegemonic principles in how a society in today's world apparently 

operates. Education has contributed a lot in instigating historians to question the level of 

objectivity that could possibly exist within the study of history. Unfortimately, as is the 

case with many fields in academia, the theory involved in analyzing history's objectivity- is 

an issue of study within the academic field of historiography. Application of the historian's 

theories within education and other media of communication and socialization are 

seldomly raised. 

In order to understand the problems now present in the study of history at the pre-

collegiate level, what historians are investigating about their own field needs to be relayed 

to the educational institution (van Dijk 1993b; Zinn 1990). At the heart of their research is 

the issue of the researcher's objectivity in analyzing history. It is this very issue that I wish 

to address. For success in any innovative new approach to social studies teaching, what 

professional historians are exploring about objectivity in history needs to be 

comprehended. 

As noted earlier, history is written by individuals in the present whose experiences 

mark distinctive opinions which can expose their biases. These same individuals participate 

in textual discourse that directs how history is discussed and written. As noted, it is 

esp>ecially the recording capacity of written texts that can be misleading about 
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interpretation of history facts in a manner that does not allow for acknowledgment of 

other cultural perspectives. Realistically, we must question the idea that the product of 

history is fact when in reality the product is of a historian's thought. Goldstein (1976:38) 

notes "One characteristic of historical realism is its treatment of the historical past on the 

model of the experienced present; it is an extension of our every day attitudes to the world 

of past events." In short, historians in the past wrote within their present. These issues of 

bias and textual discourse are obviously interrelated. For it is by means of textual 

discourse that an individual's biases are recorded for posterity. And what is recorded is 

someone's 'vision' of legitimate knowledge and culture (Apple 1992). 

Up until the 19th century, it was accepted that knowledge of the past provided by 

contemporary historians was reliable because of their authoritarian status, hence making 

them reliable sources (van der Dussen 1991). It is during the 19th century that 'evidence' 

as a means of helping interpret history was proposed. Today, in theory, knowledge of the 

past is based on evidence. But as R. G. Collingwood (1946:280) observed " everything in 

the world is p>otential evidence for any subject whatever." During the 19th century, the use 

of evidence only seemed to provide further confirmation that with the employment of 

evidential materials the recording of history could be objective. Today, in the latter half of 

the 20th century the case has been that historians now accept that their observations and 

interpretations are not objective, evidence or not. Acceptable is that objective facts may be 

established in history, unacceptable is that the recorded accounts written by historians are 

fi-ee of their bias in interpreting these &cts. 
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Historians observe oral, physical, and written evidence but as Paul Christenson 

(1991:59) notes, the historical "researcher cannot easily separate interpretation and 

observation." Within historiography, the historians grapple with the conundrum of history 

on how objective facts lead to subjective interpretations. In exploring how to explain this 

phenomenon historian Paul Christenson shows how historical interpretation can be placed 

within a three-tiered model explaining the resulting product of biased history. As he notes 

"many value judgements come into the selectivity inherent in historical discourse not 

necessarily from the social or political ideals of the individual historian, (viz. not as 'bias'), 

but as relational to 'macro-historical', "medium-range', and 'particular' interpretations" 

(Christenson 1991:61). Christenson observes that using this model there is a coherent 

pattern of historical scholarship once we start placing a historian's type of observation into 

one of these three interpretation types. 

Christenson's (1991) particular interpretations are small localized, historical 

interpretations supported by available evidence. These interpretations could be applied to 

a larger time or space context creating what he calls a medium-range interpretation, yet 

when these particular interpretations become generalized to unequivocally represent 

events in time and space they become macro-historical interpretations. At the particular 

level of interpretation, bias is still very localized and it is easier to identify individual 

perspectives. At the middle-range level of interpretation, bias too is still localized though it 

does encompass a wider structure of the past. Again, at this level identifying individual 

influences and perspectives is more obvious and has not gained the reputation as general 
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law. Application of this interpretation is limited by geography and space. 

The problem in history interpretation arises when historians unquestionably accept 

early macro-historical interpretations as factual and proceed to apply them to later 

historical occurances. In this way they are paving the way for the establishment of general 

maxims that will cloud historical interpretations in a unidirectional manner through time. 

When this occurs, it appears as if the history being relayed is truthful and based solely on 

factual evidence. The historian's biases are apparently eliminated under the assumption 

that his initial interpretations were based on unbiased observations. 

What happens is that "by providing general maxims which express a general 

attitude toward the past and by outlining a pattern of'world history', they [historians] 

define what counts as 'history' and 'historical evidence'." (Christenson 1991:48) This 

history though, is then based on a much established path of bias that has grown from the 

acceptance information as 'unbiased' and authentic. In other words the final outcome is 

that these macro-historical patterns will often result in hegemonic attitudes set in a very 

grounded foundation. In theory they are still contestable, but their duration as maxims 

ofifers a history of status to support their 'authenticity' making it difBcuh to dissuade 

readers to their vuhierability. 

It is this attitude of authenticity that historians must battle with in breaking down 

the grounded beliefs individuals hold about accounts of history they have read or been 

schooled in. This distortion in which the record of the past becomes lopsided is 

perpetuated by status of the written records as unequivocal truth. The role the written 
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record is assigned becomes exaggerated, showing not wholistic truth but the view by those 

that kept the records. The result is that "what we are permitted "to know" is not only but 

a small part of "what happened in history", but it is a miscellany which has come to us in 

large part by chance rather than by choice." (Commager and Muessig 1980:43) 

History as miscellany exposes the fact that all records tend to be written or 

recorded through the habit of presentmindedness, which is the tendency to look at the past 

through our own eyes (Commager and Muessig 1980). As Commager and Muessig 

(1980:45) noted " we should remember that we do not know how our own history is 

going to come out and neither did earlier generations." To see history as objective and 

dispassionate is an illusion because human bias does exist in choice of subject, in selection 

of material to study, in organization and presentation, and in interpretation. Individual 

human personal experience directs our perspectives on our 'take' of our environment, our 

place in it, our past role in it, and our future role in it. As such, all historians are creatures 

of their time, race, faith, class, gender, and country. 

Finally, it should be noted here that there is a form of history writing that is 

directly meant to bias the reader. This is not unconscious subjectivity but conscious 

racism. This form of writing is better known as propaganda writing. 

Propaganda writing should be noted as different from genuine scholarship. Blatant 

propaganda is more easily discerned and can be disproved. It should not be confused with 

genuine scholarship that attempts to relay history as faithfully as possible given the fact 

that objectivity is difBcult to achieve. Propaganda (or partisanship) is not the same as 
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unavoidable human subjectivity that leads to bias: "The subjectivity is inevitable; the 

partisanship is regrettable, but has conqjensations; the propaganda usually takes care of 

itself, for it curries with it a kind of built-in discount. .." (Conunager and Muessig 

1980:51) Unfortunately, sometimes it takes a long while for that built in discount to take 

effect. 

Teaching history in the pre-collegiate classroom 

Given that the subject of history is not capable of being seen objectively, why do 

we insist on studying and learning it? Why is it a required aspect of education in our 

society? Richard Saunders addressed this issue and contended that history was about 

memory. He noted that without memory we are without a history. History, therefore, 

makes us who we are. It is a part of our identity and without it, we lose our identity. 

(Saunders 1972). History gives vision of humanity in all its richness and variety and 

through it we "leam about origins of institutions, beliefs, habits, and prejudices of the 

various peoples of the world at the present day" (Trevelyan 1972:11-12), after all, the past 

is the parent of the present. History's strength is its variety and that it can potentially 

describe the subject from various perspectives. 

In response to this issue of objectivity in history some response has been to initiate 

history standards that do not support any official history. This is the case with the state of 

California, whose National Standards for United States History: Exploring the American 

Experience and National Standards for World History: Exploring Paths to the Present 
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were both positively received by Gary B. Nash and Ross E. Dunn (1995). Both note that 

the standards main goal is to help them differentiate between factual information and 

interpretations in history. The national standards encourage students to run comparative 

studies on other perspectives in order to better understand historical events. This approach 

acknowledges that "Historical knowledge can blind as well as illuminate; and it is at least 

as important to be aware of what does not survive as to perceive what lives on... the 

wider our view of the past the less we are likely to be deceived by what we know. 

(Barraclough 1972:18)" While books cannot ever be wholly objective ~ they can 

encourage critical discourse through comparison learning in which students are critically 

challenged to look at different interpretations. This should be the goal of historical study 

and historical texts - critical learning. Unfortunately, many history texts are still very 

representative of one perspective - the western perspective. This limits the historical 

knowledge presented. 

Textbooks 
One must take into account the male, anglocentric view to history in history texts 

when discussing history texts (Hanvey 1971). To challenge history and civics doesn't just 

mean to understand government processes, it means to challenge what is 'truth', what is 

factual, and what is opinion in texts and with teachers. Leming (1994) in his defense of 

traditional patterns of social studies instruction has supplied evidence that supports 

student achievement in history classes is successful based on standardized tests (National 
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Center for Education Statistics 1992 referenced in Leming 1994). The question must arise: 

What are we testing? It seems that all these tests are doing is informing us on how well 

students are memorizing the biased information presented in texts. 

Leming's (1994) study introduces readers to a teacher that employed traditional 

rote instruction in the classroom yet as founder of a number of after school clubs involved 

in political and civics activities, he en^loyed creative higher thinking activities for students 

to participate in. Leming noted on how successful these programs were because of their 

cognitively demanding learning activities. It is interesting to note that both the teacher and 

Leming claimed success despite the use of a standardized test to evaluate the after school 

programs yet felt that such creative approaches were not possible or necessar>' in the 

social studies classrooms. 

This is not always the case. There are several teacher researchers who do feel that 

history teaching methodology needs to change to a more critical learning approach in 

order to compensate for the inadequate textbooks. Textbooks that condition students to 

accept inequality and not to question it (Bigelow 1995). Elizabeth Martinez (1995) 

challenges textbook portrayals of history and the increasing tendency in today's 

publications to add more "textual references or images that promote muhicuhuralism" but 

still relay a '^fundamentally Eurocentric world view in place (p. 101)." 

Teacher Bill Bigelow's (1995:66) goal is to get his students to understand . .that 

perspectives on history and social reality underlie the written word, and that to read is 

both to comprehend what is written, but also to question why it is written." His goal then 
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is to force students to question the reasons they had not been told alternative versions to 

history before and also to make them explore the possibility that particular histories benefit 

particular social groups. As Howard Zinn (1995:97) notes . .all history is subjective" 

and is based on facts that are selected differently by difierent individuals based on what 

they value. He also notes that teachers "need to make the point again and again that trying 

to understand why people do something is not the same as justifying it (Zinn 1995:96)." 

These approaches go in direct opposition to other forms of teaching history or 

social studies such as presented by E. D. Hirsch^ (Newtnann 1988; Peterson 1995). 

Peterson has used some of Hirsch's books in his classroom but gets students to question 

the material and how it is portrayed so that students can see the European bias that is 

present in his work. 

What becomes apparent in teacher-directed research is that textbooks are not 

written in a form that is not obviously uni-directionally biased. These are the instruments 

of history classroom knowledge portrayal. These are the instruments that teachers use, 

sometimes to the exclusion of all other forms of media. Thornton (1991) notes that this 

heavy reliance on textbooks by teachers is dependent on two fectors. The first is the 

Hirsch's approach to learning has been described by the National Council of Teachers of English as 
"curricula that reduce literature to lists of information." He critiques emphasis of mental skills and 
critical thinking skills and instead argues that broader thinking skills will result if students are engulfed in 
a wealth of 'Relevant knowledge." He has taken the initiative of deciding what relevant knowledge is. 
Hirsch feels that schools should provide disadvantaged students with the means to relevant knowledge so 
that they can acquire the skills that middle-class children acquire. These skills are mainstream literature 
culture that occurs through daily encounters with literate persons which disadvantaged students are not 
privy to. (Peterson 1995) 
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authority assigned to the book, the second being that teachers feel their subject matter 

knowledge is inadequate. 

Textbook reliance and teachers 
Because of the present nature of history classes in which information to be learned 

is based on quantity not quality, teachers are very dependent on textbooks for their frame 

of reference (Leming 1994; Marker and Mehlinger 1992; Thornton 1991). In addition, 

given the number of students middle school and secondary school teachers teach a 

semester, the use of the textbook can represent a time saving material. Unlike in 

elementary education in which a teacher has only one set of students, secondary (including 

middle school) teachers have anything from 100 to 175 students a semester. This is a very 

high and unreasonable number. To expect them to switch easOy to a new form of teaching 

methodology that thrives on student centered activities is unrealistic. Many of these 

teachers are not trained on cultural, language, and critical education issues. Many were 

trained in anywhere from ten to forty years ago during periods of see-sawing educational 

reform. Even with today's teachers, many are not trained to explore issues of critical 

pedagogy and multicultural classrooms. Texts, therefore, become a simple tool that 

apparently transcends all classrooms. 

It is not the intention that teachers should be blamed for the many negative aspects 

of today's education but to recognize that they are only teaching what they learned. Our 

educational system makes it very difBcuh for teachers to continue upgrading their teaching 
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skills. The responsibility of upgrade training falls heavily on the teacher's own finances. 

Unlike many successful corporations and institutions where reward systems are in place 

for employees to maintain an updated education, teachers' paths to updated 

methodologies are rarely made accessible. 

Given that history teachers at the secondary level do have obstacles that create 

difficulties in adoption of new teaching methodologies, it would conceivably be more 

reasonable to introduce them to changes gradually. More importantly, given that they do 

rely heavily on textbooks to teach, to take away such an important instrument could be 

disastrous. Instead, textbooks need to complement the new teaching methods. This may 

appear to be antithetical for a classroom in which critical education is to take place, after 

all, in theory, we do not want a continual reliance on textbooks. For this reason the 

textbooks should encourage teachers, through exan^les, to explore other possible ways of 

relaying history while not sacrificing a student's right to voice and critically explore the 

given information. Textbooks that are created to meet the new demands in history 

teaching approaches must also avoid the trap to 'mentioning'. 'Mentioning' helps maintain 

hegemonic dominance of texts if progressive new items are not developed in depth, but 

only given token mention (Apple 1992). In the case where buying new textbooks is not 

possible, teachers should be encouraged to do textbook reviews in their classrooms that 

explore possible biases in how information is relayed. 
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The goal of history 

As one explores the controversy over history and especially history books, it 

becomes apparent that the role of history is presented by historians via their perspectives 

on past events. This perspective or bias serves a role. That role reveals a lot about this 

nation's view of how history should be perceived and to whose advantage. It reveals how 

this nation attempts to assimilate its members into a dominant perspective or world view in 

order for them to form an appropriate identity based on nationalism. As Commager and 

Muessig note: "One bias, one prejudice, one obsession, so pervasive and so powerful that 

it deserves special consideration: nationalism (1980:51.") Nationalism in the 19th century 

tended to mirror subconscious prejudices showing bias by omission of other non-white 

Anglo-Saxon perspectives. Such nationalistic identity formation is this nations means of 

weeding out characteristics and world views that do not complement the establish world 

view. The result is grave distortion of history. 

There are some who would say that a national identity is not biased, yet one only 

has to look at recorded history to see how past events have been portrayed in a very pro-

Anglocentric male perspective as the correct way of being (Alter and Denworth 1990). 

Cultural studies have made this a strong aspect of their studies, this tendency to view the 

world through lenses in which everything properly cultwal and aesthetic stems from what 

was established as proper culture and aesthetic in an earlier century of western civilization. 

Tliis approach to culture acknowledges the power relationships that exist within society 

today by looking at what is considered popular (Nelson and others 1992). Thus cultural 
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studies are concerned uith hegemonic attitudes that persist and direct how many 

disenfranchised, marginal groups lead their lives within western culture (Wolf 1997). By 

looking at the popular, we can more easily see how some identities are encouraged and 

how other identities are discouraged. 

Identity: Nationalism or ethnicity 
In the US, national identity is directed by what one group deems acceptable 

(Apple 1992). In the 19th century this is not more obvious than with the treatment of the 

American Indian. After the civil war, with the government (BLA) supported boarding 

schools and with the 1887 Dawes Act of land allotment, it became obvious that the 

country had decided what it was to be American. American meant not acting or talking 

Indian and therefore the young members of the tribe were sent to boarding schools where 

they would leam English only, as well as be trained on the type of work deemed 

acceptable in 'American' society. The Dawes Act of 1887 was the government's attempt 

to assimilate the adults of the tribes. By parceling off the reservation land to individual 

tribe members and forcing the individuals to work the land in a manner typical of Westem 

culture, the Indians were being taught to leave their 'savage' ways and be civilized once 

and for all (McDonnell 1991; Reyhner and Eder 1992). 

This English-only approach to assimilation did not just extend to the Indian 

population in the US. Shortly after WWI, any group of people still educated formally in 

any language other than English were penalized for such actions (Ruiz 1988). To maintain 
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ethnic ties through language and action was now being considered anti-American. Public 

education became the means of initiating new citizens to understand the 'new' rules meant 

to assimilate them into American society (Garcia 1994; Perry and Fraser 1993b; Ruiz 

1988, 1991;Takaki 1987). 

This nationalistic bias still exists as it did in the 19th century but in less blatant 

form and bearing a more hegemonic appearance (Billington 1972). As noted all too often 

the identity that was not equated with the national identity was that of ethnicity. To 

maintain an ethnic identity was to refuse to succumb to the national identity and was seen 

as a betrayal to the nation (Chabram-E)emersesian 1992; Giroux 1992; Hall 1992). It is 

for this reason that very often in the history of this nation, education served the purpose of 

training its inhabitants on what it meant to be a citizen (Gates 1994). History classrooms 

and their texts served these interests all too well (bell hooks 1992; Bennet 1994; Bigelow 

1995; Haijo 1995; Martinez 1995 ). 

History became citizenship training that provided socialization into society as 

defined by mainstream American values (Leming 1994; Thornton 1991). As pointed out, 

by the latter half of the 20th century, citizenship training was drowned within a hegemonic 

attitude that no longer saw easily what was being done. History books appeared to be 

relaying unbiased history and few argued otherwise. The common belief was that 'Tor 

more than 200 years, schools have been teaching democratic values... (Leming 

1994:22)." Yet how could democracy be taught when democracy wasn't acted on and 

when education was assimilationist in practice. The acceptable identity had become to not 
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exhibit difiference (ethnicity) but conunonality (citizenship) under the guise of learning 

what the common rules of citizenship should be (Glazer 1987). Rules that stemmed from a 

white Protestant male background. In so doing, the nation attempted to stamp out cultural 

identities that revolved around ethnic language and actions. 

The Cold War and its implications to educational reform 

With the launching of the Cold War after World War II, American society, having 

bought the propaganda on evil communism and US superiority, felt their morality and 

technology was being challenged (Dow 1991). Not only was it being challenged, but 

usurped by the communists. 

Doubts about the adequacy (or inadequacy) of our educational system in preparing 

Americans to maintain their status as a world power was severely nurtured with the 

successful launching of Sputnik in 1957 by the USSR. All at once the concept of US 

dominance was being threatened by this proof that the USSR too was a world power and 

could possibly become the world power of the planet. Amidst all of the paranoia in which 

US morality might be usurped, educators and other individuals attacked the educational 

system as the reason for the USSR's advancement in space technology. Thus began the 

support for one of this nations biggest educational reform movements. 

In response to this communist threat educational reform took a turn for the better. 

Scholars challenged the form of learning taking place in the classroom as "devoted to 

passing on knowledge and values that its advocates judge to be central to American 
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culture.. . more concerned with cultivating mainstream American values than with 

assisting students to develop their own value system... (Marker and Mehlinger 

1992:840)." Innovative math, science, and social studies curriculum units were developed 

to replace the old ones. These programs shared common goals; to offer students the 

knowledge necessary to become problem solvers and critical thinkers, encourage students 

to become creative thinkers, and create a classroom atmosphere that was student centered 

in which the teacher too needed to become creative and innovative (Lazerson and others 

1985; Marker and Mehlinger 1992). 

In almost every case, where new programs were introduced into the schools, they 

eventually were thrown out. One of the greatest problems that arose with the new units 

was teacher insecurities in their teaching skills. Having become dependent on textbooks 

and a "banking system" of teaching, they felt inadequate in fulfilling the new role of 

allowing for maximum student participation and criticism. Teachers felt their roles as the 

superior knowledge was threatened with the new imits that enrqihasized their human 

vulnerability. With the new units, teachers were no longer the knowledge centers in the 

classroom, instead, their role was to become that of classroom mediators who were meant 

to help pose problems in the classroom and offer students the opportimity and means to 

solve those problems. In addition to teacher insecurities and lack of training in the new 

teaching methodology expected with the new units, some critics of these new units 

claimed they were elitist in their difScuhy. Finally, parents too feh inadequate when they 

could not help their children with their homework because many of them could not 
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understand it. By the end of the 1960s most of these programs had been removed from the 

classroom and were considered failures. (Lazerson and others 1985) 

The response to history classes in the US was somewhat different to the response 

by math and science courses. By now the issue of history and objectivity was becoming 

more known. The reformers response then was not to reform the history class but instead 

to introduce a heavier focus on other aspects of the social studies. Several programs were 

begun in which units focusing on the social aspect of human culture was explored a more 

in-depth manner. One of these curriculum units stood out more than any other because of 

its wide academic support both intellectually and financially. Known as MACOS or Man: 

A Course of Study, the course challenged students to rethink their world views in a 

manner never seen before in US education. 

My study not being the first time an anthropology subject was introduced into the 

classroom, the earlier attempt at using anthrop>ology to teach human social studies needed 

to be investigated. As noted, MACOS attempted to expose students to knowledge of 

culture and cultures through the study of anthropology. The idea was to expand a 

student's cultural awareness of the world, the peoples in it, and how we are all interrelated 

through our common human heritage. 

My research explores the development of a similar curriculum unit in which 

students' understanding of culture, the world, its population, and our common ancestry 

are sought. The differences is that I explore these issues through a combined 

archaeological and historical format. In addition, the student population targeted is much 
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older that the MACOS student group. High school students, as opposed to 5* graders are 

the target group im my research. Because the concepts within anthropological study are 

experience-based, an older student class with extensive personal experiences would better 

grip some of the ideas of social and cultural processes. By experience-based, I mean that 

an individual needs to be able to process their own experiences to date. Experiences are 

what mark how individuak function within their environment and what decisions they 

make as participants of their social group. The individual must therefore understand their 

role as human, social, and intellectual organism. 

Man: A Course of Study (MACOS) 

MACOS was meant to help children learn about cultiu'e and cuhures. More so 

than any other Social Studies reform, this program's goals were to teach students to think 

critically to better inform them on how to make decisions in the fiitm-e. The means by 

which this type of knowledge was to be relayed was through a focus on anthropology and 

social structures in human society. 

MACOS teaching methodology 
A professional psychologist, Jerome Bruner's approach to education was to stress 

the importance of ensuring optimum learning in students by arranging all environs (the 

classroom, technology, teacher, teaching materials, etc.) associated with learning in a 

manner that allowed for the successful transfer or retrievability of information (Bruner 
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1966). More specifically, he believed that the best approach to learning was to critically 

challenge the student to think and process information. He believed this education better 

served the nation by producing competent decision makers. Bruner's interest led him to 

the social science curriculum and how it was being taught in schools. His theory was that 

students should leam about being human to better comprehend their humanness (Bruner 

1965, 1966; Dow 1991). 

When given the opportimity to direct the MACOS project, Bruner was in his 

element. Along with the EDC (Educational Development Center ), other professional 

academics in other social fields and with teachers of social studies, he began to follow up 

on his ideas. MACOS was a proposal to teach social organization fi-om the 

anthropological perspective as opposed to the historical perspective. At the onset he 

established three questions that the program was meant to answer in its study of the 

various units that comprised it. These questions clearly show the direction his interests lay 

and the forces that directed how the curriculum unit was created. They were: 

What is human about human beings? 

How did they get that way? 

How can they be made more so? 

In order to answer these questions, Bruner felt that the approach to the MACOS unit had 

to be diverse in its subject matter while at the same time 'post-hole' information. Post-

holing meant that instead of engulfing students with a large quantity of ^u:ts, students 

would be immersed in in-depth research on a few specific events thereby allowing time for 
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students to discuss and critically question the material. In other words, instead of a rote 

approach to learning a critical teaching approach was sought. (Dow 1991) 

MACOS content 
The content of this curriculum unit was to be made up of studies in language and 

its role in human ingenuity and survival, tool making and its relationship to language and 

species survival, social organization and its versatility using comparison and contrast, child 

rearing as a means of socialization and transmission of world-views, and world view and 

its dependency on perspectives and biases (Bruner 1965). 

As noted earlier the pedagogy was to depend on post-holing as well as contrast/ 

comparison studies, student research, and ethnographic training. This pedagogy was 

grounded in the idea that students needed to be exposed to the structure of disciplinary 

studies and the way a scientist actually theorized and interpreted. The course was to use 

silent films of animals in their habitats and of other human cultural groups for students to 

observe and ethnographically record and interpret. The films were purposefully left silent 

so as to not lead the students direction of thinking and interpretation. The course would 

also encourage cooperative learning activities, play-acting, and extensive research (Dow 

1991). 

The target age group would be fifth graders. MACOS was meant to substitute the 

traditional American history unit taught in this grade. Bruner targeted this age group 

because the history lessons being taught were repeated in the 7th and 10th grades. This 
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teaching of American history in three grades was a fallback to a time when all students did 

not finish school through the twelfth year. Many students would drop out to work after 

the 6th grade, some would stay until the 8th grade, and for those that went to the 12th 

grade a final more extensive history class was offered. In this stress on American history it 

is easy to see that the focus of history classes was to ensure citizenship training (Dow 

1991). 

The program finally took off in 1965, 7 years after its introduction as a topic of 

curriculum development. This year marked the pilot in which it was introduced to a few 

schools, both rural and urban. After fine tuning what wasn't working, it was ready for 

launching the following year. The program was positively received by teachers who tried 

it. All teachers went through a two-week training program to help them adjust to this new 

knowledge and pedagogical base. One problem began to arise almost immediately, the 

program was too expensive, so many schools were leery of it, making publishers leery of it 

as well. Despite this, the program continued to be requested by a growing number of 

teachers. But then a second problem was noted. Some teachers started to voice their 

misapprehension that they did not feel confident in their knowledge of the subject matter 

or in the pedagogical approach. Again, this was not given too much consideration other 

than that the two-week training program was to respond to these concerns. It should be 

noted that one member of the MACOS team in charge of teacher training was determined 

to get funding to create a teacher's manual to help with this new material negotiation. This 

was never realized due to events that were to follow (Dow 1991). 
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In 1970 the first signs of trouble began to brew. Parents of a conservative bent in 

different parts of the country began to challenge the material being introduced to their 10 

year olds. Their complaints were that Christian values were being demoralized in 

preference for heathen and savage ways. While such complaints verged on the ridiculous 

to the professionals, the parent concern was legitimate and proved to be strong enough to 

gain support in the U. S. Congress. MACOS was under attack. The eventual resuh was 

that federal involvement in education material development was challenged. By 1975, 

federal involvement in education was minimized and MACOS had been the scapegoat that 

led to this event. The media had attacked the program and it soon got weaned out of the 

schools that had adopted it. The radical social studies approach to learning was 

unsuccessful in the end, but it left behind many professional scientists aware for the first 

time in the importance of children's education. It helped bring to the font the new 

p>edagogies that were developing in education. 

Social studies curriculum - the Canadian response 

The Canadian response to social studies reform was somewhat different to the 

American response. They focused on their established courses instead of creating new 

curriculum units. Their introduction at this point is important because of their approach to 

reform. Canadian reform was concerned with enlightening students about the world by 

directly addressing the history classes that already existed. This is important because one 

of the greatest complaints in the US against MACOS was that it was usurping history 
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teaching. The Canadian response to reform is also valuable because in the US, history 

reform was virtually ignored in place of a social studies focus. 

Response to history reform took various forms. Hodgetts' (1972) reports in his 

study of900 classrooms that the focus of learning in 61 of them was to not hold students 

responsible for the inadequacies of the information, to encourage dialogue in the 

classroom, and to study topics in-depth for better learning. Hodgetts noted that these 

classrooms were exhibiting success despite the fear of many teachers that to teach history 

in such a manner was too difficult. Sutherland (1972) too reports the success of teaching 

history by using an approach that explored topics in-depth to understand history 

generalizations. Wensley (1972) en^hasized the importance of cutting across the normal 

line of chronology often so that the student was brought many times into contact with the 

present to better understand the human tendencies begun in the past and perpetuated in 

the present. Students were asked to investigate and research material which helped them 

better comprehend in larger rather than smaller units. Barton's "disorganization has 

positive educational values (1972:191)" submerged students in material culture of 

particular ages or periods letting the student find something to pique their interest out of 

the 1000+ items associated with the era of study.^ Barton's observations showed that 

3 

These 1000+ items were a package of physical materials era specific. The materials were meant to 
represent as many factions of social groups associated with this time period as possible. This included 
media materials, photos, actual original technology and other artifacts, and texts. The teacher would 
request the package to transform the classroom into museum. Students could then wander around the 
room at their own leisure until they found something that piqued their interest. This way, a teacher could 
tap into a student's personal knowledge base by seeing what interested them. There was never an instance 
noted that a student did not find som^ing they were genuinely interested in. 
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students always found something of interest in the 1000+ items that gave them reason to 

leam more of the period being studied. Finally, Tait's (1972) seminar method, which 

mimicked the college seminar allowed for oral and research skills to be more easily 

developed. 

It becomes obvious to today's educator and researcher that the approaches the 

Canadian schools were taking cultivated critical thinking skills through the use of 

discourse and alternative media. Their approach answered the call for a critical pedagogy 

in the classroom, a concept that has only gained status in the United States in the last two 

decades or so. More importantly, their approach was to challenge history not replace it at 

a time when history interpretations needed to be challenged. 

Lessons of the past 

The situation with MACOS and the approach to social studies by the Canadians 

offer many similarities in their pedagogical approaches. But unlike the Canadian approach 

which was to target the subject of history directly, the MACOS creators chose to 

overlook the history sitiiation in preference for a new more radical course of study. This 

may have proved to be a misjudgement on their parts. Their idea was commendable, but 

given the attitudes of the times, of which several education scholars could have made 

them aware, white Protestant America was not ready to hear about how humans were just 

another animal species that happened to excel in social and technological endeavors. Such 

de-spiritualization of humans was too much for the white religious American public. 



Perhaps if the approach had been to introduce new pedagogical perspectives to the 

existing history classroom there may not have been as much of a problem. Or perhaps if 

the MACOS unit had been introduced to a high school classroom, again, much of the 

tension that arose might have been avoided. Given the climate of the times, in which 

Communism was a feared ungodly threat and god was the means by which to exhibit 

ourselves as better than the Reds, I doubt any curriculum unit that strove for student 

consciousness and awareness of cultures without passing judgement would have been 

successful. 

Thus ended a chapter in American education history, in which once again 

conservatism prevailed. A conservativism that ensured the continued assimilationist 

approach to education this nation calls equal and democratic. This dominant attitude 

persisted through the 1980's and into the 1990's but with it were a new cadre of 

empowered professional educators that challenged once more the lack of address to 

inequality in our schools, resurrecting a new reform movement — multiculturalism. 

One respond to multiculturalism has been the introduction of archaeological 

knowledge into the history classrooms and the introduction of anthropology classes into 

the high school elective curriculum. The introduction of archaeological knowledge is to 

compensate for the lack of address in present history books of the first cultural groups in 

the American continents. These units of archaeology are usually initiated by the teachers 

themselves but have also been recognized and acknowledged by the archaeological 

professional community. 
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The new fad: Bringing archaeology into the classroom 

As noted, in the 90's, a new approach to teaching history has been to incorporate 

archaeological evidence into classroom lectures. Through archaeology the teacher 

introduces earlier histories of this country into the classroom. In so doing, teachers expose 

students to early American history as well as early histories of other areas such as 

Mesoamerica, Kush, Han Dynasty, and Egypt. In the United States, archaeologists, in 

response to these new phenomena, encourage teachers to teach about local prehistory and 

history and are now introducing manuals to assist the teacher in her/his teachings of 

archaeological knowledge. The introduction of archaeological knowledge into the history 

curriculum seems to be a logical course for history classes to take, after all archaeology 

encompasses the study of the majority of human history as well as more recent history and 

the present. Higgins and Holms (1986) noted that archaeology appealed to teachers and 

students because of its compatibility with hand-on activities and exercises, the possibilities 

of outdoor activities, exposure to exercises thought to develop thinking skills and 

scientific reasoning, and its interdisciplinary nature incorporating knowledge from natural 

and social sciences, as well as teaching math, reading, writing, and oral presentation skills. 

As with history, archaeological studies work in interpreting factual evidence. In the 

case of prehistoric cultures (which are marked by their lack of a preservable form of 

recording information, i.e. - written language), this factual evidence is physical. These 

physical facts (artifacts) are the materials that have managed to survive. Their very 

existence makes them real. For example, if archaeologists are continually finding weapons 



and other weaponry devices in ancient dwellings we could assume that they were used in 

some capacity. After all, they exist. To assume that they served no function whatsoever 

(whether it be spiritual, representative, or physical) is to deny the reality of their existence 

and presence. This should not be the issue. The issue is on the interpretation of their 

presence without taking away from the reality of their presence validating that they were 

used in some capacity in the given time or space. They are representatives of human 

agency. They are the material culture. 

But are they the sole physical representations of the material culture? Obviously 

not. This means that archaeologists are han^red in their interpretation of the past by the 

fact that only a few representative materials of past cultures survive. Archaeological 

interpretations are then subjective in that they are based on a few physical artifacts 

produced by the prehistoric groups. When archaeologists interpret the past they do so 

with the knowledge that they are limited in how much they can project onto past human 

agency. And as with history their own experience and interpretation of history limits how 

creative they can be about making these projections on a past they did not participate in. 

Fortunately for archaeologists they sometimes have wealthy sites in which a number of 

artifacts are recovered. None the less, their interpretations are still subjective and revolve 

around the study of human culture making the relationship to anthropology obvious, after 

all archaeology studies the relationship between culture and morphology (Hanvey 1971). 

Anthropological study of difierent social groups in the last century and research 

on ethnographic accounts by western travelers helps archaeologists explore other world 
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views in non-western cultures (Wolf 1997). By incorporating these studies, archaeologists 

can make some of their interpretations more thorough by looking for physical artifact 

relationships between past assemblages and present assemblages. With the introduction of 

these anthropological studies, the archaeological interpretation opens itself to more 

critique. At this point, the researcher must account for the many perspectives that went 

into the anthropological observations as well as the newly added perspective of the 

archaeologist. In other words, our experiences bias our perspectives and influence how we 

view and judge the world. When archaeologists make interpretations, which they feel they 

can, due to the added knowledge cuhural anthropologists have supplied, they are making 

interpretations that are dependent on the experiences of the original ethnographer, the 

present anthropological researcher, and themselves. Their interpretations at this level 

cannot be objective. 

As noted earlier with the study of history, lack of objectivity does not necessarily 

mean that subjective studies are not valuable. On the contrary, through the 

acknowledgment of subjective analysis much can be learned about our own tendencies as 

humans. In the case of historical archaeology, this is the case. Along with historians, 

archaeologists too make interpretations that rely heavily on both the material culture and 

the written or recorded culture. What is written can sometimes be confirmed or challenged 

using evidence provided by the material culture. 

The allure and mystique of archaeology is that the interpretation is a single 

person's concept of a solution to a mystery. The archaeologists works with various clues 
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(artifacts) and uses them to help him/her offer a possible interpretation to a given time and 

place. History works in the same way but unfortunately individuals have learned to 

unequivocally accept what is written about history as factual when in actuality the written 

record only offers countless clues to history and the historians interpretation of those 

clues. While history seems so definite, archaeological knowledge doesn't. Archaeological 

interpretations can change with the discovery of new materials diversifying the material 

cultures of the past. It is this flexibility that makes it appealing to learners. It is no wonder 

that we are seeing an increase in the use of archaeology in the history classrooms. Unlike 

history, which seems locked and impenetrable, archaeological knowledge is more flexible 

and dependent on critical analysis for substantiation. 

Science or social studies content 
In response to this interest in archaeology in the classroom a number of manuals 

on archaeology have been written to satisfy the thirst by teachers for workable materials in 

their precollegiate classrooms. Because there are few archaeologists who are educators at 

the pre-coUegiate level, most of the manuals have been written by professional 

archaeologists, not educators. Because of a lack of guidance in working with educational 

materials meant for the primary and secondary levels, the majority of these initial manuals 

tend to copy the styles seen in other textbooks related to pre-coUegiate curricula. The 

result is that the archaeology texts tend to be fi-agmented, focusing on the science of the 

discipline not on the social studies aspect of the discipline. The texts would more 
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comfortably fit into a science curriculum than a history curriculum- Unfortunately, history 

teachers are the ones using them. 

While the material presented in these books varies, many of them focus on the field 

methodology aspect of the discipline. Content covered in support of field knowledge 

covers asp>ects of archaeology such as stratigraphy, gridding, recording, dating, mapping, 

and chronology techniques. They also teach about surveying, chronology formation, 

palynology, and artifact identification. While interpretation exercises are presented they 

tend to be either too simple or lacking in enough information for the teacher to effectively 

explain the importance of making value judgements on perspectives introduced as 

interpretation. Activities tend to be creative, but again, with little background information 

explaining cultural context, they become too abstract and disjointed. It should be noted 

that many of these manuals have glossaries and reference resource sections which are 

somewhat helpful. (Arizona Archaeological for the Schools Committee no date; 

Christensen 1995; Few and others 1995; Gregonis and Fratt 1992; Gronemann 1994; 

Smith and others 1993) 

The social and cultural aspect of archaeology is greatly minimized in preference 

for relaying the much easier field methods and some lab methods making it hard to 

envision why archaeologists do what they do. The manuals tend to be how-to books that 

avoid the why of the actions. Token explanations are offered in most cases that are 

supposed to be the 'why' explanations but they range anywhere fi-om a small paragraph to 

a full page of why? Inherent in these manuals is the explicit expectation that the teacher 
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already be well-informed on archeologkal theory. In all fairness, at least one manual is 

meant to complement a mock archaeological dig sponsored by TUSD, but the manual is 

for sale whether one attends the dig or not (Gregonis and Fratt 1992). 

One text was written for arts and crafts classrooms. Again, little information other 

than obligatory definition-type data is given with the activities in which students 

experiment using prehistoric techniques to create ancient Hohokam technological wares 

such as pottery, shell jewelry, and baskets (Gronemann 1994). The one manual that offers 

more of an anthropological perspective along with the archaeology is very remiss in its 

approach. The anthropology activities are vague and offer little background information to 

help direct students in interpreting cultural and ethnographical accounts (Few and others 

1995). 

It becomes obvious that these texts are approaching archaeology from the 

perspective of the field science. The goal with most of these texts seems to be to teach 

students the importance of conservation and preservation. This shows what the 

archaeologists intention seems to be when offering information to the layperson. All of the 

major manuals with activities that were reviewed had a section advertising for 

conservation and preservation (Arizona Archaeological for the Schools Committee no 

date; Christensen 1995; Few and others 1995; Gregonis and Fratt 1992; Gronemann 

1994; Smith and others 1993). Even the Guidelines for evaluating archaeological 

education materials requested materials that stressed scientific field methodology. When 

defining the goals of archaeology they did note the importance of conveying how 
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archeology helps in interpreting past cultural activity; this was defined as necessary to 

convey when creating the education materials but not necessarily a part of the curriculum 

unit developed (Formal Education Subcommittee: Society for American Archaeology 

1995). One text, which ironicaUy was also the only bilingual text, was better than the rest. 

This text did attempt to offer several interpretation activities for different contents, plus an 

activity to teach students to distinguish between fects and opinions. Their resource section 

was also very rich and ofiered affordable options in book selection by listing National 

Geographic articles that dealt with archaeology (Aedan and others 1994). 

One text that was very successful in relaying the fallacies of how individual 

interpretations are influenced by what is familiar was David Macaulay's Motel of the 

Mysteries (1979). This book looks at how archaeology interprets fects when directed by 

very subjective individual perspectives. It's humorous approach to archaeology achieves 

the goal of teaching how archaeology interpretation is limited by the percentage of 

artifacts found at sites and by individuals' world views. It is a great introduction to the 

study of any aspect of history and objectivity. One other book should also be noted for its 

approach to writing about archaeology. Brian Pagan's Time Detectives (1995) follows in 

written form the in-depth topic approach in which focus is turned to a few specific events 

and investigated in-depth. This approach was noted as very successfiil in Canada and with 

the MACOS project (Dow 1991; Hodgetts 1972; Sutherland 1972). 

In short, many of the education manuals tend to be written with the science in 

mind not the wholistic study of archaeology which is very dependent on its theory of 
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human culture. The texts are very content heavy but not context concerned and tend to 

shy away from approaching the cultural aspect of archaeological and anthropological 

studies. If professional archaeologists were to approach their studies in this manner they 

would be very bored quickly. Archaeology is not just about digging. In actuality, that 

aspect of archaeology is onfy 1/3 of the study at most, the rest is centered on research and 

analysis of the materials excavated as well as of earlier interpretation studies. Archaeology 

is concerned with understanding the past as it relates to humans and as such is very 

concerned with human cultiiral activity and its inqilications to the present. A reminder, 

archaeology serves a greater role when one remembers it is a sub-discipline of 

anthropology. It is within that context that archaeological studies make more sense in the 

application of it to history. 

What does this all mean in terms of culture? 

What history classes and texts teach us is who is in charge. Power relations are 

obvious in these forums if one has the means to look for them. These relations that create 

unequal status for different groups within society are edl interrelated to how we see culture 

(Roseberry 1989). What does culture mean to the marginalized student? What does 

culture mean to the privileged student? How might these perceptions of culture lead to 

repeating the unequal statuses that already exist? This is what is at issue; for students to 

understand that inequalities exist and that those with no power in society tend to fall into 

particular cultures of ethnicity, gender, sexual preference, age, and econoRQ^. Education 
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perpetuates these inequalities, especially when history establishes a record that supports 

them. History or social studies approaches need to now address that these inequalities 

exist. Students need to understand how bias in history books does not lead to an 

objectively written record. Students need to understand discourse patterns in these texts 

that personily the status quo as the norm and all other cultures as lacking in some way or 

other. 

Ultimately what the goal of education should be is a means of allowing students 

the opportunity to acknowledge that inequality exists and that a power play is at the fore 

of this inequality. Whatever social group holds power possesses the means to maintain 

that. We can't put our heads in the sand and make believe that inequality will diminish on 

its own. Individuals need to feel that they have a voice in their life and that they can 

change the roles of all society's participants. If the human species truly wants to achieve a 

level of existence that stems on equality it needs to acknowledge the human tendency to 

allocate power or for power to be allocated to or by specific social groups. With the 

acknowledgment of the existence of power and status comes the introduction of 

maintenance structures meant to maintain that inequality. Education has served such a 

purpose and it is never more obvious than with the information we learn in history class. 

For us to be in control of our own destinies, we need to address the relations of authority 

which secure high status individuals their place in society (Apple 1992; Roseberry 1989). 

History and culture interrelate in their task of interpreting meanings humans assign 

to their actions (Roseberry 1989). For this reason we need to understand terms such as 
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race, culture, and ethnicity through the study of history. We need to understand that the 

discourse of culture is associated with the "older discourse of racial and ethnic difference 

which is entangled with the history of the idea of culture in the modem West (Gilroy 

1992:188)." One might even go so far as to say that culture is the direct substitute for race 

as defined before the scientific definition of race took hold and limited its meaning in 

association to 'racism.' But when speaking of this earlier definition to race, we were 

essentially talking about ethnic discrimination. Therefore when talking about culture, most 

times we are referring to ethnic racism. 

It is for this reason that culture as a concept needs to be explored and addressed in 

the school system. In addressing our conceptualizations of culture we are essentially 

addressing issues of ethnic racism and racism but also issues of gender, sex, political, 

religious, social, and economic discrimination. Inherent in this focus is also the issue of 

nationalism, the means by which power factions have controlled nations by superseding all 

other forms of identity and naming other forms of identity as betrayal if taking precedence 

over one's national identity. 

History classes have served U. S. interests only too well. A national interest that 

identified a supposedly neutral national identity when in fact it was an identity created by 

what was meant to be male and Anglo (as in Anglo-Saxon). History classes have fostered 

hegemonic attitudes that foster blindness to these inequalities. Racism, discrimination, 

inequity, and hate still exist. Their troubles are being hidden behind the more gentler 

sounding culture. But culture is about racism, discrimination, inequity, power, and hate as 
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it addresses their presence among humanity and its many social groups. If we ignore the 

study of culture we are essentially, once again ignoring issues of racism, ethnic racism, and 

all other forms of discrimination. Culture needs to be addressed and where better than in 

the study of human history where we can trace their presence, their growth, and their 

ability to remain hidden. 
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Chapter 3 
TEACHING METHODOLOGY BACKGROUND 

"The starting point of critical elaboration is the consciousness of what one really is, and 
is "knowing thyself^' as a product of the historical process to date which has deposited in 

you an infinity of traces, without leaving an inventory. " (Antonio Gramsci 1971:324) 

This chapter addresses teaching pedagogy today. Explored are the issues of how 

students learn and what students should learn. The role such studies of whole language 

teaching and learning, critical education, bilingual education, multicuhuralisns, and 

pluralism are playing in realizing goals of student self-consciousness are addressed. The 

goal of reaching equal education for all students, the opportunity for students to gain a 

'voice' in society, and the acknowledgment not only of multiple identities in our nation 

and world but of multiple cultures is explored. But first, in order to understand how we 

teach today, we need to understand why we teach at all. 

Formal educatioD in the Western World and its implications 
With the advent of mass formal education as associated with the European 

Western tradition, changes in thought of social organization began to happen. Before this, 

educators strove for an accumulation of knowledge available for learning. Knowledge was 

primarily from Rome and Greece, with a heavy emphasis on learning medicine, 

philosophy, and the natural sciences. During this period and the period known as the 

Middle Ages of Europe (AD500 to AD 1500), little knowledge made its way into the 

educators' studies from Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, except through the Arabs. The 

Arabs were powerful business persons who traveled widely as part of acquisition of trade 
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goods leading to a valuable contribution to learning. Arab philosophy was to respect the 

knowledge of peoples conquered. Instead of destroying knowledge they learned about the 

people and incorporated knowledge into their culture, either in the social, economic, or 

political sphere (StuU 1956, van Doren, 1991). Even in religion they studied to understand 

other philosophies. Thanks to their collection of knowledge acquired from Roman and 

Greek texts less knowledge was lost. 

Traditionally, knowledge average citizens learned was that of working skills in 

particular areas. This rarely involved literacy skills which were limited to a select few. 

Accumulation of formal knowledge was of science, theology, politics and social theory. 

Books were expensive to acquire because they were written and bound by hand. Writing 

material was expensive and circulation very limited. As noted, few individuals were 

educated. One could even say that education was viewed as a skill in that few were 

thought to be capable of learning. Even economic or political success did not guarantee 

you would be educated. In Europe, it was usxially the wealthy clergy who acquired such 

learning and advised the powerful in their country. Knowledge learned served a purpose. 

The knowledge of the past helped explain the present, yet it was not seen strongly to 

influence the future. 

During the mid IS* century, with the invention of cheap paper and the printing 

press in Europe, knowledge became more accessible to people. Books became affordable 

for the first time in history. With these inventions we saw increased literacy in the upper 

classes. In addition public reading and lending houses were more common. While it was 



still primarily the upper classes that were educating themselves, more of them were doing 

so, for example more women could read and write. In addition, the middle class that was 

developing economically to be a threat to traditional hierarchy was also able to a£ford 

these same books and educate their offspring. Education was no longer a privilege or 

'skill' but was now blossoming into a right (StuU 1956). 

Initially, with this view of education as a right, a social revolution took place in 

which that right was demanded by the masses (the lower classes). These reformation 

movements of the 16"' century initially stressed formal learning of such basic skills as 

reading, writing, and arithmetic (the three R's) in the hopes of better learning religious 

study. These ideas on education continued into the period of Enlightenment in which a 

societal goal of the Western world was to improve lives and social standing using the 

reason and powers of critical thinking. Philosophers saw that for a nation to succeed 

economically in a rapidly changing technological world, everyone must be educated. 

Through education individuals would gain more knowledge. Knowledge was now seen as 

leading to more knowledge, to improvement, to advancement. If knowledge was denied to 

anyone, the country/nation might not advance or improve. But there was a stronger 

impetus for mass education — to ensure national loyalty and pride. The manner in which 

to do this was to teach a nation its history so as to gain pride at its struggles and victories. 

Learning a nation's history became a tool. 

History taught was limited to nationalistic perspectives to ensure pride in one's 

country, hence, facts were taught as truths without too much 'historical context' (or 
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seeing history through historical events not isolated facts) relayed. Since loyalty from the 

masses was the desired effect, national pride was encouraged through the selling of a 

positive image. This view of education on the whole as citizenship training raised a few 

issues of validity in the role education played as a fair and equal privilege. 

In the 19"' century United States, education's role was based on acquisition of 

knowledge in the 3 R's, theology and citizenship loyalty. Discipline was rigid with physical 

violence acceptable punishment for disruptive behavior in the classroom. This rigidness 

was reflected in the teaching method, which was of a strict question and answer type. 

Students did not speak unless requested to answer a question. Student involvement was 

minimal. They were there to memorize information thought valuable. (StuU 1956) 

In the early 20* century United States, education went through some changes. Due 

to the population make-up of schools, citizenship training became more important in 

education via the social studies, but other factors also occured that made education more 

than just a citizenship training tool. Technology advances made it necessary to start 

teaching more science and more advanced math. Transportation and communication 

advances brought to the fore the knowledge that the world was getting smaller and more 

accessible. This meant that people were becoming more aware of different cultures 

through direct contact and not through 'legend or myth'. Social studies had to address not 

just the nation being lived in but the make-up of other nations in the world. Formal 

education acquired a new role, that of making students decision-makers. Students were 

now expected to leam to be good listeners to make their own discerning decisions about 
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their lives. Education was now a tool towards training individuals for industry, business, 

and global government jobs.(Stull 1956) 

By the latter half of the 20"* century, schools in the United States became more and 

more focused on these issues of industry, business, and global access. Education was now 

mandatory and hence a nght. Yet hold-overs from the earlier half of the century - that of 

citizenship training were still evident. 

Another hold-over was the rigid question and answer type of learning that can still 

be found in many schools today. This type of learning revolved around memorization 

skills, that as noted in Chapter 1, trained the students to be temporary depositories in a 

bank. But in today's world, education and its role in the world are subjects of study 

themselves. Today, professional academic educators, with their wealth of information on 

student rights, learning, and multicultural backgrounds can direct how many new 

programs eire introduced to address how well our schools are succeedii^ in teaching 

students how to be good world thinkers. The professional educators have introduced 

issues of language, power, inequalities, culture, voice, gender, and race into the classroom 

arena. They remind us of the need to address these issues for any successful education 

evolution to take place. Within these education studies, teachers can let themselves be 

exposed to pedagogies that vsilue student input and learning. 

In today's world, the culmination of previous educator's reform movements is to 

stress the ever-changing quality of our world and the importance of using the scientific 

method to teach students to be critical thinkers in order to achieve true democracy. This 
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sounds as good today as h did in 1916 when John Dewey introduced his ideas of 

education for success in the industrial age (Dow 1991). Today, educators address not just 

what is learned but how it is learned. As noted earlier, this chapter will address these 

issues of teaching pedagog)'. 

Critical thinking and learning 

As noted in Chapter 1 teaching needs to more closely resemble an analjtical and 

intellectual approach that continually challenges a students reasoning skills without 

sacrificing creativity. As such, cultural awareness and highly developed critical thinking 

skills become a part, not just in the student's learning but in the teacher's learning. It 

would be an achievement if students cultural awareness through critical exploration of 

historical material could enable them to work at transforming the world into a less racist 

and discriminatory environment. 

Instead of training teachers to be bankers for their students (the banks), as Freire 

so effectively illustrates, teacher education should empower them with the tools to make 

their classroom arenas for discussion, decision-making, and resolution accomplishments. It 

is this goal that needs to be reached. In today's world, everything is becoming more and 

more accessible. We cannot pretend genocide is not occurring in Cossovo. We cannot 

pretend that this act of cruelty does not affect us globaUy. If we allow such atrocities to 

occur, we are basically approving them. Our conscience is not our own any longer. All 

world citizens must be conscious of our responsibilities towards equalizing every human's 
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rights. 

As citizens of the world we need to become greater critical thinkers so as to make 

better decisions and resolutions. These are the skills of critical thinking. These are skills 

that counsel. The skills that help identify and understand patterns of causation in the past 

to better understand patterns as they develop in the present. The skills that help us 

compare those patterns across time and across the world to better expose ourselves to 

other value systems and thus, to leam to formulate multiple probable solutions to world 

issues. We need to leam to see things in historical perspective to better understand present 

perspectives. 

It is these skills of critical thinking that help us become better interpreters with the 

forethought to demand evidence, to formulate questions, to challenge bias, to analyze 

perspectives, and to make us consider multiple perspectives when we study the world's 

past and its presence tnaking for a greater future. It is these skills of critical thinking that 

students must be given the opportimity to foster in order to become better humans in our 

world. 

Culture and critical pedagogy 

It is ironic that mass education in western culture has apparently educated the 

lower classes to inequality at philosophical, moral, and economic levels. Historically, mass 

education was not the case. Most instances of inequality arose through lack of mass 

education in the pursuit of obedience to higher elevated personages. Inequality was usually 
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maintained through warfare that led to the ever changing power nations. Warfare led to 

conquered states in the past which usually led to unidirectional assimilation that appeared 

to occur within 1 or 2 generations. Few groups survived assimilation and those that did 

were continually persecuted (i.e. Jews). These conquered had no voice and no education. 

It was easy to eventually forget the injustice of one group of rulers in the fight for survival 

under the new rulers. 

Today, in theory, everyone is educated and made aware of some historical 

knowledge. The democratic and socialist movements of the last two centuries has enstired 

that everyone receive an equal education under the aegis that it is the means to achieving 

equality. Therefore, as noted earlier, it is ironic that equality has not blossomed in western 

society. Fortunately, historical knowledge can lead to a growth in equalizing education. 

Despite the biases foimd in historical accounts of past events, biased interpretations cannot 

ignore the simple facts of racially motivated slavery and segregation as well as gender 

inequality. We are aware of these facts, irregardless of how historians record the 

relevancies of these episodes in human history. This makes it more difficult for successful 

assimilation within 1 to 2 years to occur as it had in the past. Education has provided a 

means to "hold out" longer against the new dominant forces within our hierarchical 

society. Allowing history to survive, even in its most biased form, has allowed for the 

survival of cultural identities that might have been stamped out as they had in the past. 

Culture instigation in the curriculum is not the sole answer though. While it is a 

large part to a solution for ensuring maturation of education policy in support of equality. 
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other factors must also be addressed. Those of teacher training and teaching pedagogy, 

especially. 

From drawing board to real life: Application of a critical education approach 

A serious drawback with social studies education is that individuals expect quick 

fixes with any new change in educational reform. If a student is to experience 

consciousness-raising it will not be a testable skill after one semester of exposure to one 

critically challenging teaching/learning approach in the classroom. To provide students the 

skills to critically challenge their social environment to the betterment of society takes 

time. They need to test out these skills on various social issues, economic issues, and 

political issues before feeling confident in their interpretation of their social environment. 

This does not come with one semester, two semesters or even three semesters of critical 

education teaching. This comes with exposure to knowledge - knowledge the student will 

be offered throughout their life as citizens of a social system. The skills the school must 

provide are skills that enable students to process information in a critical, but positive, 

manner to better contribute to the enhancement of an equal environment on the planet. 

Development of critical thinking skills needs to be embraced by education at all 

grade levels. To expect one class a lifetime, or one class a year to accon:q)lish student 

'conscientization' is unfair. Furthermore to expect evidence of this 'conscientization' to be 

revealed in standardized tests is defeating. 

"Conscientization' is not testable but to achieve it is a right all citizens have within 
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any democratic institution and therefore should be fostered despite our inability to record 

its presence through some sort of standardized test. SkUls that critically challenge our 

social environment are not testable within the confines of a standardized test which looks 

for word or sentence long "right answers". Higher order thinking skills that are cognitively 

demanding are not testable in this traditional manner. Only the teacher will be able to 

determine how successful her/his efforts have been in the classroom. This is what will be 

evaluated, not the memorization of countless facts in isolation of their historical and 

present significance. 

We need to break out of the mold that dictates that to leam history is to recite 

facts in isolation of human manipulation and participation. Periods of history make no 

sense if studied in isolation - their value lies in their relationship to earlier history and 

present history-in-the-making. History's value lies in how it shows how interrelated 

cultures are spatially and temporally. 

History cannot be about facts in isolation. History must be about himian growth 

and survival through time. On how we, as humans, molded the natural environment to 

sustain our lives. On how we organized to maintain a long-term sustainable food cycle. On 

how our organization grew into hierarchical institutions that established world views we 

were meant to follow and maintain. On how some hierarchies failed only to replaced by 

new ones. On how our dependence on stratification excused barbaric, racist, murderous, 

and discriminatory practices. On how our racist practices led to the segregation of a single 

species based on insignificant human qualities such as the color of one's skins. But most 



importantly, on how such past actions affect present actions. 
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Teacher realities 
In order that social studies reform take place reformers need to pay closer 

attention to school and classroom realities (Thornton 1991) as well as educate new 

teachers in the new forms of critical education methodology. Opportimity to create the 

conditions for teachers to participate in a critical pedagogical approach to teaching must 

be offered for any success to occur (Apple 1992). How else will teachers develop the 

listening and critical skills necessary for a pedagogy of democracy to succeed (Erickson 

1990). Teachers that are already teaching need to be offered the means to further and 

update their education about teaching methodology. To just introduce a new classroom 

subject with its corresponding teaching materials is not enough. Academic institutions 

need to respond to growing interests in specific elective subject classes. 

For example, archaeology is now being incorporated into elementary level 

classrooms, while at the secondary level anthropology classes are being offered. Yet 

within the academic institutions the introduction of these subject areas is not being 

explored. Since both are disciplines that deal with the issue of culture and cultures, in 

which multiculturalism has a great stake, it would seem that the professional education 

community would be interested in pursuing a means of helping teachers effectively 

incorporate such non-standard new knowledge into the classroom. Training teachers to 

use critical pedagogical approaches to these new subject areas might be the means of 
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breaking the established ways of teaching the more traditional, settled subjects like history 

and social studies. 

The nature of archaeology, which is acknowledged as a strong inquiry based 

discipline, has not yet earned the reputation of history as being factually based knowledge 

(as opposed to interpretation based knowledge). Archaeology is seen as interpretation-

based knowledge. But with the public's growing interest in archaeology, it is at some 

levels becoming more like history. Popular coffee-table books on archaeology that offer 

information of past cultures are accurate but &il to inform the public that they are still 

based on limited data. 

At present only archaeologists are responding to the teacher interest in 

archaeology. Few are informed on educational pedagogies, and fewer still work with 

educators when putting together teaching materials. There are archaeology and teacher 

partnerships, but if the teacher is a practitioner of the banking method (the worst case 

scenario) the resulting material cannot reach its fullest potential as teaching material that 

focuses on inquiry-based learning. This possibility is not improbable. As noted in Chapter 

2, many teachers covering the past 40 years, could have been trained to teach in a manner 

that stressed assimilationist citizenship training and the learning of practical non-thinking 

skills. 

The teacher's teaching pedagogy is not the only issue. A serious issue with this 

example is the fact that archaeologists are getting involved, not for the critical thinking 

educational value of learning archaeology, but for the purpose of teaching future adults 



the importance of conservation. This is the primary goal in archaeology instruction for the 

archaeologists — to preserve our past. Their focus is to teach students about archaeology 

so that they can appreciate the importance of not vandalizing or destroying it. 

Teachers are introducing archaeology into the classrooms. This needs to be 

addressed by both the educational pedagogists and the teacher training instructors. 

Archaeologists are addressing it but for different purposes. They are not trained in 

educational pedagogy so should not be expected to provide teachers with knowledge they 

are not trained in. Archaeologists are providing knowledge from the perspective of their 

field not the perspective of the professional education field. As such, the texts 

archaeologists are writing lack a critical education approach and focus on the importance 

of conservation and preservation knowledge. Given the heavy reliance of texts in history 

classrooms this does not bode well for the subject of history. 

Textbook reliance in history classrooms 
Due to the nature of history studies, in which, information of past events and &cts 

are what is to be relayed to students, teachers tend to rely heavily on textbooks to relay 

the gross amount of information students are expected to leam (Leming 1994; Thornton 

1991). Ironically, it would be surprising if students learned one-fifth of what they are 

exposed to in these classes. Why would this be? Quite simply, because the memorization 

of isolated facts and events are difficult to remember. Stories, on the other hand, that 

contextualize events in the past are more appealing. Whole language studies have shown 
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that early readers leam more quickly when the stories they read make sense and are not 

abstracted from their realities (Goodman, 1986; Levine et. al., 1995; Perry and Fraser, 

1993a; Whitmore and Crowell, 1994). 

There are wonderful media that can be employed in the classroom. PBS, the 

History channel, the Arts and Entertainment channel and the BBC are continually 

producing wonderful shows on history and archaeology in a manner that is not as 

restrictive as in history books and with a purpose to explore diflFerent perspectives to many 

events. Both are internet accessible and have an extensive Ubrary of films that can be 

purchased. Such media can complement anglocentric textbooks that are used in 

classrooms. 

Because textbooks are such established aspects of classrooms, we must not expect 

that they are going to disappear. Instead, we need to approach their writing in a manner in 

which they are not so rigid or linear in presentation of materials. Textbooks must also be 

written in a manner in which their purpose is not to serve as the sole teaching material in 

the classroom but as jumping off points for discourse and research. This means that value 

of school libraries must increase. For a critical pedagogical approach to succeed, students 

need to have the means to e.xplore text and media knowledge on their own terras. School 

libraries need to have more extensive materials on subjects other than literature. The day 

of the b'brary as a means of offering students choices for literature reports is gone. The 

Ubrary of the schools must serve a similar flinction as the library of the higher education 

community. Only then can an educational transformation in fevor of critical thinking 
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efifectively occur. The reality of curriculum improvement is that it cannot be isolated from 

the culture of the schools and all its structural problems (Hanvey 1971). 

Critically learning about human history and prehistory 

As noted earlier, studying about human history from prehistory onwards is a means 

of introducing the inquiry-based nature of archaeology, creating a forum in which critical 

pedagogical approaches can be employed. This can only happen if archaeologists and 

professional educators work together to create effective texts and curriculum units to be 

used in the classroom. But this alone is not enough. Another role for educators is to devise 

a means of allowing history teachers learning opportunities to apply critical pedagogical 

methodology to this new content area of seeing history from the archaeologists point of 

view. Archaeology also needs to respond by addressing this growing interest in their field 

through the creation of classes that are meant to better address pre-coUegiate teacher 

concerns about the subject. 

At present, anthropological and archaeological classes at the graduate level are for 

the primary purpose of training future field anthropologists, including archaeologists. 

Classes need to be devised that address the role archaeology has within pre-coUegiate 

education in the departments of anthropology and education. Pedagogical perspectives 

from each discipline must be relayed to teachers. Without any training in anthropology or 

archaeology, a teacher could too easUy reduce this field to non-interpretative status that 

does not explore the &llacies of human agency and human history. Without professional 
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education involvement, texts produced by archaeologists in response to these teacher 

demands may minimize the potential for relaying archaeology as an inquiry-based 

discipline and instead relay it as a conservation and preservation call to arms. 

The marriage of himian history with critical inquiry learning can occur but only if 

taken seriously. One of the latest national trends in education is for teachers to introduce 

archaeology into the classroom. Both the academic departments of anthropology and 

education need to acknowledge this and respond to this. There is great potential here to 

apply the ideas of Freire and other critical pedagogists within this subject forum. It is 

relatively new in the classroom and it stems from a discipline that is inquiry-based. This 

may be the opportimity educators need to begin the transformation of education from 

noncritical to critical thinking learning. 
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Chapter 4 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

. . . archaeology of all these areas [Africa, America, Asia, Europe, Australia, the Pacific] 
is part of our archaeology, the record of the history and achievements of our own 
species, and a part of the cultural heritage of our world. (C. Renfrew 1985:78) 

The project 

The project laid out is to teach a semester long course on human history to high 

school students that delves in a more in depth manner into prehistory and technology. The 

focus of the class is to look at material culture and how it influences human socialization. 

More important, the class is meant to introduce students to the study of historiography 

and archaeology theory. By looking at how history is recorded and how archaeologists 

contribute to historical records, I hope students can come away from the class 

understanding the difference between facts and interpretation in these studies. The 

ultimate goal is for students to understand the concept of culture through these mediums 

tliat study human culture. In their conceptualization of culture, the class is meant to offer 

them the opportunity to compare their present cultural environment to former cultural 

environments. 

The approach to teaching will critical pedagogy. The success of the class will 

depend on the extent to which students become more critical in their approach to history. 

This poses a challenge for the teacher, since the teaching of history is grounded in a 

tradition that values rote memorization of'fects,' rather than their interpretation My 

approach to learning himian history is not centered on their learning &cts upon &cts but 
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on learning concepts of humanity and what drives our quest for technological, social, 

economic, political, scientific, and religious innovation. I want to give them the skills to 

enjoy what they see, hear, or read because they understand the underlying mechanisms 

that make human culture tick. 

Choosing the school 

Being concerned with issues of inequality and discrimination in our educational 

system, I wanted the school in which this class was to be offered to be made up of 

students with diverse ethnic background. The students taking the class itself needed to be 

made up of diverse academic-standing students (i.e., students who do well in history and 

students who have not in the past). Only one school was chosen. This school was chosen 

because it was a magnet school whose focus was world cultures . A second reason was 

that its location suggested that a very diverse student make-up would be represented at 

this school both ethnically and financially. 

Choosing the classroom 

Having spoken with the teachers at the school, I was able to determine which 

teachers would be willing to let me take my research to the next level. I contacted the 

teachers of World History and mentioned my interests in their classroom. Of all of the 

teachers I got in touch with, only two responded. Of these two, only one was interested 

enough to let me take over one of her classes in the Spring of 1998. 
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Study questions 

The questions the study addresses are as foUows: 

1. What does the present curriculum look like, in so far as material covered by the 

teacher? 

What is the focus of study in the present curriculum model? 

How is material relayed to the students in the present model? 

2. Given the normal limitations of the school year(9 months at 5 hours a week), what 

could this new curriculum look like to more effectively teach worW history with a cultural 

focus? 

What teaching tools would be required? 

What study of culture would be most effective to convey cultural concepts? 

3. How does the new curriculum address subjects required? 

Methodolgy: The formation of the curriculum 

The three phases of research 

The methodology was simple. In order to determine how the curriculum currently 

looks and how it needs to be changed, the researcher conducted in depth observations of 

what a typical world history classroom might look like (Table 4.1). The first phase was to 

choose a school and a teacher to observe. This observation period took place in the Fall of 

1997. Study Question 1 was addressed during this phase. 
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This second phase consisted of the researcher being the actual teacher in a 

classroom while experimenting on potential curriculum units. Becoming the teacher 

would be my mode of researching. In this manner I would collect data that would be a 

direct result of participating in teaching and receiving feedback through student work. 

This work in turn would produce more data in the form of curriculum remodeling 

materials to deal with critical thinking skills that had yet to be addressed. This took place 

in the Spring of 1998. 

The final phase was to generate a curriculum model that could replace present-day 

methods of teaching World History in High Schools. This was to take place after Spring 

1998. The result would be the foundation of a final working curriculum model The 

creation of the curriculum and the criteria necessary to make it critically challenging must 

therefore be addressed and explained. Study Question 2 was addressed during both the 

second and final phases. Study Question 3 was also addressed during the final phase of the 

project. The pilot classroom will have the researcher as the instructor for a full semester of 

teaching following the created curriculum materials. 

Defining the methodology 

As noted the means by which the data necessary to devise this curriculum would 

be collected would be by doing participatory observation research. During the first phase 

of the research little participation would take place but obviously during phase 2 full 

participation on the part of the researcher was to be in efiect. Several considerations 



Table 4.1. Schedule of research and methodology. 

Phase Research 
Period 

Methods Study Group Goals 

1 Fall 1997 Observation Teacher To get ideas of how and what was taught. 

Students To get idea of dynamics, personalities, and general attitude to 
studying and learning. 

School To understand policies and school politics 

Curriculum Knowledge to be conveyed as noted in State and District 
Standards 

2 Spring 1998 Participant 
Observation 

Researcher as 
Teacher 

How to convey information to maximize critical thinking skills 
in social studies learning. 

Students Student's response to my curriculum Student work results. 

Curriculum Experiment with restructured curriculum units. 

3 Summer & 
Fall 1998 

Interpretation Curriculum I .Work on developing a teaching model that restructures 
curriculum. 
2. Ensure that restructured curriculum model meets with with 

National, State, and District Standards. 
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needed to be addressed in doing this kind of qualitative participatory research. A means 

of determining what I was observing and what I was to leam needed to take place. 

From the onset, it became obvious to me when interviewing the two teachers who 

contacted me that I was going to have to be very careful about how I 'critiqued' their 

classrooms. I recognized that I could not put myself in their environment if I posed a 

threat. I had to gain the confidence of the teacher and the means of doing so was to 

assure her that I was not there to judge her but rather to understand how World History 

teaching might be improved. For this reason, I came to a decision about how best to 

approach my data collection. I decided that no structured tests or questionnaires would be 

used. I wanted to be fully accepted by the teacher as a colleague and not as her superior or 

inferior. I wanted to avoid the structured approach so that my voice would not be that of 

an 'expert.' Since structured questionnaires would be out of the question, data would be 

collected through direct observation and note-taking. 1 would observe to leam. 

Accordingly, oral interviews were also not to be structured. The interviews were to be in 

the form of spontaneous and natural conversations. The resuh was that the methodology 

was to be one in which I was to start as an observer but quickly evolve into a participant 

observer. 

Researcher as participant observer. The role of a participant needs to be made 

clear. My research was not research done on other people. Robin McTaggart best defines 

my approach in her definition of participatory action research in which she states: "It is 

research by particular people on their own work to help improve what they do, including 
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how they work with and for others (1997:39)." I fek that my research was to improve my 

understanding of classroom dynamics and curriculum development. My role as participant 

observer needed to be seen, not as a method or technique, but as a guide to action leading 

from what understandings may have developed. (McTaggert 1997). I was concerned with 

changing the situation not just interpreting it. In fact, I saw the interpretation dimension as 

too one-sided. While I realized that I needed to know what the teacher was doing in 

his/her classroom, I felt that in interpreting that teacher's methodology I was invading 

personal space. I valued being able to look critically at teaching methodologies to see if 

they met with my sense of what critical pedagogy is; but I was also uncomfortable with the 

situation that was to put me in. 

The ultimate result of my observations and participation would be in the 

development of a new curriculum methodology to teaching World History, with hopes of 

improving it. As such it was imperative that I do the research myself and that I present 

myself as both a learner and expert helper. (Dobbert 1982; McTaggert 1997; Wax 1971). 

The teacher would hold a similar dual role. In this way we were equals in this research 

endeavor. As I was to leam from my research, so was she; and as I was to provide expert 

help, so was she. This is why my conversations with teachers had to be informal. I wanted 

to ensure that I did not go into the classroom to undermine the confidence of the teacher 

(McTaggert 1997). It was bad enough that I was going to be critiquing the teacher for the 

purpose of my improvement. I did not want that critique to interfere with my relationship 

with her. 
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As a participant observer researcher, I needed to ensure that three elements come 

together. I needed to be accepted as a member, allowed to participate in the community, 

and share my work. My first step was to initiate contact with a member of the community 

I wanted to enter (Wax 1971). The community in question was a local High School and 

my contact needed to be a teacher of World History. This was accomplished when I met 

Joanne Wilkins and she ensured my acceptance by showing interest in my work. My 

acceptance was fiirther aided by the acceptance of the principal at the high school as well 

as the anthropology teacher at the school. 

The second element was to become a participating member of the community 

(Burgess 1985; McTaggert 1997; Wax 1971). For this, permission fi"om the Tucson 

Unified School District needed to be attained in order for me to be able to teach the 

semester of World History that I needed to test my curriculum ideas. The support of both 

the principal and the teachers was instrumental in ensuring my permission fi-om the district. 

Their suppKjrt ensured that I was to be able to take part in the community of the High 

School through direct involvement in teaching; thus my inclusion was complete. 

Finally, the last element toward successful participatory research was to make sure 

that I was responsible about sharing my research. By sharing I improved my own work 

through collaboration with others as well as in^rove their own work. Such sharing 

produces knowledge and helps to theorize practices (McTaggert 1997). In sharing I could 

also extend my reform ideas to include the teacher and the school community. I wanted to 

ensure that as the teacher was willing to include me in her classroom, I too was willing to 
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share knowledge thus supporting her willingness to practice new teaching strategies. In so 

doing I limited the risk factor of working with a teacher who did not share in ny reform 

visions (Kliebard 1992). In meeting these three elements, I was attaining a goal of 

knowledge acquisition that would lead to educational improvement. In addition, 

collaboration emphasis with the practitioners in the school would further ensure my 

inclusion into this community as a viable member who had something to offer. 

Data collection. The data to be collected was qualitative in nature. The data was 

collected through the use of note-taking by the researcher through direct observation, 

non-formal interviews or after participant observation. Non-formal interviews included 

conversations with the teacher and with the students. Materials I created for use in the 

classroom were documented as examples of what the curriculum looked like. Additional 

materials used in the communicating of the curriculum, such as the material culture, were 

also documented via photographs. By material culture, I mean the physical environment 

created in the classroom through the use of artifects (physical objects). In this case the 

artifacts were posters and displays of student work. Finally, examples of materials 

students produced were also a source of primary data to illustrate how the curriculum was 

effective in producing critical thinking. 

In effect, the path of the curriculum as it took shape and grew into a stronger unit 

for study was followed and critiqued. The critique was to look for elements of critical 

thinking such as listed in Table 4.2. These elements should have figured prominently in my 

new curriculum and I needed to ensure I succeeded in meeting them. The data collected 
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would be evaluated based on these criteria. 

Meeting National Standards development criteria. In addition to following the path 

the curriculuni takes in its development and growth, it would also be tested using the 

National Standards development criteria for within the United States. These standards 

were developed by the National Center for History in the Schools (NCHS) under the 

guidance of the National Council for History Standards (NCHS online edition; 

www.ssnet.ucla.net.edu/nchs/hstocb.htinl). These National Standards development 

criteria set suggested requirements to be met in World History curricula. These criteria are 

clearly stated and easy to foUow. For the purposes of my research I illustrate what I 

covered in only one semester and how well it met with these criteria. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 

show what criteria needed to be met to achieve acceptable content standards and in the 

creation of standards of historical thinking, respectively. 

State and School Standards. The state and district standards were not to be 

ignored. As with the National Standards development criteria, I had intended to do a 

similar listing of objectives or criteria for world history. Unfortimately, at the writing of 

this project, the state had no state standards for any of the social studies. While standards 

for all other subject areas had been presented and published several years ago, there was 

none for the social studies. I was surprised that such a state of affairs could exist at the 

State level. I did leam that an attempt was being made to create standards in this area in 

1999 to have some by 2000. 

http://www.ssnet.ucla.net.edu/nchs/hstocb.htinl
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Table 4.2. List of learning skills in critical thinking to be encouraged in classroom 
learning as discerned from the NCHS National Standards development criteria. 

Learning Skills in Critical Thinking 

Chronological thinking 
Understand geography 
Research skills 

Basic knowledge 

Historical perspectives developed 
Interpret historical records 

Historical thinking 

Look at patterns and causation 
Develop comparative and causal analysis 
Compare patterns of human connection 
Look at patterns of human interaction 

Locate patterns 

Leam to evaluate evidence 
Tone decision making skills 
Encourage formulation of questions 
Teach interpretation skills 
Analyze perspectives 
ExpHDSure to many solutions 
Critically examine alternative value systems 
Leam about reinterpretation of the past 

Critical thinking 

Look at interdisciplinary connections 
Look at alternative approaches to analyzing data Interdisciplinary Nature 

Active learning not passive 
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I had also considered testing the new curriculum against the district standards but 

they are so general it was unnecessary. The National Standards development criteria are 

addressed in the School standards (Figure 4.1) of the High School being observed. As can 

be seen in Figure 4.1, the criteria listed under student learning outcomes is easily 

addressed in the content and historical thinking guidelines as suggested in the National 

Standards development criteria. 

Closing remarks 

To conclude, the bulk of the research would be to leam from participatory action. 

By putting myself in the classroom I could test my ideas and the level of appropriateness 

for the high school student. As my curriculum ideas would be presented, necessary 

changes would occur so that the curriculum in effect would evolve. This would be what 

would be interesting - tracing the evolution of my thinking about the curriculum. 

The following chapter addresses the events that took place in the classroom in 

which I was to address the issues presented in this chapter and the means by which I was 

to investigate them. The curriculum's evolution is presented. 



Table 4.3. The NCHS development criteria for World History Standards in the US as they apply to the High School classroom. 

The 5 standards of historical thinking are meant to be integrated within these history understandings for the 8 eras presented. 

Standard 

Era 1: The Beeinnines of Human Societv 

Standard I: The biolocica! and cultural orocesses that cave rise to the earliest human communities 

Standard 2: The processes that led to the emergence of acricultural societies around the world 

Era 2; Earlv Civiliiations and the Rise of Pastoral Peonies. 4000-1000 BCE 

Standard 1: The maior characteristics of civilization and how civilizations emerced in Mesopotamia. F.jjyDt. and the 
Indus valley 

Standard 2; How acrarian societies soread and new states emerced in the third and second millennia BCE 

Standard 3: The political, social, and cultural consequences of population movements and militarization in Eurasia in 
the second millennium BCE 

Era 3; Classical Traditions. Maior Relisions, and Giant Empires. 1000 BCE-300 CE 

Standard 1; Innovation and chance from 1000-600 BCE: horses, ships, iron, and monotheistic faith 

Standard 2: The emergence of Aegean civilization and how interrelations developed among oeooles of the eastern 
Mediterranean and Southwest Asia. 600-200 BCE 

Standard 3: How maior religions and large-scale empires arose in the Mediterranean basin. China, and India. SOO BCE-
300 CE 



Table 4.3 (continued) 

Era 4: Expandine Zones of Exchanee and Encounter. 300-1000 CR 

Standard 1: Imoerial crises and their aftermath. 300-700 CE 

Standard 2: Causes and conseauences of the rise of Islamic civilization in the 7th-10th centuries 

Standard 3: Maior develooments in East Asia in the era of the Tano dvnastv. 600-900 CE 

Standard 4: The search for oolitical. social, and cultural redefinition in Eurone. 500-1000 CF 

Standard 5: The soread of acrarian oooulations and rise of states in Africa south of the Sahara 

Standard 6: The rise of centers of civilization in Mesoamerica and Andean South America in the first millennium CE 

Era 5: Intensified Hemisoheric Interactions, 1000-1500 CE 

Standard 1; The maturing of an interreeional svstem of communication, trade, and cultural exchance in an era of 
Chinese economic power and Islamic expansion 

Standard 2: The redefining of Eurooean societv and culture. 1000-1300 CE 

Standard 3: The rise of the Mongol empire and its consequences for Eurasian peoples. 1200-1350 

Standard 4: The growth of states, towns, and trade in Sub-Saharan Africa between the 11th and 15th centuries 

Standard 5; Patterns of crisis and recovery in Afro-Eurasia. 1300-1450 

Standard 6: The exoansion of states and civilizations in the Americas. 1000-1500 
o 
00 



Table 4.3 (continued) 

Era 6: Global EiDansion and Encounter. 1450-1770 

Standard 1: How the transoceanic interlinkinc of all maior reeions of the world from 1450 to 1600 led to clobal 
transformations 

Standard 2; How Eurooean society exoerienced Dolitical. economic, and cultural transformations in an ace of clobal 
intercommunication. 1450-1750 

Standard 3: How larce territorial emoires dominated much of Eurasia between the 16th and 18th centuries 

Standard 4: Economic, political, and cultural interrelations amonc oeonles of Africa. Eurooe. and the Americas 1500-
1750 

Standard 5: How Asian societies responded to the challenges of exoandine Eurooean oower and forces of the world 
economy 

Standard 6; Maior clobal trends from 1450 to 1770 

Era 7; An Aee of Revolutions. 1750-1914 

Standard 1; The causes and consequences of political revolutions in the late 18th and earlv 19th centuries 

Standard 2: The causes and consequences of the agricultural and industrial revolutions. 1700-1850 

Standard 3; The transformation of Eurasian societies in an era of global trade and rising European power. 1750-1850 

Standard 4: Patterns of nationalism, state-building, and social reform in Europe and the Americas. 1830-1914 

Standard 5; Patterns of global change in the era of Western militarv and economic domination. 1850-1914 

Standard 6: Maior global trends from 1750 to 1914 



Table 4.3 (continued) 

Era 8: The 20th Century 

Standard 1: Global and economic trends in the high oeriod of Western dominance 

Standard 2: The causes and tzlobal conseauences of World War I 

Standard 3; The search for oeace and stability in the 1920s and 1930s 

Standard 4; The causes and global consequences of World War II 

Standard 5; How new international oower relations took shape followiniz World War II 

Standard 6; Promises and oaradoxes of the second half of the 20th century 



Table 4.4. Five NCHS United States Standards in Historical Thinking as they apply to the experimental curriculum for High 

School World History classroom pedagogy. 

Standard Standard categories 

s A. Distinguish between past, present, and future time. 

o 
"o 

B. Identify in historical narratives the temporal structure of a historical narrative or story. 

l| C. Establish temporal order in constructing historical narratives of their own. 

D. Measure and calculate calendar time. 

E. Interpret data presented in time lines. 

F. Reconstruct patterns of historical succession and duration. 

G. Compare alternative models for periodization. 

a 
0 A. Reconstruct the literal meaning of a historical passage. 

1 i 
•e Ji B. Identify the central question(s) the historical narrative addresses. 
0 U 
.a o. 
1 E 

C. Read historical narratives imaginatively. 
. 0 

D. Evidence historical perspectives. 

E. Draw upon data in historical maps. 

F. Utilize visual and mathematical data presented in charts, tables, pie and bar graphs, flow charts, Venn 
diagrams, and other graphic organizers. 

G. Draw upon visual data, literary, and musical sources 
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.a A. Identify the author or source of the historical document or narrative. 

"3 c 
1 -2 B. Compare and contrast differing sets of ideas, values, personalities, behaviors, and institutions. 

•§ a 

1 &  
| |  

C. Differentiate between historical facts and historical interpretations. •§ a 

1 &  
| |  D Consider multiple perspectives. 

•§ a 

1 &  
| |  

E. Analyze cause-and-effect relationships and multiple causation, including the importance of the 
individual, the influence of ideas, and the role of chance. 

F. Challenge arguments of historical inevitability. 

G. Compare competing historical narratives. 

H. Hold interpretations of history as tentative. 

I. Evaluate major debates among historians. 

J. Hypothesize the influence of the past. 
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 A. Formulate historical questions. 
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B. Obtain historical data. 
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C. Interrogate historical data. 

D. Identify the gaps in the available records, marshal contextual knowledge and perspectives of the time 
and place, and construct a sound historical interpretation. 
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A. Identify issues and problems in the past. 
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g B. Marshal evidence of antecedent circumstances and contemporary factors contributing to problems and 
alternative courses of action. 
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C. Identify relevant historical antecedents. 
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D. Evaluate alternative courses of action. 
o 

E. Formulate a position or course of action on an issue. 

F. Evaluate the implementation of a decision. 
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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
Curriculum Unit: SOCIAL STUDIES 

Course Title: WORLD HISTORY/ Grade Level(s); 9-12 
GEOGRAPHY 1.2: A.B C D 

Semester #s: S411S. S4125 Prerequisites: None 
Quarter#s: S417S, S418S, S419S, S410S Prerequisite for: None 
Course Type: Optional 

COURSE OUTCOME: 
Students explore the factors influencing the history and development of world 
dvilizations from pre-history to the nation states of the modem era. focusing on 
selected political, economic, social, geographic, and cultural factors in the 
development of western and eastem sodety; to impart an understanding of the 
deep historical roots of contemporary global interdependence. 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES - The student will 
1. explain contemporary, sodal, economic or political practices of an 

existing dviBzation through the contributions of past dvifizations. 
2. identify political and economic interactions among nations during given 

periods of time and explain these interactions; for example colonialism, 
mercantilism, militarism, self-determination, etc. 

3. trace the growth and development of the arts and literature of a culture of 
a region over time. 

4. choose historical events that relate to one another and use them to 
predict prot)abie future events. 

5. explain how the geography of a region affected the development of that 
Irion's culture or the historical events that took place in that region. 

6. list historical and geographic background information and use this to 
explain three major contemporary world events. 

7. give examples of cultural transmission of ideas which are passed to and 
- used by different cultural groups representing different geographical 
. areas. 

8. trace the historical devetopment of at least one major western issue. 
9. . compare the devetopment and structure of two of the worid's religions. 

10. describe the interrelations and diversity of institutional development in 
western sodety through an analysis of historical documents. 

11.. identify relations among people, place, and environment to demonstrate 
the impact of multiple causation on change. 

12. recognize diversity among nations by comparing and contrasting values 
and goals. 

13. recognize the contributions of significant men and women to world 
history. 

14. analyze the causes and implications of cultural diversity. 

Figure 4.1. The study school's standards for World History. 
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15. compile, organize, and analyze resources for oral and written reports. 
16. participate in dass discussions. 
17. work effectively in groups; organizing, planning, and making dedsions 

based on information gathered. 
18. recognize and explain divergent viewpoints as exemplified in primary 

and secondary source materials. 
19. recognize and understand bias. 
20. discern the difference between fact and opinion. 
21. develop basic skills, critical thinking skills, problem-solving skills. 

personal intergroup skills, and sodal partidpation skills. 
22. acquire information by listening, observing, using community resources. 

reading various forms of literature, and using primary and secorxjary 
source materials. 

23. read and interpret maps, gtobes. charts, tables, tfagrams. models. 
statistical data, graphs, grids, pictures, and political cartoons as they 
relate to and affect the study of history. 

24. understand the nomendature and spedalized language used in the 
sodal sdence disdpb'nes. 

25. organize and express kieas dearly and coherently in writing and in 
speaking. 

26. use the library effectively. 
27. locate, select, and organize information from written sources such as 

books, periodicals, govemment documents, encyclopedias, and 
bibliographies. 

28. retrieve and analyze information by using computers, microfilm, and 
other eledronic media. 

TO FACILITATE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES - The teacher will 
1. present information using lectures, guest speakers, audiovisual akjs. 

field trips, demonstrations, textbooks, appropriate primary and secondary 
readings. 

2. -arrange class debates, role-playing activities, mock eledions. and mock 
. trials. 

3. fadlitate small and large group activities which encourage cooperative 
.learning; for example, brainstorming, team teaming, and discussion. 

4. engage students in process and critical thinking skills by modeling and 
directing comparison/comrast. data-gathering, analysis, and prediding 

- adivities. 
5. provide lessons in data gathering and study skills. 
6. assign research reports, projeds. and case studies. 
7. encourage community service adivities. 
8. evaluate student learning. 

Figure 4.1. (Continued) 
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Chapter 5 
RESEARCH OBSERVATIONS AND INITIAL RESULTS 

Anthropology is the science that tells us that people are the same the whole world over -
except when they are different. (Banks-Smith, 1995) 

This chapter presents my observations at the school and the classroom in which I 

worked. The purpose of these observations was to get a better idea of what was being 

taught in the classroom and how it was being taught to better understand how my 

curriculum ideas might fit into the present curriculum model. In addition, by making these 

observations I would acquire a greater understanding of the student population and 

teaching methodologies used in the classroom to appeal to them. The goal was to in^rove 

my understanding of teaching by observing what the teacher did. This allowed me to make 

informed adjustments to my curriculum model. 

The Fall Semester - I am an Observer 

This section addresses the questions presented in study question 1. 

1. What does the present curriculum look like, in so far as material covered by the 

teacher? 

What is the focus of study in the present curriculum model? 

How is material relayed to the students in the present model? 

The difierent sub-headings address the teacher and her teaching methodology, the 

curriculum focus of study, and her students within this fi'amework. Included is a brief 

description of school politics as they affect the teacher's authority and the students' 
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response to any authority. 

The teacher in the World History classroom 

My observations were focused on how she taught. I was interested in seeing what 

her lecture and note-taking strategies were as well as the activities and lesson plans she 

used. Most of the curriculum activities were very creative and interactive among students, 

although there were some aspects to lectures and note-taking that were less creative and 

more memorization based. 

Most of her lectures were presented with notes written on the blackboard or on 

large white note sheets. The students were often given handouts in which they filled in the 

blanks as she spoke and wrote down the answers on the board. Students were rarely 

expected to write their own notes. Lectures tended to be efficient in that students were 

aware of what needed to be written down. This was a very effective way to assume that 

the students' idea of what was important coincided with that of the teacher. 

Review notes for quizzes or tests followed the same form. The students were given 

a handout they were expected to fill out. The teacher presented the information to them on 

the computer using an LCD board panel to view the notes on the overhead screen. The 

review encompassed the same information the students had ah-eady filled out in the initial 

lecture lesson. Tests consisted primarily of multiple choice questions with bubble cards 

answer sheets used. The tests followed the format of the review notes and were dependent 

on student memorization skills. 
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In these aspects of teaching, I felt the teacher was structured in her lessons and the 

students were not expected to interact much. This was clearly a lecttirer lecturing to her 

students. They did not need to make decisions on what or how to write. Student 

participation was limited to filling in their blanks. The structure behind the lesson very 

much resembled Freire's 'banking' system of teaching, in which the teacher deposited 

information into the student that could later be withdrawn for exams. 

1 was most impressed with the teacher's use of art in the classroom to illustrate 

different units. Most of the activities she presented were art projects in which creative 

work was associated with the culture or period of study as authentically as possible. For 

example, the heraldry project while studying the Middle Ages consisted of students 

understanding heraldry communication at a time when few people could read or write. 

After images of heraldry were explored, students were asked to create their own heraldry 

design related to a modem association such as home, a club, or a sports team. The project 

was very successful. 

Another aspect to class projects was for students to use the Internet. This was 

always considered fun by the students and exposed them to a form of research different 

from Ubrary research which they also used. Finally, films were used whenever possible to 

illustrate a period being studied. For example, Robin Hood: King of Thieves was shown as 

part of the Middle Ages study and Schindler's List was also shown during World War n 

study. 

Most of the class projects required that students work in groups. A few activities. 
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such as the heraldry project, required individual work and an individual result. 

Instructions were clearly printed on the giant note pad which remained at the front 

of the room. There was no excuse for not knowing what an assignment was because the 

instructions were always clearly at the front of the classroom. The teacher set out due 

dates on the instruction sheets. If a student was not progressing fast enough in class then 

she encouraged them to come in during lunch and after school, as well as take work home 

with them. 

As for homework, there was very little assigned. The teacher felt that students 

rarely did any. I too ran into this problem. But homework was always encouraged when a 

student fell behind in a project or activity. 

The teacher's classroom was foil of posters of countries in Europe. Student work 

was always prominently displayed throughout the room. This presented a classroom that 

was colorful and allowed student ownership to their work. 

I was also impressed with the creativity of the teacher's written assignments which 

were interspersed throughout the semester. Usually, students were required to write on 

each culture. The writing assignments were between 1 to 3 pages long and context based 

in their subject. The final semester writing project was one where the group was to 

'create a culture' from scratch. The template to create the cultiu-e came from a book I had 

shown the teacher earlier in the semester. The book provided outline sheets on how to go 

about creating a culture by exploring aspects of culture and making decisions about how 

you wished your culture to look in terms of politics, economy, religion, technology, etc. 
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Students were given copies of the outline sheets and all of the group members were 

expected to fill them out as they investigated what their culture would resemble. 

I loved the idea of using the book template to create a culture but when I had 

introduced the book I had envisioned using it as a template for R£-creating a culture. I felt 

it provided a good outline to foUow in exploring ancient cultures. I was suspicious about 

how well it would work in the manner it was written for because the templates did not 

seem to provide enough guidelines. In other words, the templates were too general and 

allowed for too many negative elements to creep in. This proved to be the case. For 

example, one group of students formed a culture that denigrated women and was very 

violent in its solution to opposition from disobedient women. I found this disturbing but 

not surprising. When the students were told by the teacher that they could not follow this 

train of thought they noted that it was their cuhure and it could look any way it wanted. 

After much discussion, the teacher and I both recognized that if she wanted to do this 

again it would have to be with very strict guidelines. I introduced the idea of using it to re

create a culture as opposed to creating a culture but she felt that my way was too 

restrictive and not creative enough for the students. 

Overall, the classroom atmosphere was very structured and based on a 

combination of rote memorization learning and creative arts expression. I should note that 

while the art projects were a great idea, some of them took more classroom time than 

historical information provided. Some research was always expected for the art project. 

Students were usually required to produce a five line paragraph to describe their final 
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product. The information was provided by the students from books or texts they used to 

aid them in the creation of their art. This is what happened with the Greek project in which 

the arts were explored. If the students were asked to describe their clay figurine, for 

example, they would copy what was in the book where they got the idea of what to mold. 

The description was usually no longer than 4-5 lines. 

An added factor was that the teacher was not to teach her other classes the 

foUowing semester. I learned at the start of the new semester that she was going to have a 

student teacher. I did not think this would affect what I would be doing in the classroom 

so did not address this further. It did mean that I would be unable to observe the teacher 

while she taught the subjects I was expected to cover. This I would have liked to have 

been exposed to for ideas and inspiration. I should note that as with the teacher, I learned 

a lot from observing the student teacher, and she apparently learned from me as well. Her 

presence was a benefit in that we compared notes on how to go about presenting 

information and counseled each other on our teaching. 

The curriculum in the World History classroom 

The curriculum in the classroom was very Western in perspective. The subject 

matter the teacher wanted to present represented the history of Western civilization. The 

exception was a unit on Afiica, which was considered mandatory, and the exploration unit 

in which the perspective was of that of the explorer in the Americas. Table 5.1 lists the 

periods of study the teacher expected to cover in this classroom. 
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In addition to history, the teacher is expected to cover geography as well. This 

requires that students be educated on how to read a map and how to locate places on the 

map. 

Unfortunately, state standards for world history were not available in Arizona at 

the time of this study. This meant that schools were on their own. The District proficiency 

levels for the social studies were very simple and general. Figure 5.1 shows that they were 

also ambitious in their ambiguity. 

The students in the World History classroom 

If I had to describe a student classroom personality in one word I would use the 

term energetic. Students entered the classroom talking. It took quite a bit to get them to 

quiet down for lectures and to be given directions on a project. During projects, volume in 

the class was high. Talking in class was common and it was difiBcult to get their attention 

sometimes. Also, students did exhibit a certain level of laziness. There were always several 

students who talked instead of doing their group work. These students were usually 

behind in their work and had to come in after class to catch up. Often times their work 

was much poorer than that of their classmates. 

Any written aspect to their project was usually copied. Almost every group had at 

least one copier, that is, a student who copied the work fi-om another. The result was that 

projects had a 100% completion rate, but that was only because students copied fi'om 

other students. The Create a Culture project is a good exan^le. Students were expected 
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Table 5.1. Curriculum topics as expected by teacher for the fiill year and my topics in the 
Spring semester. 

Semester Teacher's Periods or Units of Study 

Fall Semester - Taught by 
teacher 

Intro. To Geography Fall Semester - Taught by 
teacher 

Prehistory - Early Humans 

Fall Semester - Taught by 
teacher 

Sumer/Mesopotamia 

Fall Semester - Taught by 
teacher 

Egypt 

Fall Semester - Taught by 
teacher 

Greece 

Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 

Medieval Europe Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 

Africa 

Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 

Russian Revolution 

Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 

Age of Exploration 

Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 

World War I 

Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 

World War H 

Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 

Current Events 

Spring Semester - I would 
take over one class. 
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TTJSD SOCIAL STUDIES 
PROFICENCr/DISncnON LEVEL 

(Niatk-TMlftk) 

CitizenahiB 
StudaaU undnstand Che isponaac* of banc aetiv* and •lbcti«« dtixaaa. 
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plsoniDg naki^c dwuioss bsMd OQ inCsfBStioB nttend. 

• • imolvo otndonta ia ttaa aodal aad oigaaiiatioaal 
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• aaalyic the caaaaa aad iniplirarinni of cnltaal diwnaity. 
• rceognixc di»»iaitji aaaoK oatioaa by i 

goala 
• miigiiiio divoraity in a araMathnic aodotjr bjr i 

ocvcral cnltnral groopa. 
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given porioda of lima. 
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• • explain contompoiwy, oacial. o» iwwir or politaeBl practicta of cnltare 

through tho contribotiaoa of pM ciriliiatiana. 
• • uoItzc the iapact of cultural jalhdon end dUrnoinn on the worid 

community. 
• andentaad the fwitinuity aad ooopa of llMoiii on caltural aad iiaolloOiial 

devctopmcnt through a atudjr of ooioctad tiliiiiiiialiali aia 
• analyse the cauaoo of oacial rbanga aaMng iranouB cuiUuoa. 
• trace tho graorth and dxalopoionr af the aria, ftaratuio aod caltBro. 
• rtcognixe the role rtUgiaa a^ raligiatto ofgnniaatiaaa play in cm lent glabal 
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• analyxe eodol and rhangr thraugh the atady of dtfWring political 
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• diwiTyuiah and esplain the eariouo aarhot etnictuna. 
• explain inveotmoBt ia taamon capital aad in capital gnoda. 
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Figure 5.1. TTJSD SOCIAL STUDIES Proficiency levels. 
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TUSD SOCIAL STUDIES 
PROnCKNCY/DISnCnON LEVEL 
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CISL 
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minority rights. 

Figure 5.1 (Continued) 
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TUSD SOCIAL STUDIES 
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to create a culture following a set of criteria. A group of students would work together. In 

more than one group per class, there were at least 2 diligent students who would conduct 

80 -90 % of the research, yet 4-5 students would get the credit because they had copied 

the information. I rarely saw them divide the research among themselves in order to more 

efifectively minimize the amount of work each had to produce. Since this is a goal of group 

work. I would say that group work was not totally successful. I would venture a guess 

that the completion rate if reflecting students that actually researched and wrote was more 

like 50-60%. (This is my own estimate based on nothing but observation of students 

working.) 

During lectures and note-taking, students were at their quietest. They just foUowed 

what the teacher lectured about and filled in their blank areas. During visits to the 

computer room, they were very attentive and behaved. Their library conduct was usually 

noisy and talkative. Whatever their attitude in the classroom was their attitude at the 

b'brary. 

Homework assignments were not common. Usually, the teacher requested students 

take work home with them when they were behind and the due date was close. Some 

students did do this but there were always some students who did not take advantage of 

this reminder. Most projects were easy if conducted in class with the teacher as a resource, 

so making it a homework assignment added a small element of difficulty. 

Individual art projects and work was a different matter. Students took this more 

seriously, since it was an individual effort. While it appeared that their production was less 
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than in group work, where it appeared as if there was 100% completion rate, the 

individual projects could not be copied. Usually there was a 70-80% total completion rate. 

The school policy 

School policy was to encourage teachers to be creative in their teaching style. It 

encouraged teachers to introduce alternative modes of learning other than reading the 

book and listening to lectures. As a result, several teachers incorporated art projects into 

their classroom. The teacher I was to work with, as noted, was one of them. 

A disturbing observation was student attendance and truancy situations. Students 

seemed to 'skip' classes often. I would often see a student from one of the teacher's 

classes in the hall, yet the student would not show up to class. Their absence was not 

excused. I believe this happened often for a number of reasons. One was that attendance 

was difficult to monitor for the teacher. Often 2 weeks would pass before a teacher 

received the excused or unexcused attendance record for the period two weeks prior. 

A second problem was that some monitors did not seem too strict. Students 

wandered the halls without passes. Or, if they did have a pass, they stayed out with that 

pass for a fiill class period. Some monitors 'hung out' with these students instead of 

sending them back to class. Because I often wandered the halls to observe other classes, I 

witnessed several incidents in which a monitor 'chatting' with a group of students would 

suddenly spot me and immediately tell the students to scatter. Another example, was a 

student I recognized wandering the halls. I asked her what she was doing and she said that 
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she was looking for me to talk about something. I told her to see me during her lunch hour 

because she must get back to class. She then proceeded to tell me: "oh, it's O.K., the 

monitors understand and let me do it." This was in reference to her not liking the class she 

was skipping and some personal dynamics taking place in that class. 

A third problem was the in-house suspension and it was two-fold. The school's 

policy when students were caught skipping was in-house suspension. Suspiciously, I never 

understood the criteria for this. It apparently was a number of consecutive unexcused 

absences. Yet I had a student who showed up a total of 15 times during the semester and 

was never suspended. This was a problem I could never figuire out. The second aspect of 

this situation was that the in-house suspension required that students be pulled out of their 

classes for 3-4 days and were put in a suspension room where teachers were to send work 

for them to do — to 'keep up" with their studies. Recall that I noted earlier that teachers 

were encouraged to be creative in class and not be dependant on the textbook. This meant 

that in cases where notes and activities were not book bound, the teacher had to come up 

with additional assignments to send over that might not fully cover what the student 

missed in lectures and activities. Hence, the student needed to initiate contact with the 

teacher before or after school to make up work missed. Often times they did not. Another 

unpleasant quirk to this system was that the teacher usually received suspension notices 

for students the day before they were to be in suspension, the day their suspension started, 

or the second day of the student's suspension. This did not give teachers sufBcient time to 

come up with alternative materials for students. 
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Overall, my in^iression of school policy was one that was not teacher-friendly. The 

school did not practice simple disciplinary measures and students knew it. The student's 

air of nonchalance when it came to tardiness, hall roaming, and 'skipping' was natural 

given that there was almost no consistent penalty for such disrespectfiil actions. The key 

term in the past sentence is consistent. 

There was no consistency as &r as discipline at the school. As I mentioned earlier, 

some students would get sent to in-house suspension while others that had committed 

more disrespectful actions had no disciplinary action taken. At the same time, in-house 

suspension was so poorly run, students rarely did work in this forum. On more than one 

occasion, I went to look in on a student of mine to see how work was progressing and 

every time I saw at least half the students just hanging around talking and joking with each 

other. This was probably due to the fact that they had no work to do as a teacher had not 

sent work over yet and not necessarily through any fault of their own (the teacher). As I 

noted, paperwork would not arrive in a timely fashion most of the time. Such lack of 

consistency in discipline only created a student air that was more di£Bcult to discipline 

since 'getting away with it' was all too easy. 

I once asked students why skipping was so high. The responses, by at least 3 

students, were; "It's the school way, miss!" At least half of the classroom nodded in 

agreement. I should note that these observations I just made were not just my own. 

During the first semester, the teachers held meetings to discuss problems they perceived at 

the school that they wanted to address to the administration. The very things I noted were 
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the areas of greatest concern for them as well. The teacher I was working with, when 

asked about her impressions about school policy, also noted that it seemed as if the school 

was pro-student but not pro-teacher. She noted that students all too often got away with 

'too much". She too used as examples the fact that many students skipped without getting 

reprimands from administration and that too many absences went unexplained or 

addressed. Of all her concerns, the lack of pro-teacher support concerned her the most. 

She noted that while the school encouraged the teachers to be creative, the school 

"did not like if too many of your students failed." She feh that administration saw failures 

on the part of the students as sole failures on the part of the teachers. As a result, often 

times, the curriculum reflected this unspoken pressure to make sure students passed. She 

felt that too diflBcult a class would be detrimental since grades could be low from work 

that was too challenging. 

My initial perceptions 

From making these observations I had a better idea of what I needed to adjust in 

what I was going to teach. First of all, I got great ideas on creative activities from 

watching the teacher I was to work with. Also, we were able to spot some of the weak 

situations taking place in the classroom that we endeavored to correct. For example, when 

group assignments were handed out and everyone was expected to turn in the same 

materials, we decided that instead students were to be responsible for specific tasks that 

they would be graded on. This eliminated copying plus put the burden off the students of 
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having a group grade that was identical among all group members, regardless of who did 

the work. I was projecting how I would have felt in school if I was the one that did my 

work while other members of my group copied from me in order for our group grade to 

be good. While we never heard a student complain about how group work was 

accomplished, we felt that there might be some level of surrender to the system. A 

student's acceptance of unequal work within groups became obvious during the 'Create a 

Culture' project. In this project all the students were given the template to work on and 

every one of them was to fill it out. Not unexpectedly, several students just copied the 

information from the others who did the work. The copying was expected and the 

students did not remark on it as unusual. 

I also realized that I wanted to conduct more writing projects with the students 

that involved library and internet research. I should note, that since I was to be in the 

classroom the second semester this was a natural progression that would have resulted if 

the teacher was continuing in her classroom. That is to say, that she seemed to be gearing 

the students up into longer writing assignments during the first semester. 

On a more personal note, I did not enjoy the role of observer to critique. At this 

writing, I do not feel comfortable with some of the more critical observations I made. I 

feel as if I am betraying the teacher who so willingly took me into her classroom. I do not 

mind making suggestions as I did but I always couched them in terms of possible changes 

and never intimated that they might be in^rovements, even though I might haveconsidered 

them so. The relationship we developed was one in which we could both go to the other 
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and ask advice without feeling we would be critiqued or ever told something we did was 

"wrong." It was very professional and very productive, hence my uncomfortableness at 

having to verbalize my observations as I have done. For this reason, I do not approve of 

the mode in which I need to present my resuhs via my observations. I would have 

preferred to just jump into my visualization of what I was trying to accomplish and why I 

chose the routes I chose regardless of what the teacher had been doing. While a 

pseudonym seems the obvious route to take to avoid this feeling my relationship with the 

teacher was one in which she expected to read the results of my work, hence the reason I 

feel uncomfortable with the critique. 

Spring Semester - The Participant Observer (I am the Teacher) 

Study question 2 asked: 

2. Given the normal limitations of the school year(9 months at 5 hours a week), what 

could this new curriculum look like to more effectively teach world history with a cultural 

focus? 

What teaching tools would be required? 

What study of culture would be most effective to convey cultural concepts? 

This study question is addressed in this section. The following sub-sections address 

teaching tools, teaching content, and how the new curriculum was realized. This is not the 

end of this question. Chapter 6 continues to address this question and wiiat the future 
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curriculum model should look like, as well as why. It must also be reiterated that my role 

at this point in the research is that of dissertator doing participatory action research. The 

mode of research was for me to take on the role of teacher. It was a dehl^erate way on my 

part of acquiring data. 1 had designed the study in a manner that required my personal 

testing of ideas for curriculum reform. Since I did not go into the classroom with an actual 

model in hand but with ideas of what I wanted to teach in the classroom, the purpose of 

my teaching was to test my ideas and their feasibility. I knew the theory, I wanted to see if 

what looked good on paper could be realistically applied in a classroom setting. In other 

words, I wanted to see how the theory could be applied. This meant that the data I 

collected was to include the majority of my own curriculum work as it developed. Since 

my role was to make theory applicable the materials I created would be a direct reflection 

of whether I was successfiil or not. 

As noted the data collected would include my own curriculum materials as they 

evolved. Also included would be the students work as it would be a direct reflection of my 

success or not in relaying material critically and thematically. It should be noted that the 

majority of the curriculum material created was created in conjunction with the students. I 

wanted them to take ownership in their knowledge acquisition and so initiated activities 

that involved the students in creating learning templates. My role was to structure those 

materials so that we could apply them more industriously to the research projects that 

would follow. As such my researching as a teacher was very successful and achieved the 

goals I hoped it would. By introducing myself into the real classroom I was forced to 
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adjust my perceptions of how to relate information through curriculum materials. 

Student response to my presence 

Immediately upon taking over the classroom I ran into difiBculties with the 

students. My ideas of how to convey knowledge were a little different than the teachers. I 

did not want to just give them data but instead wanted them to leam how to listen to 

lectures and filter valid information so as to understand what note-taking was all about. In 

addition, my activities required more research and invited their opinions. They seemed 

caught between two ideas. One was that of not fiilly comprehending that I wanted their 

opinions so long as they could support them with data. The other was with the idea that 

my requirements appeared lax if all I wanted was their opinion. As a result class control 

was difficult to achieve initially. This difBcult transition was evident in how they spoke 

louder in class and were less attentive than usual. I finally realized that they were testing 

me. 

This happened after the third week. We had been working on a map activity that 

was heavily research based. The activity required that they make group decisions and be 

creative without my telling them how their map should be visualized. I gave them 

sufficient guidelines but in order to fulfill some of my requirements they had to conduct 

research. They were fi'ustrated with my insistence on not giving them the answers to some 

of the activity information. I always directed them to where they could find the 

information but never handed them what they wanted easily. I had notKed that in the 
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interest of saving time the teacher sometimes gave in to such demands and basically did a 

student's work for them. I refused to do that and I felt this annoyed them. As a resuh 

classroom tension rose. I immediately felt I needed to put an end to it and decided to have 

a classroom discussion of student and teacher behavior expectations. I had them write 

down what they wanted to get out of the class and from school in general. They wrote 

their ideas and then gave them to me. I reviewed them that night and wrote down their 

general responses. 

The next day I read out their responses such as those listed below. 

I make A or B because I have a lot to lose (if I don't). If I get 'F's my 
parents get mad and I'm a bad example. Many students are not concerned 
with where their lives are going and how they're getting there. Getting 
good grades gets me a car, my freedom, and respect. 

(I want to get) good grades to succeed. 

(I ) come to school to learn about all things going on in the world to get 
away from home life because it's a hard one. 

I work hard. . . and want to do well. I weint to start a charity . . . because I 
could not leave this world knowing I didn't do anything to help out other 
people and the environment. 

Used to getting below average. I don't bother because no matter how 
much I try I can't really bring my grade up. I do know education is 
important and I have tokl myself no matter how much it takes to get where 
you want to get I'll keep trying. 

When I don't understand the work I ask but if it still doesn't click -1 can't 
give it my "aU." 

I don't mind being in class. It's getting there - I hate schooL 
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People can't focus on one thing and until they make a life for themselves 
they need to make themselves their first priority. 

I then asked them to consider how we could reach an understanding of how to 

better improve our understandings of my expectations for them and their expectations of 

me. Many complained that they did not like how teachers repeated the same information 2 

or 3 times as part of learning. I felt that what they were really complaining about here was 

on how the information was the exact same information when it was repeated as lectures 

or reviews. The more interesting complaints were on a teacher not being disciplined 

enough and on how work was not challenging enough. They also complained about how 

easy it was to skip out of classes when there were no consequences for such actions. 

Finally, they complained on the lack of respect between students that teachers allowed to 

happen in which students put other students down making them feel stupid. In addition, 

some issues of home life problems and peer pressure were also introduced and discussed. 

In addition to these complaints I had typed up two of the student responses 

anonymously because I felt they addressed one of my primary concerns. That concern was 

on student behavior in class. The student responses were as follows: 

People in school today have just got very 1-way minds. If they see 
themselves failing, they figure "why should I try?" Thev are the ones who 
can't be reached. You can only try so hard to make a person try 
themselves. When you've reached the point to where you have seen NO 
accomplishment, it's time to give up and move on to a student who does 
want to go somewhere. 
The way I've always felt is that if they don't want to try then "to heck with 
them." People who ^ want to leam are being ignored and pushed aside as 
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teacher's waste time on students with no goals. In my opinion, honestly, 
forget about the 'no-where' people and focus on the people who ARE 
going somewhere ... otherwise your just stressing yourself out over a lost 
cause. (Student) 

I work hard and yes, see people throw their education away. It's not feir 
that I am judged as a student who doesn't care because that's how many 
students have based their future by ditching class or whatever. (Student) 

I had students read these and answer a question about how they feh about these 

students' observations and whether I as a teacher should follow them. The responses were 

interesting. Almost all of them expected the teacher to pursue the 'no-where' students and 

to not give up on them. One answer stated that "you are here to teach us and help us 

understand what we are doing. Even if we make you mad you have to stay cool." Another 

answer was "I don't think these paragraphs are good solutions because the people who do 

want to leam will leam. And the people who don't want to leam or do anything with their 

life are the people who you should push to leam and help so they can become something 

in their life and want to leam." Other responses followed this train of thought. It was 

gratifying to hear and helped me validate why I wanted to challenge them with the work in 

this class and believed all of them capable of participating in the learning process. 

This was the end of the class so I ended it by telling them that I was going to 

ponder on their comments and share with them my expectations and how we could 

accomplish both. 

The following day I started the discussion by informing them that while I 
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unfortunately cannot change problems they had at home or with friends, we could work 

on changing what went on in this classroom. I emphasized how we could choose to apply 

ourselves to the fullest to accomplish our best and better in school and that we needed to 

challenge ourselves. I also noted that it was up to us to create an atmosphere of respect 

and support for our feUow students so that no one ever left this room filing stupid. 

Communicated was the idea that history is not just going to help them with their future job 

but that it is about personal development and has the potential to help them understand 

their world and their place in it. 

I then followed it with my list of expectations in which the primary expectation 

was that they try hard to succeed in their studies. Figure 5.2 shows the handout I gave 

them showing what Trying Hard in their work meant to me. The handout illustrated what 

trying hard looked like and what it would sound like if they were to approach me for help. 

We discussed my expectations and it was agreed that they were not unreasonable. 

I promised to make sure that respectful attitudes prevailed in the classroom and that I 

would make work as challenging as possible. Once again class ended and we felt things 

were resolved somewhat. The next day, the atmosphere in the classroom vastly improved 

and we continued with the unit we had been studying. At the end of this class period I put 

up a list of the Trying Hard checklist (Figure 5.3). I noted that I was putting this on the 

door as a reminder of what we had agreed were to be our classroom etiquette rules. 

After this, things went much more smoothly and progressed agreeably. I learned 

that as noted by Shor, students did seem to feel that my approach to learning, which 
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TRYING HARD MEANS: 

Check all of the things YOU are doing to show that you are trying hard to succeed. 

• "LOOKS LIKE" "SOUNDS LIKE" 

Oo all your work and don't settle for 
a low grade. 

-Can 1 make up a bad grade? 
-Please don't talk now, I need to work. 

Admit you need extra help. Come in 
before or after school and stay in 
during lunch. 

Ask for help. 

-I have to raise my grade, can I get extra 
help? 
-Can 1 come after school? 
-I don't understand this, 1 want to really but I 
can't. Help me understand. 

Staying after school. -I need to stay after school today, I'm going 
to make an appointment. 
-Can 1 stay after school to finish my work? 
-Can you (teacher) stay after school to help 
me? 

Getting the work ahead of time when 
you know you'll be missing school. 

-I'm not going to be here, so are there any 
assignments 1 need to take with me? 

Showing respect. -1 will not talk during class and therefore 
avoid disrupting the class. 
-I will not verbally demean another oerson to 
make them feel bad. 

Stay focused in class. -I will use mv class time for work assigned, 
not for gossiping or talking of other things. 
-I will listen to lectures and write down mv 
notes. 

Figure 5.2. The handout students received stating my expectations in class from them 
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TRYING HARD CHECKLIST 

• Did you do all your work? 

• Do you need extra help? Did you make an appointment with your teacher to meet 

after school? 

• Do you need to stay after school to finish any work? 

• Did you show your teachers and fellow students respect? 

• Did you stay focused in class? 

• Did you get the work ahead of time if you know you'll be missing school? 

Figure 5.3. An exan^le of the placard placed on the door of the classroom. Students could 
read this on their way out and be reminded of what classroom expectations were. 

encouraged more fi-eedom of expression and required more individual inquiry appeared to 

be interpreted as lax and without discipline (1993). Because they had been learning in a 

manner suggesting Friere's banking method they showed initial confusion with my 

approach to how they conducted their note-taking and activities. 

Creating a curriculum for use in the classroom 

I immediately knew that I wanted to accomplish four things in this classroom. 

First, I wanted students to leam history in a manner that was context-based. I wanted to 

contextualize the information they were being given to try and make it make sense for 

them. I decided that the means by which this was to be accomplished was by creating 

thematic units. The thematic units were to be based on a theme other than a linear period 
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of time (chronology). In other words I was not going to study the Middle Ages as a theme 

because this limited me to Europe during this period and specifically to Northwestern 

Europe. Furthermore this period was based solely on a time frame of reference and on 

little else. Instead I wanted to explore history through cultural themes. Within these 

themes we could explore periods of time as a secondary focus. 

In order to not sacrifice that students leam sequential time I devised a time line in 

which we would add every culture or event studied onto it so that students could see 

when a cultural group thrived or when a particular event occurred. In this manner, they 

would leam how to use a time line without being restricted to studying the past only in the 

context of sequential time. I wanted them to understand how arbitrary it is to look at the 

past in this manner as the sole means of trying to leam history. 

Second, I wanted to have activities that challenged students to think critically. _I 

had clear ideas of what aspects of curriculum presentation and development were to be 

used in the classroom. I had learned from the teacher that I needed activities that were 

creative and artistic to encourage all students in participating in them. But I had also 

learned that in group activities I wanted students to be assigned individual tasks so as to 

avoid copying and heavy reliance on select students. 

Discussion sessions were also something I wanted to encourage in the classroom 

Discussions were to be informal with a few formal ones to teach students to not be afiaid 

to express themselves. The example of our discussions on education illustrates what I 

hoped to continue to present. During this discussion, the handouts helped students 
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formulate their ideas on paper so that they could better discuss their opinion. It worked 

well as I was able to invite many ideas other than the original ones they ofiered. Through 

this discussion process the Working Hard checklist (Figure 5.3) was arrived at. 

Research projects were to be conducted as well. There were two large individual 

projects: the first was an individual project, the other was a group project. The research 

projects were to be presented to the class and critically explored. Students were to 

compare and contrast the information learned from the individual paper, which was on war 

and warfare. From the group paper (on a particular culture), students were to present the 

information for review and discussion plus they were expected to create an assignment for 

the rest of the class on their group's topic. The group project was also introduced to see 

how well students worked in a group situation and how they resolved any problems that 

arose. In addition, visuals were always to be used with their presentation whether they 

were artistic or tutorial. I wanted them to continually explore the visual with the texttjal. 

In so doing I was hoping that what they read became more real when seeing what they 

were reading about. 

Third, I wanted students to be exposed to a number of visuals, so that the past was 

not so inaccessible. Archaeology is a science that focuses on human material culture and I 

wanted students exposed to that. For this reason one of the first things I did before I 

began to teach was to put up posters of archaeological sites throughout the room. I had a 

poster on projectile points and posters on prehistoric Southwestern cultures in the United 

States such as the Anasazi and the MogoUon put up (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5). 
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Figure 5.4. Poster of projectile point chronology in the United States. Examples of early 
tools. 

Figure 5.5. Posters of prehistoric Southwestern cultures in the United States. 
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I also put up pictures of Mesoamerican architecture as well as a couple of maps 

(Fig. 5.6): one map was of the world today, another map was of the history of the earth, 

and a third map was on explorers of the 16^ through IS"* centuries. In addition to maps 

and posters I also put up ponder questions as they came up or statements of 

empowerment as they were explored. (Fig. 5.7). 

In addition I put up student work throughout the room (Figs. 5.8 - 5. 12) as well 

as the 'fill in the blank' time line. As noted earlier the time line was blank and students 

were expected to add dates of a culture or event we were studying (Fig. 5.13). Putting up 

student work was something the student teacher also did with her student's work so the 

classroom was wonderfully noisy in its wail decoration (Fig. 5.14 - 5.16). It was very 

stimulating to see so much knowledge on the walls. 

In addition to wall knowledge, I also wanted to use plenty of visuals of past 

cultures. Figures 5.17 - 5.20 show examples of some of the visuals used in the lectures 

about the Maya, the Middle ages, the Hohokam, and chronology. I staunchly believe that 

students (like all human beings) are visual creatures and need to see as much as hear or 

read about things. This is why visuals were important in the lectures. Part of the visual 

library was to follow the teachers lead and show films as well. Films such as Afiica: A 

History Denied (Time-Life Video and Television, 1995), and Maya: Blood of Kings 

(Time-Life Video and Television, 1995) were shown. To further stimulate student's 

interests, I brought in a lot of books with many pictures of archaeological sites and 

artifacts as well as of historic sites and artifacts. Finally, students were encouraged to 
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Figure 5,6 Examples of some of the maps exhibited throughout the room. Maps are along right side of black board. The posters 
to the left are of Southwestern prehistoric cultures. Below these posters can be seen an example of student work. 
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How are we going to be 
able to change what 
people have believed to 
be the Real HISTORY of 
South Africa? 

How common is religious 
conversion during Forced 
Occupation of a 
Territory? 

Education is 
POWER 

Figure 5.7. Examples of Ponder questions to be found on classroom walls. Questions or 
statements were a direct result of study units. 



Figure 5.8. Poster of the Factors of War students identified for tiie smdy of war and warfare 



Figure 5.9. Examples of students visual images of war. They were asked to draw how war looked and then to wite words to 
describe their visuals. These were made by individual students. 



Figure 5.10. Examples of Group posters of students' visual perceptions of war. Posters were to be drawn using iheir individual 
visuals as can be seen in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.11. Examples of student maps on the project about early innovations and 
inventions titled 'Famous Firsts'. These were all put up on the wall throughout the room 
for use as reference materials. 



Figure 5.12. Examples of other student work. Along the right wall board is a poster of a student's project on war. The factors of 
war has been delegated to below this board and the map figures prominently in this new position. More difficult to sec is the 
work on war on the other side of the Chronology of the Molocau.st set up by the teacher for her other classes. 5; 

Iv) 
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Figure 5.13. This is the tnuicated time line that was filled in as a new culture or historical event was studied. Students were 
expected to fill in mo.st of the data in pcncil. I would then color it in and point out any corrections nccessaiy. 
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Figure 5.14. Example of the students in other classes work. These are heraldry shields students painted as part of studying the 
Middle Ages. 
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Figure 5.15. The Chronology of the Holocaust the student teacher created for studying World War 11 in her other classes. To 
the left are some of my students perceptions of war posters, as well as a ponder question: What is gained by WAR?, and a 
newspaper article Slavery in the Sudan. 



Figure 5.16. Example of the student teacher .s final projcct in her classroom about genocide and war. 



Figure 5.17. Examples of castle architecture in Holland during the Middle Ages. 
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Figure 5.18. Examples of Mayan architecture dating to the pre-classic period. 



Figure 5.19. Example of Hohokam petroglyphs showing communication designs. 

Figure 5.20. Instructor and students are standing inside the remains of a Hohokam 
pithouse. 
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use the internet as part of their research. I found the internet to be very visually stimulating 

and presented wonderful pictures of the past in history web pages. 

Finally, I wanted to make sure that the units of study exposed students to cultures 

other than those associated to western civilization. All too often text books focus on 

western civilization as having a seamless and continuous history while other cultures are 

peripherally present in this one history. I wanted to avoid this from happening. I did not 

want to limit myself to western Europe and its narrow history but wanted to explore the 

ties between Europe, China, the Middle East, and Africa. I also wanted to address the 

history of cultures in the Americas and their interrelationships. One way to accomplish 

this was to avoid teaching in a chronological manner as I noted earlier. The other was to 

teach in the thematic units. 

The curriculum realized 

I knew what my curriculum would look like. I was to teach in thematic units in 

which cultures would be used as examples to illustrate the themes. The units I envisioned 

were 1 small one and three larger ones. The small one was one titled "Famous Firsts." It 

was a unit that explored early inventions and innovations and was meant to get students 

thinking about the importance of technology to the survival and superiority of the human 

species as a dominant species. The larger units were an African unit, a War unit, and a 

Culture unit (Figure 5.21). Appendix A shows what my tentative schedule for these imits 

was to look like. (I must mention that I had to adapt the schedule a lot once we got 
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Topics that will be covered in 2"^ semester 
for World History at Cholla High School 

Medieval Europe Culture unit 
Africa Africa unit 
Russian Revolution War unit 
Age of Exploration War unit - Culture unit 
World War f War unit 
World War II War unit 
Current Events Throughout 

Expectations: 
Respect Yourself 

Others 
Your environment 

This means no inappropriate language 
no reference to female degradation through pimping, rape, or abuse of any sort 
no reference to child abuse of any sort 
no reference to murder in a jovial fashion or a braggart manner 
no derogatory remarks against anyone different than yourself 
no jovial remarks about suicide or its victims 

Specific Rules: 
1. Be in your seats when the bell rings. 
2. Bring your notes and materials to class. 
3. Sit in your assigned seat daily. 
4. Follow instructions the first time they are given. 

Assignments: 
2Exams(Midtenn/Final) 100 points each 20% of grade 
2 papers 100 points each 40% of grade 
4 notes (of 5) 25 points each 10% of grade 
Activities varied 5% of grade 
Presentations 100 points 15% of grade 
2 Outlines/4 Drafts* 25 points each 10% of grade 

(*For a total of 6 assignments: Best of 2 outlines and the top 3 drafts will be used to 
determine grade.) 

Class Participation your toss up marker - it can be the deciding factor with borderline 
grades - this can only work in your favor. 

Grades: 
100-86=A 85-76=B 75-69=C 68-56=D 55-less=F 

Figure 5.21. Syllabus showing what topics were to be covered in the semester I was to teach and how the 
previous study topics fit into the new schedule. 
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started.) HaLf-way through the African unit, a small discussion unit was introduced that I 

came up with on the spot. This was the Slavery unit that explored the issue of what 

slavery was (Appendix B). In addition, two days of Education and its importance in 

history and our classroom was also addressed at the beginning of the African unit. Shortly 

after continuing with the African unit, part of it evolved into the Trading Routes unit. The 

remaining two units remained the same in terms of subject focus. Table 5.2 illustrates what 

the final thematic units looked like and how they compared to the original teacher's 

planned curriculum. As can be seen in Table 5.2 there were still two other units that were 

introduced - the War unit and the Culture unit. 

Teaching the curriculum: The evolution of the thematic unit concept 

I also knew that I wanted them to leam the concepts of culture, anthropology, and 

archeology and how they related to the study of history. There were two problems that 

became evident as regards to this. The first problem was that I didn't have an idea of how 

to present this. Most of my experience at the university level was one in which extensive 

notes are taken at the discretion of the students. In addition, at the university level group 

discussions and group activities were also common in which students learned to work 

together and come to compromises or final interpretations of data based on their pooled 

knowledge. I wanted this for these students but realized that they did not possess the skills 

to be critical note-takers or critical group participants. I needed to devise ways in which to 
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Table 5.2. Curriculum topics as expected by teacher for the full year and my topics in the 
Spring semester. 

Semester Teacher's Periods or Units of 
Study 

Experimental Curriculum 
Units of Study - Spring 

Semester only 

Fall Semester -
Taught by 
teacher 

Intro. To Geography Intro. To Anthropology Fall Semester -
Taught by 
teacher Prehistory - Early Humans Prehistory Review 

Fall Semester -
Taught by 
teacher 

S umer/Mesopotamia 

Fall Semester -
Taught by 
teacher 

Egypt 

Fall Semester -
Taught by 
teacher 

Greece 

Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

Medieval Europe Culture Unit Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

Afi*ica Africa and History Unit; Trade 
Routes Unit 

Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

Russian Revolution War Unit 

Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

Age of Exploration War Unit; Culture Unit 

Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

World War I War Unit 

Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

World War II War Unit 

Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

Current Events Slavery Unit; Education Unit 

Spring 
Semester - I 
would take 
over one class. 

Famous Firsts 
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help them in both of these endeavors. Finally, I was not well versed in presenting creative 

activities to students as had been the teacher. Unlike her, 1 did not work with students of 

this age group frequently and had come into the classroom thinking to treat these students 

as freshmen level college students. 1 realized early on that this was not a route to take. 

The second problem was that I was expected to cover the curriculum itinerary 

developed by the teacher. When originally discussed with other school ofiBcials and with 

the teacher I had been led to understand that I could pursue any direction I chose. 

Unfortunately, due to my not clearly understanding this, the teacher meant that I could 

pursue any teaching methodologies I wished without compromising her curriculum 

itinerary. This meant that I was to cover areas such as the Russian Revolution and Africa 

where they had not figured into my teaching. With this in mind, I quickly adapted what I 

needed to do. 

I knew that I wanted to teach them in themes but as yet the map of how these 

themes would interconnect was not realized. I just had loose ideas of individual themes 

that tied in logically for me but not necessarily for the students. Individually, the themes 

were solid, but I wanted them to be a part of a larger whole. I was hoping the students 

efforts at understanding the thematic concepts would lead me to what I needed to create. 

The first thing I did was to introduce students to basic concepts of anthropology 

and archaeology (Table 5.3). I then put into perspective what their role in history was. 

This was then followed by illustrating how culture fit into the picture. In introducing them 

to these basic concepts I was introducing the students to alternative approaches to 



Table 5.3. Evolution of a Thematic Unit. The '4' indicates that this skill is continually incorporated into the following units as 
we progress through the semester. 

UNITS 
STUDIED 

OBJECTIVES REACHED UNITS 
STUDIED 

Learning Skills in Critical Thinking Historical Understandings 

Anthropology Alternative approaches to analyzing data.4 New concepts of culture explored. 

4 

Famous Firsts 

4 

Interpret historical records 4 
Chronological thinking 4 
Understand geography 4 
Research skills 4 
Patterns and causation 4 
Historical perspective 4 
Active learning not passive 4 

History o f technology and technological influences. 
Value the use of artifacts and art in interpreting the past. 
Accomplishments of the human species 

Early Africa 
4 

Evaluate evidence 4 
Historical perspectives developed 4 
Learn about reinterpretation of the past 4 

Regards contemporary issues of today 

Trading 
Routes 

4 

Develop comparative and causal analysis 4 
Compare patterns of human connection 4 
Patterns of human interaction 4 

Patterns of economy. 
Culture contact and social significance 

Slavery 
4 

Decision making skills 4 
Encourage formulation of questions 4 
Interpretation skills 4 

Explore political struggles. 
Understand social relationships and classes in society. 

0\ (j\ 



Table 5.3 (Continued) 

UNITS 
STUDIED 

Learning Skills in Critical Thinking Historical Understandings 

War 
4 

Analyze perspectives 4 
Locate patterns in institutions of power 
Exposure to many solutions 4 

Failures of human activity. 
Understandings of political, economic, and technological 
knowledge. 
Understand political struggles. 

Culture Unit Examine alternative value systems 4 
Look at interdisciplinary connections 4 

Appreciate world cultures. 
Leam about cultural influences and values of diverse 
civilizations. 
Develop a self and community identity. 
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analyzing data in historical studies. 

Everything was collected for future referral. My curriculum notes, stages of 

curriculum development, observation notes, and student work. Data was then closely 

inspected to determine what best represented the difierent stages of curriculum 

development. I looked at how curriculum units evolved and tried to determined why 

(Table 5.3). As can be seen in this table, I determined what had been missing in the earlier 

units in order to add those learning factors into new units. This was done while I was 

teaching but tracing this evolution did not occur until after 1 was done with the trial 

semester. Student work was essential in determining where I needed to make the work 

more challenging or more accessible. Student work also helped identify what did work 

well. Going through the student work after the end of the semester helped me locate both 

weak areas and strong areas in the curriculum units. Observation notes were also essential 

in helping the curriculum evolutions as I was able to determine what students were 

resisting or responding to and why. The curriculum materials are a direct result of this 

action research. 

We then jumped into the first activity. In this activity, I wanted them to understand 

the importance of knowing about the past through archaeological and historical texts. The 

activity was a thematic theme that explored early inventions and innovations such as fire, 

writing, art, pottery making, etc. The goal of this activity was to tie in geography with 

chronology using research skills in order to learn to interpret historical records and locate 

patterns of change. Thus reaching historical perspectives about the past as regards to 
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innovation and invention through human endeavors. Students responded well to this 

activity. It was fun and required that they identify geographic areas where early 

innovations and inventions took place based on archaeological and historical data. They 

were expected to make a map onto which they identified where innovations took place. 

They were also expected to draw a picture representative of the innovation/invention. In 

order to do this I brought in many books that showed pictures of tangible early objects 

found. Where no picture was found it was up to them to communicate the item through an 

acceptable picture. I had them do this so that they could start making visual associations 

to what they were studying. 

The culmination of this geography and art research project was to make inferences 

from what they learned. Two multi-layered questions were asked of them on a specific 

innovation I gave them to address. The questions were as follows: 

Question 1: How would this innovation make living easier for humans at the time it was 
invented? a-Mention where and when was evidence of this innovation found 

b-Describe the evidence of this innovation 
c-Address issues of survival, health, wealth, communication, 
transportation, the spiritual, and science where applicable. 

Question 2: How has this innovation afifected our world today? 
a-Address its modem counterpart(s) and how that is used. 
b-Address issues of survival, health, wealth, communication, 
transportation, the spiritual, and science where applicable. 

Students were expected to answer these in class. They could take it home but I wanted 

their personal ideas on the innovation to get an inference on how well they could make 

associations between the past and present. As expected, students were suspicious about 
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my request that research was not necessary to answer these questions since the important 

thing was to see how well they could connect the innovation/invention to its past and its 

present. I was hoping that by exposing them to seeing the actual object (they would have 

drawn it), they would be able to grasp the concept of the innovation better. Answers were 

encouraging. The following example illustrates the type of response encouraged. It was 

written about smelting. 

"Smelting is melting of metal, copper, iron, and other metals. 
Smelting was found in 1500 BC in Egypt. Back then this innovation was 
needed and in:qx>rtant for humans. For example the Egyptians used 
smelting to create copper pipes so that water can flow through them from 
the river to their village. This made life easier because they didn't have to 
walk all the way to a river for water to take a shower or other everyday use 
of water. Another thing they might have used this would be for armor and 
swords. They would use this for protection for their armies. Another thing 
they could use this for would be cooking utensils, coins, and maybe even 
jewelry. So this innovation would be great and useful for people when it 
was invented. I think this made life very easy for them. 

This innovation has affected our world greatly because now we can 
make a lot of new things. Some of these new things could be buildings, 
ships, and ornaments. So if they wouldn't of thought of creating smehing 
then I don't think our science would be so advanced. Like if we didn't now 
how to weld metal together then we wouldn't build weapons or aircrafls 
and other types of advanced designs. So if smehing wasn't invented then 
there wouldn't be any cars and if there weren't any cars we couldn't get 
around the world that easy. Now we can even melt glass and shape it to 
make decorations and window for houses and cars. I think we are very 
lucky for this innovation." (Student) 

This example shows how this student did think about the implications of this 

particular innovation. He was able to see where innovation took us into the present. While 

he was able to make the connection with travel (cars) his connection is as yet limited to 
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one item. Space and global associations are not quite reached. He made the associations 

between weapons both in the past and present. He was also able to make an association 

with another firebuming technique for melting — that of glass. Finally, his observations 

pointed out the decorative values (jewelry) and every day functional values (cooking 

utensils, pipes, buildings). Every student was able to make at least one association, but 

most made three or more. What this activity showed me was that their geography/art 

project had been successful in getting them to think about what past innovations stood for. 

They were able to start to see the connections between the past and present. With the 

culmination of this project I was now interested in addressing Africa. 

Because I did not have anything prepared on Africa, yet it figured prominently in 

early history (prehistory), I decided to pursue this route as my unit of study, following the 

Invention/Innovation theme. If fit nicely in with what we had just learned about where 

some of the earliest inventions came from - Afiica. In exploring Early Afiica, students 

were learning to critically evziluate evidence as regards to Africa's history as well as 

continuing to develop historical perspective. Their interpretation skills went further and 

they were exposed to the idea of reinterpretation of the past as regards historical learning. 

From this I was able to transition into studying Africa during the Middle Ages and 

here I hit my first stone wall. I had not planned on pursuing a study of Africa initially so 

did not visualize where it fit into my agenda. I therefore decided to pursue a very 

traditional means of relaying additional information. I had students research their book to 

fill in note-sheets with statements that had missing information. The assigrunent was not 
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critically challenging. While it was not rote-memorization, it was just a regurgitation of 

facts from the text onto their assignment sheets. Yet, this assignment gave me an idea of 

what the ideal theme for this unit could be. 

From this very traditional approach evolved a more critical unit than even I 

expected. My instinct on what I wanted to accomplish 'kicked in' so to speak. I realized 

that a very good way of introducing African empires and nations of history was through 

their most powerful role in history - that of trade empires. From this idea I had students 

explore the role these different empires had in trading with Asia, the Middle East, and 

Europe. Students were expected to compare the different trade items valued out of Africa 

and their role in the politics of Europe. In addition, addressed was the idea of transfer of 

knowledge through contact with other peoples and how that affected China, Africa, the 

Middle east, and Europe. Finally, they were expected to locate where these empires were 

and what other geographical regions they interacted with so a strong geographical element 

was incorporated. The activity was a good start. It was successful at reinforcing their 

chronology and geography skills as well as their research skills. More important they were 

now learning to develop comparative skills in which they could explore patterns of human 

connection and interaction. 

With the Trade Routes unit, we had begun to explore the conception of Africa, its 

role in world economy, and its de-evolution into a continent Europeans turned into slaves. 

We explored their loss of history and how archaeology was to give Africa its history back. 

The only thing about this unit was that I provided a lot of the critical questions to explore. 
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I wanted the students to be the ones to do this so my goal for the next thematic unit was 

to have them create their critical questions. This began to occur with the Slavery unit that 

I introduced for discussion. The purpose of the Slavery unit was two-fold. One was for 

them to understand the history of slavery and the second was for them to comprehend the 

importance of studying history. 

The Slavery urut accomplished what I wanted them to start learning. To form 

questions and to be able to discuss and defend them. I took the students through several 

steps that began with a question asking them to state whether they thought learning about 

history was important and why (B.l). There were several yes and several no answers 

(Refer to all italics of Appendix B). I looked at their reasons and started discussion by 

having then get into groups to further explore those reasons, using slavery as the example 

(Appendix B.2). To aide them they were handed sheets that listed the reasons as pertained 

to their own answer. After they held discussions in groups we formed a large class group 

and I introduced a newspaper article just 2 days old about slavery in the Sudan (Appendix 

B.3). The article challenged some of their ideas that slavery no longer existed. I asked 

them to read the article and see if it changed anyone's mind on the importance of studying 

history. Some that did not think anything was to be learned from history shifted over to 

thinking history was important. The following excerpts were from a written assignment 

asking students to write a letter to a parent telling them about the article. This is at the 

end of the letter. 

"This article literally made me sick. It is very sad to see that our world is 
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like this. And this isn't just happening to people, it's happening to animals, 
too. The government in Sudan seems to be supporting the slavery. People 
need to understand and come to a conclusion that it is wrong to make 
people become slaves. In one of our previous discussions in class, we 
talked about whether or not we should study about slavery or just put it in 
the past and I seem to be changing my perception about it. We should leam 
about slavery so that way we can see what caused it and how we can 
prevent it from ever happening again." (Student) 

As this student suggests, she had been adamantly against studying about slavery and 

learning about history but was now starting to change her mind based on discussions and 

this article. I wanted students to arrive to this conclusion on their own, instead of my 

telling them how important history was. The discussions were meant to encourage 

students to support their stand. Instead of hearing history validated by the teacher, the 

students were doing this themselves. The article was presented to chaUenge their 

perceptions of slavery today, if they were still convinced history was not necessary. The 

article shocked many of the students as they had always made a limited association to 

slavery with it here in the United States. In the majority of the letters written students 

stated their shock or outrage that slavery still existed. They started to question their 

personal perceptions of their world and the value to be learned from studying the past. 

We continued to discuss what slavery was and how it could look in today's world. 

Students questioned animal enslavement, forced to go to school as enslavement, and 

working for less than minimum wage as enslavement in their discussion. I loved it. They 

were looking at their everyday world and seeing it in a critical manner and then discussing 
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the merits of their viewpoints and opposing ones. The unit ended with my giving them 

more information about what constitutes slavery with such numbers as an estimated 200 

million slaves in the world in the form of serfs, war captives, and debt bondage (Appendix 

B.3). I then culminated this lecture with a request to summarize how they felt about 

studying history after all they had learned about slavery (Appendix B.4). I wanted to see 

how many students had changed their minds. The students that had been in favor of 

studying the past did not change their minds. Every student that had claimed studying the 

past was not necessary changed their minds. 

The discussion was very successful. Students responded to the debate format and 

liked that their ideas formed the focus of the debate. It was gratifying to see students 

comfortable enough to disagree with each other and be able to defend their point of view. 

More important, it was gratifying to see them hone their interpretation skills and feel 

confident about their ideas. With this practice I felt sure that the war unit as I had 

envisioned it would work effectively. Thus the stage for the next evolution in the thematic 

unit was set (Table 5.3). 

After this, the thematic unit continued to evolve into a stronger and more critical 

exploration unit. With the introduction of the war unit, the thematic concept was near its 

completion. With this unit, the students were encouraged to take their critical analysis 

further. They were expected to analyze perspectives as regards to war and warfare, and 

they were expected to think in terms of the many solutions possible by looking at how 

different wars had been resolved. As with the slavery unit, students were expected to 
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develop their own ideas of how to look at war. They were asked to try and identify the 

factors of war, but this was done in a gradual process. 

The first thing I did was to have them draw their own image of war. The drawing 

could be using stick figures or if students were artistically inclined using more extensive 

drawing skills. I thought it would be easier to get them to draw images they had of war 

instead of asking them to start describing war verbally. After finishing their drawing I 

asked them to associate word descriptors to their images. Figure 5.9 illustrates examples 

of student drawings. After they had finished with their word descriptors I required that 

they form 4 person groups and combine their drawings into a larger poster. This way they 

could see what fellow members had drawn and described and expand on their own image 

of war (Figure 5.10). This was a very successful activity. Students were able to draw 

about some horrific aspects of war, aspects like rape, murder, and torture that they may 

not have been comfortable verbalizing. They were also able to draw about other aspects of 

war such as emotions and fears that they may not have immediately related to war without 

a visual image to remind them. 

I followed this exercise with one in which I wanted them to be able to really 

explore what war was and how it 'looked' by having them answer several questions meant 

to get them started thinking of war in real terms. Figure 5.22 shows what the questions 

were and the answers the students gave. AH answers were their ideas. The forum we used 

to get the answer was Group Systems on the computer, which is a discussion software 

program in which everyone sees what the others are writing. To encourage shy students. 
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everyone adopted an alias so that I knew who wrote what but they didn't. Participation 

was 100%. The answers students gavee addressed a gamut of images about emotions 

involved in war such as "regret", "fear", "pride", "greed", "pain", and "sadness". The 

answers also allocated reasons to war as resuhing from selfishness, ignorance, 

misunderstandings, and hate. This exercise started them thinking about war as being more 

multidimensional than just a right and wrong scenario with soldier deaths the only tragedy. 

They started realizing that several people could be affected by war other than those 

actually 'fighting' in it. 

After this initial phase I categorized their answers into 7 categories based on what 

I was reading from their earlier answers (Table 5.4). The categories were presented to 

them using the Global Systems network and they were asked to elaborate with examples 

on what the categories stood for. Figure 5.23 illustrates this with two of the categories — 

Results of War and Emotions of War. The point of this exercise was to see if we were 

developing a clearer picture of what the Factors of War could be. 

From this intial categorizing exercise I was able to come up with more appropriate 

category titles for some of them, again, based on students' responses. Using their answers 

we then created a web of Factors of War and discussed them at length (Refer to Figure 5. 

8). We went over the webs as they wrote them out and discussed what their answers 

meant within the category they were found in. Appendix C illustrates the webs created 

that each student used as reference when studying particular wars. The webs were all a 

direct result of what the students had stated were important aspects of war to consider 
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1. Why do wars happen or what are the factors or wars? 
- misunderstandings 
- belief only way to settle things 
- hate between two groups of people 
- ignorant people (stupid, crazy) 
- forceful occupation of one country over another 
- selfish people (superiority complex) 
- death of innocents 

2. List essential things necessary for war to take place. 
- disagreements (b/e 2 people of 2 countries) (unable to compromise) (enemies) 
- offending a people (emotions = fear, anger, hate) 
- racism 
- ignorance (lack of understanding) 
- threats 
- battles (killing) 
- destruction: blood and violence (fighting); weapons (bombs) 
- stealing (taking what not yours) (land) (greediness) 
- evil 

3. What is the material evidence of war? 
- soldiers [uniforms and medals] 
- dead people: bodies (dismembered); holes in the ground 
- destruction: ruined homes 
- ruined lives and physical/emotional scars (mental instability) 
- prisoners (captives; Holocaust) — [Prisons] 
- weapons (guns, helicopters, planes, ropes, tanks, Ninja swords) 

[bullets, bombs] 
4. List emotions involved daring wars and explain. 

- fear (you know you might die) (don't know the future) 
- anger (to be put in this situation) (given no choice) 
- sadness 
- pain (from being shot or hurt) 
- hate (people you love are killedXtaught this) 
- depression (from losing loved ones) 
- regret (at choosing to fight) 
- pride (to represent their country) (if winning) 
- greed 

5. Who dies in Wars? 
- all people = mothers and women; children and babies; men (for their countries) 
- soldiers (Ninjas)(Vietnam vets; Chinese) 
- the losers of the war 
- weak (people who can't fight) 
- innocent; the proud and brave; ignorant and evil 
- peace builders 
- invincible 

Figure 5.22. Questions and students' answers about war that I gave them. 
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Table 5.4. Initial categories (in first column) presented to students for solicitation of 
examples that illustrated what these categories meant. Second column shows what final 
categories were titled. Italics show changes. 

War Categories = The Factors of War 

In itial categories Final categories 

- RESULTS of WAR - RESULTS of WAR (1) 
- PUNISHMENT of WAR (2) 

- EMOTIONS of WAR - EMOTIONS of WAR (3) 

-PEOPLE of WAR - PEOPLE of WAR (4) 

-REASONS of WAR - REASONS of WAR (5) 
-GAINS of WAR {6) 

-WEAPONS of WAR - TECHNOLOGY of WAR (7) 

- TRANSPORTATION of WAR - TECHNOLOGY of WAR 

- COUNTRY'S role in WAR - REASONS of WAR 
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Categorizing 
RESULTS of WAR 
- many innocent are killed 

- death and blood 
- dead soldiers 
- lots of holes in the ground 
- bodies hanging off trees 
- dismembered body parts buried in the ground 

- ruined homes 
- destruction 
- throwing bombs at other countries 

- individuals who show both physical and emotional scars 
- many mentally abused people 
- hurt of families 
- fear, anger, sadness 

- prisoners 
- captive people 

EMOTIONS of WAR 
- crazy people = 
- forceful anger 
- hate/anger = 
- revenge = 
- hate = 
- ignorance = 
- greed = 
- mad = 
- fear = 

- distrust = 
- sadness = 
- pain = 
- depression = 
- anger = 

- crying = 
- regret = 
- innocence = 
- pride = 

don't care about anyone else 
'shut up' 
'I'll kill everyone in a war!' 
from anger 
being taught to hate another 
coming from hate and fear of others 
selfish desire for ? 
from failure during war; from having to kill 
afraid to be there; don't know when might die; know you might 
die 
from failure during war 
loss of fiunily and homes; loved ones die 
from being injured; of the soul from losing so much lives 
from being the killer; seeing people killed; from loved ones dying 
from not wanting to be there; feeling there are better ways to 
settle things 
from a sense of loss 
at their choice to fight 
losing your innocent way of looking at the world; naive 
at defending their country 

'igure 5.23. The categories 'RESULTS' and 'EMOTIONS' with student answers. 
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when thinking of war. My role was to help structure their answers into a model they could 

then work with. The webs did this and also showed them how I had made associations 

between like answers to create the web hierarchy. 

The webs were applied to World War II as we explored the implications of that 

war. Students were expected to research the war themselves and identify the information 

that would fill in the web as it associated to World War II. Once they had collected 

information, we shared this knowledge with each other and filled in any missing areas. 

After this example was presented and explored students then wrote a warfare paper on any 

war they chose or on a culture's protocol about war. The process we took with the 

example of World War 11 was to illustrate what they now had to do with their individual 

papers. 

To help them choose a war I gave them a list of possible wars for study but they 

were allowed to choose their own. Several students approached me about covering 

American wars such as the American Revolution, the American Civil War, the Vietnam 

War, and the Gulf War. Because I wanted them to understand how to critically look at 

war I felt studying American wars was appropriate as all wars afiect the world in some 

form or other. Appendix D illustrates the handout for the war paper and expectations. 

Outlines for their papers and a presentation activity sheet are also illustrated. 

As part of their presentation of the data, students were to fill out a matrix as each 

student presented (Figure 5.24). The focus of the matrix was to collect conq)arative data 

to be used to answer questions I posed. The questions were to be taken home as a take-
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home exam meant to hone their comparative skills as well as formulate interpretations 

(Figure 5.25). 

Student answers were informative and thoughtful. They really tried to look at what 

was positive and negative with war and warfare. While there was a moral agreement that 

war was wrong, they were able to look at issues of technology and how important some 

innovations used in war became for those wars. The following excerpts illustrate some 

answers students gave to the question 5. 

Question 5; Often economic stress due to food shortage/stress, high death numbers, and 
land devastation occurs during and after wars. With wars resulting in so much loss is it 
reasonable to see wars as acceptable solutions to situationsTEXPLAIN. 

1. "I don't feel wars are acceptable at all. It's a waste of taxpayers money 
and leaves the country spending years to get out of their financial slumps. 
We also send lots of food to troops and sacrifice our own health plus they 
put land mines in land destrovine crops and possible crop lands. There's 
also the stress it puts on soldiers. A lot go home with physical defects fi-om 
the war and have to deal with no jobs because of the way they look. They 
also suffer mentally fi"om seeing their buddies die in fi^ont of them or just 
seeing horrible scenes of death they never saw before. I feel wars are unfair 
especially towards the public and the soldiers who have to fight in them. 
The soldiers don't have to fight and suffer the anguish of war and neither do 
the people just because a couple of leaders can't get along. If leaders really 
feel the need to fight, I say set up a ring and let them duke it out themselves, 
don't sacrifice our people." 

2. "Sometimes war is the only reasonable solution to a situation because 
some leaders are so crazv that they must be stopped at all costs. Hitler is an 
example of a man that could have been stopped fi-om causing so much 
destruction if we had gone to war against him sooner. He would of never 
killed so many people." 

3. "No, wars are not the reasonable way to settle solutions or situations. 
People don't agree with each other so the only way, to them, to settle their 
problems is to see who wins by having a war. Both sides of the war end up 
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with food shortages and emotional stress because people lose their lives on 
both sides. Most of the time, the soldiers are just happy because they won. 
But to the soldiers who lost, thev lost all their men and living knowing thev 
lost the battle." 

4. "Wars can never be an example in my eyes. I'll give an example: Perhaps 
a country starts a war with another because their people are being 
murdered. During the war, the country only loses people on purpose in 
order to save more. How does it all make sense? Whv do people kill to stop 
killing? One cannot decide one that they want something of someone else's 
and kill them for it either. War is an immature and unexplainable solution. 
People need to learn that sitting down and settling conflict with words will 
always work better. My solution: brains over brawn." 

These students are all exhibiting decision-making qualities based on their improved 

.knowledge of how real war is and how to envision it as being much more than two sides 

with one winning (usually the good side). 

The first student focuses on the greater losses than gains that arise in war. She 

notes loss of land and food shortage. But more importantly, she puts emotion to the act. 

War can hurt mentally as well as physically. With the physical hurts, emotional pain can 

follow if people don't understand their maimed bodies. Also she is locating a primary 

factor in wars - that of the feeling that it is leaders getting their country involved, hence 

not the idea of the citizens. 

The second student brings up a good point in support of war. He intimates that 

there are some people who cannot understand any thing else but violence. He illustrates 

his point with an authentic example - that of Hitler. He also notes that if involvement to 

stop him had occurred earlier, less people would have suffered. He has identified an 
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important aspect to the situation of WWII — that of knowing wrongs are being committed 

but not doing anything to stop it at first. 

The third student brings up the economic and emotional issues the first student 

mentioned, but she takes it a step in another direction. She is trying to see how the 'other 

guys' would feel. She is seeing that there are multiple perspectives to war and not just one 

side. 

Finally, the last student points out the irony of killing to stop killing. She has 

focused on the idiocy of such a statement. Furthermore, she illustrates this with an 

example she has created herself to better get her point across. She has intellectualized the 

situation and gotten her point across with two simple statements: "Why kill to stop 

killing?" and "My solution: brains over brawn." 

As noted these answers illustrate how students are evaluating what they 

understand war to represent. Furthermore they are making decisions as to whether war is 

necessary or not. They have processed information that has helped them understand war 

as being multidimensional. 

In initiating the war unit and studying World War n, several students showed an 

increased interest in their own femilies past and in the subject of war. One student came up 

to me after a guest lecturer fi-om Europe talked about his father's involvement in the war. 

The father had been 15 (the student's age) in 1944 in an occupied country when he 

received his work papers to work for the Germans. He had gone into hiding. 



WAR ACROSS THE AGES 

War or Culture Reasons (2) To Be Gained (2) Results (2) Technological Notable 

Innovation (1-2) Observation 

World War I 1- 1- I-
Dates: 

2- 2- 2-

WWII (Pacific 1- 1- 1-
War) 

Dates; 2- 2- 2-

WWII (Holocaust) 1- 1- 1-
Dates; 

2- 2- 2-

Bay of Pigs Incident 1- 1- 1-

(US) 

Dates; 2- 2- 2-

Vietnam (US) 1- 1- 1-

Dates; 

2- 2- 2-

Vietnam 1- 1- 1-

(technology) 

Dates; 2- 2- 2-

Gulf War 1- 1- 1-

Dates; 

2- 2- 2-

French Revolution 1- 1- 1-

Dates; 

2- 2- 2-

Figure 5.24. Compare and contrast matrix of wars students reported on. 



Figure 5.24 (continued) 

American 1- 1- 1-
Revolution 

Dates; 2- 2- 2-

Mexican Revolution 1- I- 1-
Dates: 

2- 2- 2-

American Civil I- 1- 1-
War 

Dates: 2- 2- 2-

Ch'in Dynasty 1- 1- 1-
Dates: 

2- 2- 2-

Vikings !•  1- 1-

Dates: 

2- 2- 2-

Huns 1- 1- 1-

Dates; 

2- 2- 2-

Crusades 1- 1- 1-

Dates: 

2- 2- 2-

English/Scots 1- 1- 1-

Dates; 

2- 2- 2-

00 lyi 
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Wars and Warfare - Take Home Exam Due 4-16-98 

On separate sheets of paper answer the following 5 questions. Each question is worth 20 points 
for a total of 100 points. 

1. Nave the 3 most common reasons/gains for wars to take place using your notes from presentations. 
Use the following format; Give Reasons/Gains and then list all the wars/cultures that go with it. 

REASON/GAIN WAR/CULTURE 
1. 

- etc. 
2. 

- etc. 
3. 

- etc. 

2. Compare your culture or war to another. What are the similarities? What are the differences? 
Discuss Reasons, Gains, Results, and Technology. Also list time period. Use the following format. 

War/Culture - Pate 
1 .  
2. 
3. etc. 

SIMILARITIES 
War/Culture - Date 
1. 

2. etc. 

The following questions should be answered using complete sentences. Each answer should consist of a 
least 4-5 sentences. 

3. How did technology or the environment (choose 1) influence the outcome of your war or culture? 

4a. What is war? 
4b. What does war accomplish? 

S. Often economic stress due to food shortage/stress, high death numbers, and land devastation occurs 
during and after wars. With wars resulting in so much loss is it reasonable to see wars as acceptable 
solutions to situations?EXPLAIN. 

Figure 5.25. The war and warfare take home exam students answered. 
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After this talk given by our European guest, the mentioned student asked me to 

recommend books on World War II. I suggested The Diary of Anne Frank. About three 

days later, she came up excited and mentioned that she had just found out that her uncle 

(grandfather's brother) had fought in the war. Apparently, she had asked her mother if she 

had heard of Anne Frank and explained about the war unit we were studying. Her mother 

told her that yes she was familiar with Anne Frank but that she should talk to her uiKle 

about the war as he was over there fighting. She came in so excited at the thought that one 

of her family members knew about what she was studying. She wasn't the only one. Other 

students shared that members of their &milies (all men) had been involved in World War 11 

(all of which were now deceased) and some other students found out that younger uncles 

or fathers had been involved in the Korean or Vietnam wars. They were so excited to leam 

that something they were learning had afifected their families and, I believe, felt they were 

essentially learning family history. 

At the end of the term, one student spmke to me about what I had been doing in 

class. She came up to give me a thank you card which was extremely gratifying to receive. 

As she handed me the card she said: "Miss, what you are doing, you're onto something 

there. It's a good idea. Keep up the good work." In her card she thanked me "for making 

History worth learning." This accolade was made all the more gratifying because she had 

been resistant to my presence at the start of the school year more than any other student. I 

don't know why the resistance to me but I suspect it was because I was changing the rules 

so much. Also, my methods seemed more disorganized than the more rigid methods of the 
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teacher as I depended so much on student participation in creating study materials. She 

was a top student but while she seemed to resent me it did not affect her work as she 

continued to produce quality work to the end. 

As the semester progressed and the students got accustomed to how I taught her 

resistence slowly diminished as we had more classroom discussions and talks. It became 

obvious that she started to like the way we were learning as did other students. By the end 

of the semester she, as well as some of the other students, had created roles for themselves 

as mentors to friends they normally carried (letting them copy their work). Since one of 

my goals was to assign projects that made copying impossible as everyone had different 

subjects to research, these helpful students adjusted how they helped into a more positive 

role that also emp>owered the cheaters. Many students who had been dependant on their 

friends for work realized they had to produce their own work and did so with the 

mentoring of their friends. It was obvious that many of these mentors liked the new less 

pressure role with their friends. It was interesting to see them teach their friends but often 

heard them say, they were not going to do their work for them. They would patiently 

explain assignments and always would encourage them to "ask the teacher to help you if 

you still don't understand." This of course was said within my hearing so that I could take 

my cue and help without being asked. Seeing students become so empowered was 

encouraging, hence this student's 'thanks' had special meaning given her initial resistance 

to me. 

With the culmination of the War Paper, we jumped right into the Culture Unit. By 
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this point I felt secure in the knowledge that the curriculum was advancing well and 

challenging the students. The Culture unit was to be the culmination of everything done so 

far and was meant to do a final tie in of all subjects studied. It had the added benefit of 

being used as a tool to leam more about cultural influences and to value diversity. The unit 

relied heavily on a Culture tree I had devised that I shared with the students (Figure 5. 

26). The tree illustrated how important the environment was as a cultural determination 

factor. It then addressed three basic areas of human culture necessary for humans to 

survive: those of survival elements, technological innovations, and organizational 

structures. Students were paired and asked to take one of the subdivisions of these three 

areas. They were then asked to illustrate what their area could be represented by through 

the use of examples (Figure 5.27). The purpose was to see what associations they made to 

these cultural aspects so that they could see how interrelated, dependant, and fluid culture 

is. Diagram webs were used to make sense of their examples. As noted in Figure 5.27, 

students' webs of Tools, Architecture, and the Economic can be seen. Whereas in the war 

unit I had put together the webs fi-om the information they had provided me with, in the 

formation of the Culture aspects the students were asked to construct their own webs. 

By this time webbing had been a large part of my lectures. I used them as a very 

productive tool in showing associations between subjects as could be seen in the war 

webs. The students responded well to them and easily drew their own. Even more 

gratifying, they were able to tier their webs as they created them (Figure 5.27). Once they 

were done, the pairs presented their brainstorming to the class. As they presented their 
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information I translated their work onto on an overhead sheet, in web form as well, and 

students copied the newly formed subcategories of the subdivisions of the 3 culture areas. 

We discussed any area that needed to be filled out with more data. If students had an 

addition that the original pair did not get to, they offered it and were included in the web. 

The subcategories included examples the students had come up with as this helped clarify 

and contextualize the category types. Once all presentations were accomplished, we were 

ready to apply it as a template to studying cultures. The method was rigorous. It meant 

that we had to address a number of new issues that normally do not get addressed in 

history books for each culture, such as transportation implications in the economy of a 

culture. For example, transportation and its relationship with economy may be illustrated 

for the Roman culture but not for the Indus Valley culture. Yet in both cases, it is an 

important aspect of economy as it would be for most cultures. 

By adding so much criteria to explore cultures we were looking at shared aspects 

of culture and seeing the similarities and differences more easily. All cultures had shared 

qualities that could now be explored. To illustrate these factors of culture, I introduced 

three cultural groups for review — the Hohokam of the American southwest, the Maya of 

Mesoamerica, and Western Europe during the Middle Ages. By exploring these groups 

using our culture webs we could better understand them wholistically and not just in parts. 

We were able to see how interrelated different institutions are with each other. For 

example - government buildings needed architectural knowledge, which illustrated shelter 

aspects of protection. It became clear that everything is tied in. 



CULTURE AND THE ENVIRONMENT: ASPECTS OF HUMAN CULTURE 

ENVIRONMENT 

Survival Organization 
Technology 

Food 

Water 

Shetter 

Clothes 

Heatth 

Tools Architecture 

Transportation Fashion 

Communnication 

Economy Social 

CULTURE 

Figure 5.26. Culture tree diagram. 



Figure 5.27 Exanples of students' webs on cultural aspects. 
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With this illustrated, we then proceeded to conduct three group projects. 

Fashioned after the teacher's Create-a-Culture project, I put together templates that 

instead would be used to Re-create a culture. Students were assigned an individual aspect 

of the culture to explore. The reports were successful. The final project also achieved 

closure as I had hoped by tying in the earlier thematic units studied. Trade routes and 

economy, war, technology, and slavery were all aspects of culture that could be seen with 

the unit on culture. 

Final observations 

I was gratified to see that students were taking ownership of their work. Once I 

clearly set up the rules for each individual project and it became obvious that students 

were responsible for individual materials, I saw some students who tended to show more 

laziness work harder. When I first set up these group rules, I had several students ask if 

they were going to be penalized for work the other members did not do. I reassured them 

that while there would be a general group grade the grade would have points added or 

taken away fi-om students whose work made the project suffer. I felt this way the students 

could see what their cumulated grade was while at the same time, see how missing work 

affected the grade of the student that did not provide it. 

An added aspect to the group project, was that the students that others would 

normally copy fi'om started helping their fiiends in a different manner. While they did not 

do their fiiend's work for them, I noticed a lot more mentoring going on in which they 
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explained the assignment to their buddies. This newly developed relationship had set 

boundaries in which it appeared an unspoken rule was established — students never 

requested that another do their work for them. I never once saw this occur and it was 

confirmed by the student work. Occassionally, the mentors would get exasperated with 

their fiiends dependency and that was when I often heard them tell the mentored to "Go 

ask the teacher to help you." 

Overall, I fek my presence in the classroom was successful. I saw the evolution of 

my curriculum ideas develop strongly as well as got the ideas for the final curriculum 

model which will be presented in Chapter 6. 

The curriculum and the National Standards 

This section addresses Study question 3: 

3. Having devised the curriculum: what was covered and what was not as required by the 

district? 

Since district standards were not very explicit, I chose to use the proposed National 

Standards as a means of testing the new curriculum's worth. The National Standards are 

much more explicit and are what the District Standards via the State Standards (if there 

were any) could be based. The National Standards presented are suggested area standards 

for study in topic area as well as in comprehension levels to be expected fi'om students. 

The standards as listed show what possible route the school year could follow in studying 

the past. This is done through the suggestion that the school year be broken up into 8 eras 
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of study - these are the content standards. The more important set of standards are the 

ones referred to as the 5 standards of historical thinking. These standards clearly establish 

what level of critical learning a student must acquire. Of the two sets of standards these 

are the more critical. 

As just noted, the National Standards are presented in two parts. Figures 4.3 and 

4.4 illustrate what the basic requirements are for the content standards and the standards 

of historical thinking. Clearly set up are these suggested areas of study that students are 

expected to be familiar with. These areas of study are divided into 8 eras in which are 

addressed such concepts such as human society, civilizations, traditions, trade, contact, 

economy, revolution, and modernity. Within these 8 eras are the actual content standards 

of world history. I compared what the level of correlation would be between these 

standards and the studies of anthropology and more specifically - archaeology. The codes 

D and ID are used to represent Direct correlation (D) or Indirect correalation (ID). Direct 

correlation means that the connection is obvious in how the standard is written. Indirect 

correlation means that the correlation is there, but not obvious to non-anthropologists. If 

there is no correlation an N/A is used. 

Because the study of history and the study of culture are closely related, no 

correlation was really possible. Table 5.5 shows how well anthropology and archaeology 

correlate to the standards. In addition. Table 5.5 also shows where my experimental units 

met the standards required. In cases where N/A is evident, these areas of study would 

have been addressed if I had had a full year of teaching to work with. 
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As can be seen, the unhs 1 developed address several of the contextual aspects of 

the National standards. For example. Era 1, Standard 1 was addressed when we explored 

Early Africa. Within this unit, we looked at the processes of human development versus 

other animal species. We explored how different processes were interrelated to show the 

gradual evolution of the human species to its present state. Addressed were issues of 

bipedalism and its effect on the larynx:, how talking would have led to group discussion 

and decision-making for a greater survival rate. We then follow the train of thought to see 

how talking eventually leads to art as a secondary means of communication. It then 

becomes obvious that writing is not far behind. From writing, communication is extended 

to cross time periods and regional zones. Communicated are ideas to future generations 

not yet met. Finally, from writing comes the idea of books which leads to mass reading 

which leads to mass education which leads to mass data bases in the forms of computers. 

Thus one of the processes that gave rise to early human communities is traced at its onset 

and througli the ages to the present. This is the case with the other curriculum units that 

also meet national standards of learning. 



Table 5.5. The World History Standards of the United States as they apply to the High School World History classroom. The 
five standards of historical thinking are meant to be integrated within these history understandings for the 8 eras presented. 
(Abbreviations: D = direct correlation; ID = indirect correlation; N/A = not applicable) 

Standard Anthropology 

reference 

Archaeology 

reference 

Experimental 

Curriculum Units 

Era 1: The Becinninin of Human Societv 

Standard 1; The bioloeical and cultural orocesses that save rise to the earliest human 

communities 
D D Early Afica 

Standard 2; The processes that led to the emergence of agricultural societies around the 

world 
D D Famous Firsts 

E ra 2; Earlv Civiliiations and the Rise of Pastoral Pcooles. 4000-1000 BCE 

Standard 1: The major characteristics of civilization and how civilizations emerged in 

Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Indus valley 

D D N/A 

Standard 2: How asrarian societies soread and new states emereed in the third and 

second millennia BCE 

D D Slavery 

Standard 3; The ooiitical. social, and cultural conseauences of oooulation movements 

and militarization in Eurasia in the second millennium BCE 

D ID N/A 

Era 3: Classical Traditioas. Maior Relisions. and Giant Emoircs. 1000 BCE-300 CE 

Standard 1: Innovation and chanee from 1000-600 BCE: horses, shios. iron, and 

monotheistic faith 

0 D Famous Firsts 

Standard 2; The emersence of Aeeean civilization and how interrelations develooed 

amongjieoples of the eastern Mediterranean and Southwest Asia, 600-200 BCE 

D D N/A 

Standard 3; How maior relieions and laree-scale cmDires arose in the Mediterranean 

basin, China, and India, 500 BCE-300 CE 

D ID War 



Table 5.5 (continued) 

Era 4; Eipandine Zones of Exchanee and Encounter. 300-1000 CE 

Standard I; Imperial crises and their aftermath, 300-700 CE D ID Culture 

Standard 2: Causes and consequences of the rise of Islamic civilization in the 7th-IOth 

centuries 
D ID War 

Trade Routes 

Standard 3; Maior develooments in East Asia in the era of the Tane dvnastv. 600-900 

CE 
D ID 

Standard 4; The search for political, social, and cultural redefinition in Eurooe. 500-

1000 CE 
D ID Trade Routes, 

Culture 

Standard 5; The soread of aerarian oooulations and rise of states in Africa south of the D ID Trade Routes, 

Early Africa Sahara 
ID Trade Routes, 

Early Africa 

Standard 6; The rise of centers of civilization in Mesoamerica and Andean South 

America in the first millennium CE 
D D Culture, War 

Era 5: Intensified HemisDheric Interactions. lOOO-lSOO CE 

Standard 1; The maturine of an interreeional system of communication, trade, and 

cultural exchange in an era of Chinese economic power and Islamic expansion 

D D Trade Routes 

Standard 2: The redefining of European society and culture, 1000-1300 CE D ID Culture, Trade 

Routes 

Standard 3: The rise of the Mongol empire and its consequences for Eurasian peoples, 

1200-1350 

D ID 

Standard 4; The erowth of states, towns, and trade in Sub-Saharan Africa between the 

11th and ISth centuries 

D D Trade Routes 

Standard 5: Patterns of crisis and recovery in Afro-Eurasia, I30O-I4SO D ID 

Standard 6: The expansion of states and civilizations in the Americas, lOOO-ISOO D D Culture 



Table 5.5 (continued) 

Era 6: Global Esoansion and Encounter. 14S0-1770 

Standard 1; How the transoceanic interlinidne of all major reeions of the world from 

I4S0 to 1600 led to global transformations 
D D 

Standard 2: How European society experienced political, economic, and cultural 

transformations in an age of global intercommunication, 1450-1750 
D ID War 

Standard 3: How laree territorial emoires dominated much of Eurasia between the 

16th and 18th centuries 
D ID Culture 

Standard 4: Economic. Dolitical. and cultural interrelations amone oeooles of Africa. 

Europe, and the Americas, IS00-I7S0 
D ID Culture 

Standard 5: How Asian societies responded to the challenses of exnandinit European 

power and forces of the world economy 
D ID 

Standard 6; Major global trends from I4S0 to 1770 D ID 

Er • 7: An Ace of Revolutions, 1750-1914 

Standard 1; The causes and conseauences of political revolutions in the late 18th and 

early 19th centuries 

D ID War 

Standard 2: The causes and conseauences of the aericultural and industrial 

revolutions, 1700-1850 

D ID 

Standard 3; The transformation of Eurasian societies in an era of elobal trade and 

rising European power, 1750-1850 

D ID War 

Standard 4; Patterns of nationalism, state-buildine. and social reform in Europe and 

the Americas, 1830-1914 

D ID War 

Standard 5: Patterns of elobal chanse in the era of Western militarv and economic 

domination, I8S0-I9I4 

D ID War 

Standard 6; Major global trends from 1750 to 1914, D ID 



Table 5.5 (continued) 

Era 8: The 20th Century 

Standard 1; Global and economic trends in the high period of Western dominance D ID 

Standard 2; The causes and global consequences of World War 1 D ID War 

Standard 3; The search for peace and stability in the 1920s and 1930s D ID 

Standard 4; The causes and global consequences of World War II D ID War 

Standard 5: How new international power relations took shape following World War II D N/A War D N/A War 

Standard 6; Promises and paradoxes of the second half of the 20th century D N/A War, Slavery, 

Education, 

Culture 

K) 
8 
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The second aspect of the proposed national standards are the 5 standards of 

Historical Thinking. These are the standards of critical thinking in history studies that 

students are expected to leam. The five standards of historical thinking are: 

1. Chronological Thinking 

2. Historical Comprehension 

3. Historical Analysis and Interpretation 

4. Historical Research Capabilities 

5. Historical Issues - Analysis and Decision-Making 

These 5 standards explain what critical learning and thinking looks like so that 

there is no mistaking what is expected of teachers and students. They are very clear and 

easy to follow. As with Table 5.5, these standards are presented in a table that illustrates 

the categories of critical learning per standard and how well my experimental curriculum 

meets the standard (Table 5.6). The standards list conceptual critical thinking skills such as 

decision-making, communicating ideas, and reconstructing patterns of activity. 

The standards also point out the necessity of applied skills such as map reading and 

making, time line comprehension, and researching topics. The curriculum units developed 

met these criteria again and again as can be seen in Table 5.5. To illustrate how the units 

met the criteria stated in the standards a brief description of what the units addressed 

follows below: 



Table 5.6. Five suggested United States Standards in Historical Thinking as they apply to the experimental curriculum for High 
School World History classroom pedagogy. 

Standard Standard categories Experimental Curriculum Tested 

a (J A. Distinguish between past, present, and future time. Slavery unit, War unit 
OA 
0 

"o 
C 00 
S -S 

B. Identify in historical narratives the temporal structure of a 
historical narrative or story. 

WWII in War unit, Slavery unit 

^ 1 C. Establish temporal order in constructing historical narratives of 
their own. 

Early Africa review unit 

D. Measure and calculate calendar time. Activities; Famous First unit. Trade 
Routes with Africa, War unit, Culture 
unit 

E. Interpret data presented in time lines. Famous Firsts unit, War unit 

P. Reconstruct patterns of historical succession and duration. Famous Firsts unit. Trade Routes unit, 
War 

G. Compare alternative models for periodization. All 

c 
0 A. Reconstruct the literal meaning of a historical passage. WWII in War unit 

73 a 
B. Identify the central question(s) the historical narrative addresses. WWII in War unit 

o u 
g. 

ac E 
C. Read historical narratives imaginatively. WWII in War unit, Slavery unit 

7 o 
r; W D. Evidence historical perspectives. WWII in War unit, Slavery unit 

E. Draw upon data in historical maps. Early Humans review. Famous Firsts 
unit, Trade Routes unit 



F. Utilize visual and mathematical data presented in charts, tables, 
pie and bar graphs, flow charts, Venn diagrams, and other graphic 
organizers. 

Early Humans review. Famous Firsts 
unit. Trade Routes unit. War unit. 
Culture unit 

G. Draw upon visual data, literary, and musical sources all use archaeology and documents 

.a 

"3 c 
H O 

A. Identify the author or source of the historical document or 
narrative. 

Activities in War unit 

B. Compare and contrast differing sets of ideas, values, personalities, 
behaviors, and institutions. 

African History unit, Slavery unit. War 
unit, Culture unit 

2 V 
1 e 

cA 1 

C. Differentiate between historical facts and historical 
interpretations. 

African History unit, War unit, Cuhure 
unit 

D Consider multiple perspectives. African History unit. Early Firsts unit. 
War unit, Culture unit 

E. Analyze cause-and-effect relationships and multiple causation, 
including the importance of the individual, the influence of ideas, and 
the role of chance. 

Slavery unit. War unit 

F. Challenge arguments of historical inevitability. Slavery unit. War unit 

G. Compare competing historical narratives. Slavery unit 

H. Hold interpretations of history as tentative. All 

I. Evaluate major debates among historians. Culture unit 

J. Hypothesize the influence of the past. All 
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 A. Formulate historical questions. Activities: Slavery, African History , 
War, and Culture units 
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B. Obtain historical data. Activities: Trade Routes, War, and 
Culture units 

C. Interrogate historical data. Activities: Trade Routes, War, and 
Culture units 

D. Identify the gaps in the available records, marshal contextual 
knowledge and perspectives of the time and place, and construct a 
sound historical interpretation. 

African History unit, Slavery unit, and 
WWII in War unit 
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A. Identify issues and problems in the past. African History, Trade Routes, Slavery, 
and War units 
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B. Marshal evidence of antecedent circumstances and contemporary 
factors contributing to problems and alternative courses of action. 

Slavery unit. War unit 
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C. Identify relevant historical antecedents. African History, Slavery, War, and 
Culture units 

D. Evaluate alternative courses of action. Slavery unit, Education unit, War unit 

E. Formulate a position or course of action on an issue. Slavery unit, Education unit, War unit 

F. Evaluate the implementation of a decision. Slavery unit, Education unit, War unit 

N» 
2 
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- Early Humans Review Unit - Covered ideas of early humans in Africa and the 

implications of innovations such as speech, art, walking upright, and the ability to 

make tools. 

- African History Unit - Addressed issues of how we know African history only through 

archaeology because of the systematic and purposeful rewriting of the continent's 

history by European and Arabic peoples to take away the continent's history. This 

systematic rewriting of African history occurred during the 17* to 19* centuries 

when slavery was a lucrative economic enterprise. By taking away their history, 

Africans were designated as a people without a story and hence not quite human. 

- Famous Firsts Unit - This unit explored early inventions and innovations such as fire, 

burials, religion, art, clothes, shelter, cooking tools, war tools, writing, medicine, 

education, etc. Their implications in the present world were explored and 

discussed. 

- Trade Routes in Africa Unit - This unit addressed the importance of African trade items 

during the Middle Ages of Europe. We studied the various advanced and powerful 

civilizations of Africa that offered such valuable trade items such as gold and iron, 

plus the most valued item - salt. The implications of how much power these 

ancient cultures wielded was extensively explored. Also explored were the 

relationships these civilizations had with the Europeans, Chinese, and Arabic. 

- Slavery Unit - This unit addressed the extensive history of slavery and how it is 
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important to study its origins and growth in order to address its presence today in 

the world. 

- Education Today - We addressed the privileges of learning in the U.S. and expectations 

of student behavior during the learning process. 

- War Unit - This unit addressed the Factors of War using WWII as the example and then 

explored these factors by researching other wars in history. It covered ideas of why 

war happens, what the history of the war is and how we can leam to prevent them. 

- Culture Unit - This unit explored the factors that make up culture using the Hohokam of 

the Southwest, the Maya, and the European Middle Ages as examples. A 

boundless group project was then carried out in order to leam more about three 

new cultures - the Aztec, the Vikings, and the Romans. The unit considered ideas 

of why cultures develop so differently yet share so many similar ideologies in 

mores and laws of conduct and behavior, and even in religion. 

Final observations 

When I began to create the curriculum I wanted to accomplish, I had very definite 

goals of what it had to include. The first was that it had to be context-based. I wanted it to 

make sense so that students could more easily follow it. A second goal was that I wanted 

students to feel challenged through the work we did in class. A third goal was that I 

wanted students to be able to visualize what we were talking about so that information did 
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not seem so incomprehesible. Finally, a fourth goal was that a curriculum be created that 

made it easier to explore cultures other than the ones directly influencing westem 

civilization. Ailer the semester teaching I believed that I could create a curriculum that 

met these goals. 

I felt much more confident about the accessibility of a curriculum that focused on 

the subject of culture. My confidence stemmed fi-om how well the curriculum units 

developjed themselves until they evolved into a strong final product that addressed critical 

thinking skills. Critical thinking skills that were even presented in the U.S. National 

Standards. This was what I had wanted to accomplish. I had wanted to create units that 

made sense and that students could explore without feeling intimidated by the material. In 

focusing on thematic units I feh I met the first goal - that of creating context-based 

materials. 

The second goal had been to challenge students through their work so that they 

became critical thinkers. I certainly feel that this was accomplished successfiilly. As shown 

in Table 5.2, students were exposed to a number of critical thinking skills when they 

conducted research, discussions, and presentations. Their skills at identifying patterns, 

causation, and interpretation was evident when they helped create the culture webs that 

would serve to direct how to study past and present cultures. The war unit, especially, 

addressed aspects to war we tend to ignore such as emotions and non-soldier involvement 

and implications. With the culture unit, addressed was the diversity of how to see culture 
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and cultures. While we atten^d to name and identify aspects of culture, in so doing 

students were learning to more critically look at themselves and their environment and 

how diverse their cultural af5h'ations were. By doing this they were less likely to think of 

themselves as belonging to a single culture identity. 

The third goal had been to expose students to visualizations of the past. In this I 

also felt I succeeded. By constantly showing students what the past looked like and not 

just talking about it, they were able to make associations to the evidence that gives us 

information of the past. Technological implements that had had radical implications for 

human survival such as projectile points, art, or architecture were visualized. In 

visualizing what they were studying, they could identify with these ancestral physical 

objects that have descendants today. For example, projectile points have evolved into the 

dinner fork and into SCUD missiles. The objects of today were given a visual history. 

The final goal was to create a curriculum that made it easier to explore cultures 

other than those associated with western civilization. As this is world history, this was a 

very important issue. The thematic units I used were successful in ensuring that students 

were able to explore other cultures more easily than if I had followed a chronological 

progression that follows the path of western civilization only, as many texts are wont to 

do. Through the thematic units, students were exposed to past cultures of Asia (China, 

India, Japan), North America, Mesoamerica, Western Europe, Afiica and Eastern Europe. 

In all, the research was very successful in helping me visualize what the curriculum 
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needed to address in order to make it a challenging and innovative way of learning history. 

Surprisingly though, the evolution to my curriculum unit was to go through a further 

transformation in the process of writing these results. At the time of participatory action 

research, I was satisfied with the results of the unit. I had felt that the Culture unit had 

achieved closure for the class. But, once I had distanced myself fi-om the data for a while, 

I realized that there was still much that could be done to make this new curriculum 

stronger and more accessible to teachers. It is the culmination of this new realization that 

is presented in the final chapter. 

Finally, an added observation was that I could not have done this without being in 

the classroom applying the ideas myself. By testing the ideas myself I was able to more 

accurately locate the problems with the curriculum units I was developing. I was able to 

address their applicability and accessibility in a real classroom setting. I had noted that I 

wanted to see how theory could become application. In my opinion one successful way to 

go about testing this is for the research theoretician to test it herself (or himself). I 

honestly believe that I could not have arrived at the curriculum model presented in 

Chapter 6 without following this procedure. The teacher felt the same way. She often

times reiterated how much more successful would be my materials because I took the time 

to realistically apply them. She noted that it was always obvious when teachers received 

curriculum materials that had not been developed through classroom application because 

they did not follow through on what they sold due to being unwieldly. Often times, she 
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observed, these materials sounded great on paper but translated badly into the classroom. 

Therefore, the success of the curriculum materials was very dependant on being field 

tested and re-adjusted as the need arose. As noted earlier, the result was a clearer picture 

of what a working teaching model could look like in a world history classroom. 
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Chapter 6 
FINAL RESULTS: THE CREATION OF THE TEACHING MODEL 

The principal office of history 1 take to be this: to prevent virtuous actions from being 
forgotten, and that evil words and deeds should fear an infamous reputation with 
posterity. (Tacitus c. 55-120 AD in Columbia Dictionary of Quotations 1995) 

As noted at the end of Chapter 5, the evolution to my curriculum model was to go 

through a further transformation in the process of reviewing and writing the results. I 

realized that not only could I present units of study that taught thematically, but I could 

formulate a teaching model that could be applied in the World History classroom. This is 

what will be presented in this chapter and how such a model can be realized. In order to 

better understand the model, a quick review of what traditional World history curriculum 

looks like across the nation will be addressed. 

The traditional curriculum 

Traditionally, history as chronology is the core theme by which world history is 

taught. But this leads to a very linear manner of teaching that uses chronology only as a 

means of relaying information. Taught in the classroom is history from the oldest to the 

most recent events (Figure 6.1). TTiis is a false way of teaching because it leads to a false 

chronology in which things (events - inventions) can only occur once. By this method, 

writing was first invented in Sumer and that is it. The information conveys the idea that 

from this one time all other written languages on the planet stemmed. The reality is that 

writing was independently invented at least 4 times. In Sumer in 3250 BC, in China in 



CHRONOLOGY End of year 
Start of year 

Modem 

Middle Ages In 

Europe 
Greece Industrial 

Revolution 
WWII Ageof 

E)q)loratlon 
Sumer Rome 

Activities Activities or 
Research 

Activities or 
Research Activities or I Activities or 

Research I Research 

Activities or 

Research 
Activities or 

Research 
Research 

Actlvttlesor 

Research 
Activities or 

Research 
Actlvttlesor 

Research 
Actlvttlesor 

Research 
Activities or 

Research 

Fiqure 6.1. Typical manner in which world history is taught using chronology as the core theme. 
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1400 BC, in India (the extinct Harrappan language) in 2500 BC, and in Mesoamerica in 

600 BC. But because we teach using chronology as our structure, these other moments of 

historic invention are ignored despite their equally revolutionary introduction. Again, only 

Sumer is given credit for this skill. With this method of teaching there is no cohesion to 

the story of humankind. 

As noted, the traditional method of teaching world history is through chronology 

alone. There is no actual model or theme other than chronology that ties human history 

together. Thus the world events of the past make little sense other than to trace when and 

where something happened followed by who and what happened. The why is often not 

addressed as a primary aspect of learning. We need to come to terms with what role 

history learning should take. We need to appreciate what history studies can teach us. We 

need to understand why history took the turns it did. 

What does Histoiy teach us? 

Education is meant to open doors to all individuals in our society. Through 

education equal access to opportunities is ensured. That is what public education in this 

country is supposed to be all about. But is this really the case. In truth, it would appear 

that equality is inaccessible to many marginalized individuals with hegemony the tool to 

ensure inequality. Even citizenship and how it was historically defined would show the 

planting of hegemonic seeds in our country. Glazer (1987) like most of white America 

believes that "the United States is the first nation that defines itself not in terms of ethnic 
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origin, but in terms of adherence to common rules of citizenship." Yet citizenship was 

dominantly inaccessible to most immigrants. The Naturalization Act of 1790 specifically 

restricted citizenship to only include fi-ee, white immigrants. From the very beginning the 

United States government was straightforward about who would be included in its new 

society (Takaki 1987). As for the issue of commonality, (for those individuals eligible for 

citizenship) it stemmed from a white Protestant ethnic background and this is what defined 

citizenship. It would then appear that public education was probably initiated to help new 

citizens understand the 'new' rules meant to assimilate them into the American society 

(Perry and Fraser, 1993a; Ruiz 1988, 1991; Garcia 1994, Takaki 1987). 

Obviously, education needs to change. We can no longer refer to history as the 

reason to maintain our educational institution as is. Instead we must look to history to 

teach us how education must catch up with the rest of our progressing world. Technology 

has brought the world closer together. No longer can we ignore the fact that individuals 

can cross oceans in a matter of hours. Modem technology has put the world at our 

fingertips where at the touch of the button we can communicate and visit anywhere in the 

world in just minutes. In such a world it is imperative that we understand our role as 

human participants. We can no longer pretend that the world is the same as it was 100 

years ago when it still took days and weeks to cross oceans by boat, and vast lands by 

cart. Back then it was not as necessary for us all to familiarize ourselves with world 

cultures when everyday survivjil was such a struggle. Today, we are privileged to live in a 

world where we can leam about others through direct contact. We must embrace this 
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opportunity and in so doing allow ourselves the knowledge of ourselves. We need to 

understand our role as humans and to understand our roles as individuals consisting of 

many cultural components. 

Cultural knowledge is the key 

We have to leam history to change the future for the better. This is why it is 

important that we be able to critically analyze our history. History sets up the foundation 

to mores and norms. It is history that sets up the foundation behind hegemonic attitudes. 

(Present norms and mores are steeped in historical relationships.) Just because the status 

quo chose to finally acknowledge inequalities they set forth, it doesn't mean that everyone 

just switches ingrained, subtle ways of learning and participating in society. Such 

hegemonic presence is not easily discernible to the holder of these ideas. Hegemonic 

thoughts are like a virus invading our mind's data banks, slowly destroying our ability to 

control it. Some individuals manage to identiiy the virus on occasion and flush it out 

regularly, but to most individuals it goes unnoticed so continues to spread and disease the 

data banks. Even more unfortunate, individuals go through life completely unaware of the 

virus. Because they do not see the problem we are caught in a game of cat and mouse in 

which we keep going in circles. Education policy is steeped in history, and introducing 

change usually gets caught in the unyielding models representing the past where 

socialization of some students (white males) were complemented by these institutions. 

Think of educational policy as an intricately woven tapestry. There are layers of 
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the tapestry that need to be unraveled to be re-woven again. In order to effectively change 

the patterns in the weave though, the complete tapestry must be re-woven. It is not 

possible to only change the parts that don't work ~ this would only lead to patching and 

covering up parts of it but the original foundation would still be there. The foundation 

must be reset. Effective older designs may be re-woven, but now they would be 

intertwined with the newer designs to constructively form a newer and stronger tapestry . 

This is how we must view our educational institutions. Right now, bits and pieces 

of them are re-patched, but if the foundation stays the same then it is inevitable that the 

new changes will be restricted by the old, set mores. This is what has been happening so 

far. Change is attempted but the old foundation remains strong and manages to pull the 

new changes towards its own orbit rooted in tradition, encompassing it until the new idea 

adjusts itself to fit into the old foundation. 

This is why it is imperative that cultural understanding become a nucleus of our 

educational system. Culture must be an aspect of study in and of itself in order for it to be 

breached in all other subject areas. I find it amazing that technology is being 

acknowledged as a subject area yet culture is not. It is technology, after aU, what has 

brought us into such close proximity to all of human culture and cultures. It is not enough 

to study brief histories of individual groups of people, we must now study the whole of 

our human history. 

Teachers, then, need to understand culture and cultures to teach about culture, 

cultures, and cultural consequences in our social environments. As Macedo (1994) noted 
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"Schools of education cannot point teachers to a truly cultural democracy if they fail to 

prepare teachers to both analyze and understand how subordinate cultures are produced in 

the classrooms and society at large.(p. 152)." 

The new curriculum 

Understanding culture and cultures is what I propose be the focus of a teaching 

model. This approach would have as a primary focus the question of human culture, past 

and present. The new teaching model would be thematically based. The themes would be 

two-tiered. The primary tier would be to present a core theme. This core theme is none 

other than culture. Culture in history would be the focus. The second thematic tier would 

be to present sub-themes that would explore specific aspects of culture in a more in-depth 

manner. Hence, the culture tree presented in Chapter 5 (Figure 5. 26) would be the break 

down of the core theme of culture. These aspects of culture would be the means by which 

cultures of the past would be explored. The sub-theme would be used strategically to 

emphasize when a particular sub-theme played a stronger role in history. Examples would 

be used taken from the historic record. In this manner, history would make sense within its 

cultural framework. Figure 6.2 envisions what the model would look like at its structural 

basics. 

To test the model, I have applied some of the areas I covered in the one semester I 

worked onto the modeL Figure 6.3 illustrates how my themes would fit into the core 

theme. Themes do not have to be the ones I developed, as can be seen by the theme 



CORE THEME 

SUB-THEME SUB-THEME SUB-THEME SUB-THEME 

EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE EXAMPLE 
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STUDENT 
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RESEARCH 

STUDENT 
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Figure 6.2. Diagram showing what the curriculum model developed looked like. At the top is the core theme by 
which the class would be directed. Below this level are the sub-themes that would be explored for more intense 
study. The examples used would be periods of history with student research left to the discretion of the 
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Figure 6.3. Diagram illustrating the curriculum model showing culture as the core theme with sub-themes represented by culture 

universals. Examples are represented by periods in time that further illustrate the sub-theme. 
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'Exploration' which I did not use. Examples I did use are primarily presented. The model 

is simple in that it focuses on culture. History makes more sense and it is easier to teach 

and leam than to present it in abstract form within a Chronology format. 

In addition, historical content is not sacrificed. The model still addresses much of 

what is covered in classrooms today. The difference is that the primary focus, or core 

theme, is repetitive and in-depth. The secondary focus (the sub-theme), likewise, is 

repetitive and studied in-depth. The multitude of facts within the historical records are 

used to illustrate the themes. Figure 6. 4 shows how my experimental thematic units did 

not compromise the content the teacher expected to cover. On the contrary, additional 

cultures were studied and introduced such as Japan, India, the Hohokam, and the Maya. 

While it would appear that the model covers too much with little depth that is not 

the case. The model is deceptive in that it appears so crowded that too much is being 

attempted. That is not so. Since the core theme is recurring, the comprehension of human 

actions, connections, and results is continually illustrated. The core theme also benefits in 

that it continually evolves thus illustrating that the world is not a stagnant entity locked in 

a spatial or temporal warp. The sub-themes only support the core theme by exploring an 

aspect in a more in-depth manner. Also, much of the learning about the multitude of 

cultures introduced would be researched by the students for the students. As can be seen 

in Figure 6.3, the examples illustrate the point but the student explores new cultures using 

the model. The teacher is expected to present one or two examples per unit and then the 

students are encouraged through group projects, as they did with the Famous Firsts and 
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Figure 6.4. Diagram showing how thematic units addressed topics teacher expected to cover plus other periods 

in time. 
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Learning because it makes sense 

Thus, in this new model the facts make sense because they are a part of a story — 

the human story. It is easier to manipulate the core because it is not stagnant but a fluid 

tool. This is the less of the 'less is more' method of teaching and learning. While an 

extensive amount of data will be processed using the core, one doesn't get lost into 

thinking that this gross amount of Actual data is the primaiy focus of learning. The 

historical facts are illustrators of the historical perspective of human culture. Always do 

we explore the concepts of culture - expand on them as we learn more - and continue to 

try and understand culture in context using Actual data as the examples.That is the fociis 

of primary value. Culture and how it reflects being human then helps us understand himian 

tendencies and actions associated with war, etc. What is learned is cultural development 

and its implications today. 

Table 6.1 illustrates the diflference between the chronology approach to teaching 

world history and the new model's approach. As is pointed out the new model replaces 

chronology as the sole theme with thematic units in which chronology plays a supportive 

role in the learning process. Also addressed in the table is the diflference in how the class 

should be taught; the chronology approach relies heavily on rote memorization while the 

new model encourages critical thinking skills. Furthermore, pointed out is the focus of 

study between the two approaches. The chronology approach puts a heavy focus on the 
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Table 6.1. Comparison between the curriculum objectives and curriculum goals achieved 
of a chronological approach to teaching world history in the secondary school 
classroom and those of the new model. 

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES 

Chronology Aooroach The New Model 

1. Chronology is the sole theme by which history is 
structured 
• Events occur once for the "first" time (Ex. 

= writing) 
2. Interpretations conveyed as fact and not as 
interpretations 
3. Rote memorization skills stressed for purpose of 
tests 
» Memorizing of facts for exam regurgitation 

Minimal teacher-student interaction 
» Teacher lectures - students listen - students 

regurgitate 
4. Focus of study - Western civilization 
• Heavy reliance on History textbooks 
• Little reference to other social fields 

1. Teach in thematic units pertaining to cultural 
practices 
» Chronology an additional theme for 

study 
2. Interpretations presented as interpretations 

3. Critical thinking skills 
»• Encourage reasoning skills 
» Constant student-teacher interaction 
- Stress student research skills 

4. Focus is on World History not Western 
civilization 
» Incorporate anthropology studies in 

learning about history 
• Stronger role for archaeology's in 

relating historical knowledge 

CURRICULUM GOALS ACCOMPLISHED 

Chronoloev Aooroach The New Model 

1. Citizenship training 
• Socialization into Anglo-American society 

To understand what it is to be American 
(Leming 1994; Thornton 1991) 

2. Reproduces sodal hierarchies 
Subject areas strongly address the history 
of Anglo-America = bias 

• Represents histories that validate the 
ideology of the dominant class 
(Luke1995) 

3. Rote Memorization 
>' Does not encourage students to develop 

analytical and intellectual skills 
•- Heavy content focus - little context focus 

1. Cultural knowledge 
- Socialization into Diverse American society 
» To understand one^s role in a diverse 

cultural system 
2. Challenge social hierarchies 
» Exposure to valid histories of other groups -

not just that of the dominant class 
» Represents the histories of various classes, 

and minority groups (women, slaves, poor, 
non-literate) 

3. Critical Thinking 
» Students taught reasoning skills that help 

them process what they leam through 
research 

» Context based with content focus for support 
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western tradition and hence Anglo-American history. The new model focuses more on 

world cultures acknowledging multiple histories of all classes. Finally, while the 

achievement in a traditional classroom is marked in gaining proper citizenship training 

through socialization into Anglo-American society, the new model challenges these social 

hierarchies and encourages socialization into a diverse American society. It acknowledges 

that to be American means to be diverse and multi-cultural. 

The future of the model 

My research encouraged that students do much of the learning through research. They 

then were asked to share their findings with the rest of the class. My role was to bring 

together their findings and tie them into their core model or their sub-theme units. The Re-

create-a-Culture project and the War project illustrate this. In both cases, the students 

came away with a greater understanding of culture and war via their exploration of these 

subjects through the researching of a past culture or war. Their personal research was 

further illustrated by the results of the other students' work. They were able to visualize 

ties and connections as well as see dififerences. More importantly, they were able to 

address 'why the connections' and 'why the differences' were present. They may not 

remember all of the facts fi-om the other student's research, and they may eventually forget 

some of the facts fi-om their individual research. But they will remember the aspects of 

culture and war and how to criticaUy explore them. They will understand the why's of 

human action. They will be able to look at their world critically because they now have the 
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skills to research data and make decisions concerning them. More importantly, they will be 

able to look at the past, present, and future and more closely see how interrelated these 

three are. 

This new curriculum model, as promised, introduces a critical approach to learning 

about the past. Students did not have to leam discrete bits of knowledge but rather an 

orientation toward learning and thinking about history using those discrete bits of 

knowledge to illustrate their ideas and concepts. The knowledge learned encouraged 

conceptual interpretations of the past as opposed to descriptive memorization of the 

historical events. The events were tools for learning the concepts! More importantly, the 

approach contextualized history by providing content learned within a context (core 

theme) or contexts (sub-themes). In this manner, the students should be able to retain 

factual knowledge better because it makes sense, it's a part of a whole. 

The model alone is not enough though. It is set up to succeed within a critical 

thinking forum in which the teacher must encourage students to research, explore options, 

make decisions, formulate questions and theories, and offer multiple resolutions. The 

curriculum modle also meets many other objectives. As can be seen in Table 6.2, the 

model addresses not only history, but anthropology and geography making it more 

interdisciplinary. In addition to other skills mentioned earlier it also encourages students 

to develop organization and comprehension skills. My research presents a means by 

which this is achieved via some of the activities I used to achieve this, such as the use of 

discussions, comparison matrices, and formulations of concept webs. 
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Table 6.2. My curriculum objectives of the new curriculum model. 

Focus Area Scope of Knowledge 

History Studying how change occurs through time - looking for patterns in 
cultures. 

Culture Look at the past through culture variables that all societies share. 
Leam how and why differences occur. 

Anthropology Use anthropological knowledge to further explore cultures in the 
past through archaeological study. 

Geography Leam to look at maps by looking at them through time -look at how 
regions change and why they change. What are boundaries and how 
do they change? 

Organizing Use cooperative learning skills - work in groups - equal division of 
labor 

Comprehension Creating assignments and activities for fellow classmates. 

Decision
making 

Taking responsibility for grading activities - tuning their judgment 
skills 

Critical thinking Make decisions about how to study the past - create questions -
challenge texts and current knowledge. Transfer ideas learned from 
one case study to other ones. 

Presentation 
skills 

Leam to present material to classmates - leam to vocally 
communicate their knowledge. 

Research skills Leam to use library and computer internet resources to answer 
questions. 

Interdisciplinary 
skills 

Look at themes in cultiu'e such as math, science, religion, education, 
history, poUtics, economics, warfare - to study all of human history 
through cultural perspectives that revolve around issues of equality, 
war, poverty, rights, government, religion, etc. 

Writing skills Leam to write materials that eflfectively communicate their focus or 
idea. 
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Using visuals 

The use of visuals to make the associations to reality was also a strong tool to 

creative and critical learning. They helped de-synthesize the student's perceptions of the 

cultures from the media that seemed fantastical. Visuals helped address what they are 

being subjected to as entertainment and bring in the real human element into it. They 

helped de-glamorize the negative and focus on the positive. For example, the war unit 

was very successful in this respect. By giving them the option to do a pictorial essay, they 

were able to address concepts of death, stress, destruction, etc. with the model we created 

on factors of war. They no longer just thought in terms of dead counts but what those 

death counts implied to the people who lost loved ones. They no longer just thought in 

terms of destruction of houses and buildings but on what that meant economically and 

health-wise. 

The media was there - we used it. It so easily complemented the literature and reading 

activities. Literature will come to life for students if the visual stimulation is 

there. When exploring the Maya, the culture came to life with the film and the color 

overheads used to show it not just describe it. Again, their architecture became more 

impressive with the realization that they did not have pack animals or a wheel. Seeing 

pictures of their pyramids made this extraordinary fact even clearer. Their astronomical 

skills became more impressive with the knowledge that they had mastered numbers via the 

use of zero. Seeing what their number system looked like and who their calendar system 

worked so accurately made the Mayan system real and easier to grasp. The Maya weren't 
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just the pyramid builders of Middle America that sacrificed victims. They were a superior 

culture that had strict disciplinary mores that revolved around a very extensive religious 

society. They were a people willing to leam from other cultural groups and their concept 

of respect towards the unknown was to be respected in turn. 

The students of today are visibly dependent on seeing what they must leam. Literature 

is not enough. Education has to catch up with technology. Technology is visual. 

Education needs to complement the literature available with this visual. Put this in 

perspective with the rest of the world. In China, India, the Middle East, parts of Africa, 

and Europe people and students live history. In Amsterdam, as a student rides his bike to 

school he will pass buildings and other technology as old as 1000 years. They visually see 

the nation's past every day. In the United States we do not have this privilege. Therefore, 

educators must do a better job about making the past come visually alive for American 

students. 

Making it available to teachers 

My research has assured me of one thing. The World History classroom needs to be 

re-vamped. It must change to meet the demands of the world we live in. Social Studies 

needs to be acknowledged as the bridge by which the world must make sense. This means 

that the social studies need to have a greater focus in our schools as forums of study. 

Presently, only 3 years of world history study are expected from students between grades 

5-12.1 propose that this is not enough. While there are also American history and 
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government classes, all together there are only 3 years of social studies at the high school 

level. Ironically, a full year is given to American history which focuses its study on one 

nation only. Yet, world history, which address all of the world is given the same amount of 

time. 

Ideally, we need to teach the social studies in each year of high school with two years 

of world history (or with a year of world geography and anthropology meant to 

complement world history). This is the glue that makes all other subjects make sense and 

gives them context. But given that this is not likely to happen in the near future, an 

alternative is a class that teaches world history contextually using a model like the one 

presented here. It is with this in mind that I propose the following outline for a possible 

text that would help teachers leam how to teach in such a critical manner (Appendix E). 

But even this is not enough. 

Teacher education in world history and other history studies needs to go through a 

change. Teacher education needs to prepare them to be critical thinkers in order to better 

relate this information to students. Teachers also need to leam about anthropology and 

culture and the obvious role it has in historical studies. This is an area that has been lax in 

the past and anthropology departments around the country need to be encouraged to 

create classes for teachers that help them tie in culture to history. Plenty of change must 

take place if we are to fight ignorance in this country. This research has shown that change 

is possible. 
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Dissertation research contributions 

This research acliieves one very important thing. It provides teachers with a different 

approach to teaching world history that is structured around a theory of teaching 

thematically. It provides teachers with a working model that has been field tested and 

applied. It is not one in which someone has thought of an idea for change and developed 

the materials to reflect that, but one in which the idea for change was tested in a classroom 

so that materials developed as a result of this testing phase. In developing them in the field 

the curriculum materials are therefore realistically applicable. This is very like teacher 

research that centers around their own work in the classroom. 

What this research has accomplished that is new is that it has proposed not just a 

theory for change but a new and alternative working model for how world history could 

be taught in high schools. A model that would encourage students to acquire cultural 

knowledge, critical thinking skills, and exposure to many histories. What is new is that a 

workable means to relating multicultural concepts and ideas has been developed. More 

importantly, a curriculum model that is a complete package. This package has the 

potential to provide the teacher with a workable structure throughout the school year. It is 

not just a presentation of ideas but the structure to fulfill those ideas. 

Furthermore, there was been an additional purpose to this research that was two-fold: 

to address the benefits for teachers in the creation of new curriculum materials and to 

show researchers that by doing participatory action research we acquire a clearer picture 

of what a teacher needs in order to teach and what students expectations in the classroom 
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are. In order for me to create a curriculum model that was both critically challenging but 

also easy to apply I had to address this in the classroom. Often times, the teacher I worked 

with noted how grateful she was that I was taking the time to see if ray materials worked. 

She always congratulated me for acknowledging when something didn't work and for my 

efiforts at adjusting them. At the end of the term she wrote me a 'thank you' note in which 

she re-emphasized her opinion: "05/22/1998 . Theories are great only if and when they 

are put to practice." 

At the start of the following term (August 1998) I agreed to help her re-create her 

curriculum and met with her just after she finished participating in a mandatory 1 week 

seminar on history curriculum alternatives in which social studies experts had been 

contracted (by the school) to create materials for history teachers to use in their 

classroom. She was very disappointed with the materials she had received. They were 

comprised of photocopied academic articles (a two-inch notebook thick) for her to read 

on history subjects with brief suggestions on what to do with them. Curriculum materials 

had not been developed that were realistically applicable. She noted: "this is why what you 

did is important. Now you understand how hard it is to try something new in the 

classroom without the proper materials. You realize that we (teachers) need materials we 

can immediately apply and that can be easily explained to us for us to be able to use them. 

We don't have time to try and figure out what the writers are thinking and how things can 

be developed - that was their job (the contracted social studies experts)... Curriculum 

writers need to do what you did - actually try their own materials themselves." She said 
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that the materials she had just been given were "useless" because she did not have the time 

to read all of those articles. She hoped she could read a few but doubted she would have 

the time and noted that it would go on her "shelf' in hopes of someday being useful. 

By going into the classroom myself as the teacher, I was researching the applicability 

of theory heavy curriculum materials that sounded great on paper. My stint as action 

researcher ensured that I acknowledge what the real classroom looked like and not what I 

idealized. In so doing, I had to adjust and re-create the curriculum to fit a real life 

application. It was essential that I become &miliar with making sure that my materials 

were accessible and comprehensible to the students. I could only do this by becoming the 

teacher to better experience what the teacher experience would be when trying to apply 

the new units. I can honestly say that going into the classroom was the biggest eye-opener 

as a theoretical educator and curriculum writer. I strongly believe that if any curriculum 

materials are to be developed by writers or educators they should be field tested always. 

This single experience does not lead me to believe that I am done now - that I understand 

teaching and that any materials I write after this will be fine. My experience has taught me 

that the classrooms change and are forever eclectic. Field testing is essential at all times 

for effective classroom teaching materials to be developed. Real life cannot be ignored in 

favor of what sounds good. More importantly, curriculum materials are improved through 

this method as it challenges the writer to think through their ideologies and how they can 

be effectively conveyed. I feel the materials that were created fi'om this process were 

several times more comprehensive and challenging than my initial attempts which were 
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restricted to theory. The greatest advice to future researchers I can offer is that theory is 

only useful if it can be applied. Don't be afraid to address the realities of the 'real world,' 

in this case the classroom. One of my concerns at the start was on how to convey culture 

concepts fairly. In academic settings culture is identified as a boundless entity that is fluid. 

But how does one convey such theoretical and abstract concepts to students that have 

never studied culture as a subject? 

In anthropological studies it is realized that culture is not a bounded system defined 

by boundaries but it is difficult to convey cultures without acknowledging those definable 

qualities that have made them seem bounded. Yes, there are definable attributes and these 

attributes make cultures make sense to first time learners, like my high school students. 

And as one learns more of these attributes - one learns to acknowledge that these 

attributes are not bounded entities defining the cultures but boundless attributes that 

challenge how we see relationships and interactions of cultures. The key here is that the 

knowledge acquisition to this realization is dependant on knowing about cultures and 

cultural attributes to begin with. 

This is still a history class at the high school level with defined knowledge 

expectations. These expectations revolve around the student &miliarizing themselves with 

a number of historical incidents and facts. In order to achieve this, there has to be some 

structure to the curriculum. Discussions cannot occur sans a basic understanding and 

knowledge of historical situations and implications. The students need to be given the 

opportunity to leam this information in order to generate their critical thinking. 
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Unlike higher-level anthropology classes in a collegiate setting, in which students have 

a larger groundwork of cultural knowledge to aide them in their study and critique of how 

to study culture, high school students are not so fortunate. This is a world history class. 

Their previous exposure to history would be through the use of memorization techniques 

that do not encourage much critical thinking. In order to achieve the skills to discuss 

culture as an unbounded entity it needs to have some initial boundaries lending structure 

as students leam to define and identify it. I can honestly say that in my own graduate 

courses in Anthropology, most sacrifice this theory for the practicality of conveying 

cultural information and hard data. This helped me later address and acknowledge that 

yes, culture is an unbounded entity but in studying cultures they were conveyed and 

defined through bounded attributes. Even more important, it laid the groundwork by 

which this knowledge became obvious; while statements at the start of classes always 

noted that it is impossible to claim a culture to be bounded. In these classes and seminars 

we still looked at cultures through defined attributes such as their religion, their social 

structure, their political ideology, their way of dress, and their economic foundation for 

example. 

I propose a similar outcome with a world history classroom. Address the feet that 

culture is difficult to define and fiame, yet acknowledge that to teach about past cultures, 

a system that in turn confines how a culture is defined will also lay the foundation by 

which students can better comprehend what defines (or doesn't) any culture. But to try 

and explore the theoretical, intellectual, and ephemeral aspects of culture boundedness in a 
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9-month world history class to the extent it deserves is unrealistic for two reasons: the 

time frame just noted and the extent of teacher familiarity with this topic. A topic, I should 

note, that anthropology students study intensely for several years at the collegiate level. 

Acknowledging that theory and reality need to compromise in the high school classroom is 

one of the important contributions of this study. 

Closing remarks 

No one can tell me that a child is bom to hate and to be racist. That there are 

organizations like the KKK and neo- Nazis still thriving in this country is an 

embarrassment to education. Even worse, that there are ethnic gangs conducting violence 

in our own cities against other ethnic gangs is unforgivable. These same gangs draw few 

lines between their supposed 'enemies' and their own communities. That they could 

believe in such hateful behavior is the fault of the human community as a whole. 

Students must be educated into realizing the equality of all peoples on the planet, 

irregardless of race or ethnicity. The curriculum, as it stands, is failing at relating messages 

of justness, open-mindedness, and equality. There is no required course or unit that 

addresses these issues. The few classes that address ethnic studies or cultural issues such 

as Latino history and Anthropology are social studies electives. If these classes are 

electives now, can we be surprised at the attitude of students to not value cultures. They 

are an elective issue! We, as a country, validate that view when we don't value culture in 

our studies. The study of culture has to be a core aspect of student studies. It has to be 
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required study in our schools. 

The proposed curriculum model for world history would help address some of these 

issues of culture. It would be a start in the right direction. We need to become cultural 

participants in our world. To do so we need to acquire the skills to be productive and 

participating members of our society. Students must be given the skills to understand their 

roles as humans, it is their right. 

Historical knowledge is valuable. I would never propose it be sacrificed and replaced 

in place of an anthropology class. I propose that if both can't take place (the ideal 

situation and one I hope will be realized some day), then the world history classroom must 

be the means by which cultural knowledge can be sown. With this goal achieved students 

may then hold an improved opinion of their views on culture and cultures that may 

encourage them to explore even further what social dynamics exist in the world and why. 

Again, I am being realistic. I am proposing a grassroots change. And as with any 

change it must begin small. More importantly, it must not alienate the individuals meant to 

convey this information - the teachers. This is a gradual move. To throw too much at 

teachers is overwhelming. We need to start with smaU changes that can be made, work 

with any problems or issues that arise, and evolve with the curriculum. 
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Appendix A 
The tentative schedule for units as I envisioned them initially. 
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Tentative Schedule 

Week Topic Activities 

1/Jan 5 Interviews/Notetaking Questionnaires, Parent Interviews, Taking Notes 

2/Jan 12 Archaeology Intro, to anthropology materials 

3/Jan 19 Archaeology Transition into archaeology/Historiography issues 

4/Jan 26 Africa Birthplace of humanity: tools, survival (In trace of Human 
Origins film), A.D. - civilizations - Film (Africa: A History 
Denied) 

5/Feb 1 Africa 

6/Feb9 History of War IntroV Book chapter outlines. 

7/Feb 16 Making outlines Begin research and divide into groups/Outline due. (3 days 
only) 

8/Feb 23 Small Writing project Rough draft due end of week 

9/Mar 2 Final paper due Final paper due end of week 

10/Mar 9* Culture intro. What makes up a culture? (Grades doe end of week) 

11/Mar 16 Lecture - Background Outline due on Wednesday or Thursday (depends on group) 

12/Mar 23 Research and write Notes reviewed - 1" draft due Thursday 

I3/Mar 30 Research and write 2'*' draft due Thursday 

14/April 6 Research and write 3"* draft due Thursday, including class assignment 

15/April 13 Research and write Final draft due Thursday for first presenters, Friday for rest 

16/April 20 Presentations 

17/April 27 Presentations 

18/ May 4 Presentations 

19/May 11 Wrap-Up - Final 
Week 

20/May 18 Final on Tuesday 
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Appendix B. 1 
Handout given to students in which they were to answer the question at the end of the readings. 

Italics illustrate one student's answer to the question posed. This student's work will be 
followed in Appendix C .2. 
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Name: 
Date: 

A Very Brief History of Slavery 

By 2000 BC at the latest, slavery is common in the Near East. Thus a new phase to human history was to 
begin in which the enslavement of our own species was to be an acceptable form of behavior. Before this 
time there is little evidence to suggest that slavery was common. The Near East set the stage for the rules 
of slavery and its acceptability that we were to see elsewhere in the Old World. In time slaves were bred in 
captivity. Of importance though, is that these slaves did not have to remain so. Many could often work 
their way to freedom. This was not always the case in other parts of the world. 

Slavery in Mesopotamia 
In Sumer, if a man owed money to another, he could sell his wife and children into slavery for up to 2 
years to pay off the debt The individuals would go live with the person they were sold to during this time 
and had no rights. Many slaves were individuals seized by creditors to pay off debt. Crimes were also 
sometimes punished by slavery. 

Slavery in Egypt 
In Egypt slaves were individuals not of Egyptian stock. Many were imported form Nubia (Kush) or Syria. 
The most well known slaves were the Hebrews. Egypt also re-exported slaves to Iraq. 

Slavery in Athens 
Slaves were mostly foreigners or prisoners of war. They did the heavy work in craft production and 
mining. Some slaves worked as teachers and household servants. Slaves were easily bought as well. 

Slavery in China 
In China, debtors could sell their wives and children into slavery to satisfy their creditors. Relatives of 
executed criminals could also be enslaved. Many slaves were prisoners of war and or minor criminals 

Slavery in Sparta 
Slaves, known as helots, were assigned to farm the estates of artisans and merchants from conquered 
territories (known as pereoeci) who in turn worked for Spartans. 

Slavery in China and India 
Slaves were captives of war. An individual could be bom into slavery. 

Slavery in Europe 
Slaves were mostly of Slavic descent. Many slaves were captives of war from neighboring regions as well. 

Slavery in Africa 
Slaves in early Africa were mostly individuals captured during wars or individuals who sold themselves 
into slavery during harsh economic conditions. In African societies, slaves could easily become one of the 
family and members of the society. They would not necessarily remain slaves permanently. Slavery in 
Africa changes drastically in the I SOOs when the slave trade becomes a massive industry. 
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Slavery in Mesoamerica 
Separate by two oceans the presence of slavery within Mesoamerican societies cannot be attributed the 
example of the Near East. Here, slavery too became an acceptable form of economy. With the Olmec, 
Maya and Aztec, slavery ensured that workers and sacrificial victims for their many gods would be 
available. Slaves were captured during wars or bought. Some individuals sold themselves during times of 
economic stress. 

Slavery in the Americas 
Slaves of Native American groups were sometimes offered as sacrifices. They too were captives of war as 
in other parts of the world. 

Slavery in America was introduced at a massive scale in the 1500 - 1600s. Africans were viewed as 
inferior beings just a step above other species. Slaves in the Americas were bred as such. Slaves were 
acquired from other African rulers who exchanged captured individuals for guns. 

By the 20"* century at least one lesson about slavery had been learned. It was not acceptable. No longer 
could we pretend that some individuals were inferior to others. While many more battles to ensure 
equality still needed to take place, the world was quickly educating itself to the ^ct that racism and 
discrimination were not acceptable behaviors, especially where they led to inequalities. 

Yet, during World War II, even though the world had learned how un&ir and unequal it was to enslave 
fellow humans, the Germans still continued to enslave individuals. These enslaved individuals were the 
means by which their factories would become profltable. The early slaves were concentration camp 
captives of Jewish and Slavic descent. But with the view towards extermination of these people (the 
Holocaust) later slaves were persons fitting their image of the white, Aryan individual. These individuals 
were enslaved because they were from captured neutral countries or opposed the war. As captives of war 
they were sent to work-camps or factories. They were not paid and were not given a choice, hence they 
were slave labor. 

Question: 
Is slavery a part of the past that we should just put behind us? OR should we continue to study the 

past and our serious mistakes as a reminder of our capacity for cruelty? 

"I think it is in the past. We should look forward to not doing it in the future but, it's over, 
forget about itr (Student response) 
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Appendix B.2 
Handouts given to students to help them fiuther explore answers they gave to the question 

on the importance of studying history. Once again, the italics are the explanations the 
student gave to answers that matched his/her own in Appendix C. 1. The student only had 

to answer the sheet that matched his/her answers. This second sheet was to help them 
illustrate their points to make their points stronger. 
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REASONS FOR STUDYING ABOUT SLAVERY 
(Elaborate and give a minimum of 2 reasons.) 

1. To not repeat it again. 

2. To work towards equality. 

3. If leam about it ~ we know why it shouldn't be repeated. 

4. We can change our future if we know the past. 

5. Part of being human is to never stop learning. 
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REASONS FOR NOT STUDYING ABOUT SLAVERY 
(Elaborate and give a minimum of 2 reasons.) 

1. It's a sensitive topic and might offend people. 

Some people, yes, may be offended. If they don 7 like it they can leave. Who says they 
have to stay and listen. If it is offensive, I'm sure they will be excused. 

2. It's too pain&i to know about. 

That's a lie. Why is it painful to you. You did not know pain unless you experienced it so 
you have no room to say it's painful. 

3. Present-day people are not to blame for other's mistakes in the past. 

We didn 7 do it so why do we have to learn about it. It's not our fault people did what 
they did - times changed already so we don 7 worry about it. 

4. We can't change the past — so put it behind us. What is in the past 
is in the past! 

It's over, you can 7 change what has already happened, you can only prevent it from 
happening again. So just as long as it no longer happens forget about it. 

5. We already learned from it. 

You no longer hear about or see it (slavery) so we know now to enslave people that it is 
the wrong thing to do. We already learned from our mistakes we won 7 repeat them. 
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Appendix B. 3 
A copy of the text of the newspaper article titled Slavery in Sudan, which appeared in the 
The Arizona Daily Star. Tucson. February 9, 1998, followed by some of the notes I ended 

the discussion on slavery with. 
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Islamic regime pushes 
its warriors to capture 
women, kids as booty 
By Karin Dovies 
The AssocisM pnsis 

. MADiElbl^zrtSikian - Stacks of 
mon^ pawycd from tte Chiisdan 
foreign^ to ttie Mualiiri'tnderi an 
exchange anxknialy watched by a 
13-yearH>ld giri with diammids of 
sweat on her brow. 

The Sudanese trader, his lap 
buried by current wcHth 
$13,200, waved cardendly to free 
his merciiandise — 132 idaves. 

Akuac liddng, the young Din-
ka girl, waa^aniong^^^^t She 
had spent sevi^ years, more than 
half her life, endaved by an Arab 
in northern Sikian. 

Her briDiant smile bdied the 
beatings, hear-staivation, mutila
tion and ^tttempted bniimrashing 
she endui^ '*! thquglit it 
be better jto to a 
slave/• Akuac'sa^ 

Trafficldng in hunians re-
surge<^ with civil war in Africa's 
largest and poorer country^ said 
John Eibner of Clhristtan Sbttdar-
ity Intenurtional,: a^ humimitiarian 
group that: bdu^t Akuac V 
dom. ^ , 

For ail iHit a dec^ 
dan's indfifpii^^ 

: soiithein^^teiMeli^^i^^ 

Christians and foUowm: _ 
reUgicms, have fought f<^-tfiitonc^ 
my from the natioiial'-jgdvef:^^ 
in Khtftoium, wMA Is^id^ 
by nofttiem Anlw. 
ers believe tlie north 
inqxMe Islam and the AfSMj^'-la^ 
guage and to monopoUw^'^udan^ 
wealth. 

Since the rebellion resudlad 
years ago, llgtittag, 
disease have killed an ̂ fai&nat^ 
1.6 million Sudanese, moie than 
died in the genocidn 
wars in l^nranda; OT 
than 3 million people hirwe^tled or 
been forced from their: hdnij^ I 

Much of the fightimj^ jbii ttie 
government side is by. loM mili
tias. Unpaid, their bouinly ̂  as 
<dd as war'itsdf - slinne^Siiiilan's 
radical Islamic'leaders gi^rage 
soldiers to take stevi^^^Nt'lli^ff 
compensation, acoHdiniiji^XM^ 
ed Nations investigatews^yi^^-^ 
U.S. State Department. 

Young wmii^ aikl chikb<^ j|K 
the most ; valuable wHr-::2^^N);^^ 
Eibner said tdd peop^'arM^n^ 
and' robb^ while young iQenl •He 
killed because thiey caiindt- *b6 

SLAVES, Pa^ l^ 
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Slaves 
ContimMd fmn 17A 

made into useful, harmless slaves. 
"Accordî  to the Khartoum's regime 

ideology of jihad, members of this resis
tant black African community — be they 
men, women or children - are infidels, 
and may be aibitrarily killed, enslaved, 
looted or otherwise abused," Eibner 
said. , . . . 

The Sudanese govenonent deniea 
condoning slawetv. instating the pncuce 
persists because holding prisoners for 
ransom is a tradition rooted in tribal 
disputes. 

No side has a claim on morality in 
this war. The rebel Sudan People's Lib
eration Amy has been aecused of forc
ibly inducting teeiMige boys into its rag
tag aimy. Ait̂ -tha southern Macks do 
not take Arab priaonera for alaves. 

Paul Malong Awan, a regiocuU rebel 
commander, aaid cnalavement is a-fovr • 
eiraneni tartic to wi ilmi the nwaiii 
and military mî  'or the aouth. 

Many of the blacks taken amy are 
Dinkas, a mUtkm-member tribe that is 
the biggest ethnic group in southern Su
dan. Oinkas arc vutnrrahlc bfyatise they 
predominate in northern Bahr el Ghaaal, 
a region that is cloae to the front be
tween north and south. 

Christian Sobdarity International esti
mates tcna of thousands of black slaves 
are owned by Arabs in noftbem Sudan. 
The Swiss baaed chanty has made mote 
than a. down ilsky, claiulefltine buah 
flights to southern Sudan to free 800 
slaves since 1006, moat recently in 
Madbol. 720 mHea aouthweat of Klwr-
toum. 

Some ctltldM' ju wock. 
Alex de Waal, of tha; London^Mued 

fO'oup African Rl̂ ita, aald ;that by 
ing large sums to ftw riaiiru. tin 
charity undercuts Dinkas living in the 
north who do the same secretive work 
for a fraction of the <»at. 

Eibner countered: "There is tto evi
dence to suggest that our work has un
dermined efforts to redeem abducted 
women and children. In fiKt, Dinka d-
dens encourage us to press ahead with 
our activities." 

Caspar Biro, a researcher for the 
UJ<I. Commiaaion on Human lUghta for 
Sudan, has cited "an alarming increase" 
in "cases of slaweiy, servitude, slave 
trade and forced labor" since February 

^1994. 
- "The total paanlrlly of the govern-, 
mmt can only be reganlMl as tacit poli- * 

1 approval awl a^pyort ̂  thyinadm-

Years of abuse are written in 
bruises and scars on their long, 

dust-catead Hmbs. Some wear 
tattered rags; others are 

tion of slavery," he said. 
A U.S. State Department report said 

accounts it received on the taking of 
alaves in tiie iiouth "indicates the dircct 
and general irwolvement" of Sudan's 
army and militias "backed by the gov
ernment." 

The centuries-old tensions between 
Arabs and blacks in Sudan are linked to 
slavuig expeditions by Arabs to the up
per NOe, a trade that tlic 19tii-centuo' 
explorer David Livingstone called "an 
open soie on the worU." 

Akuac's mother, Abuong Malong, 
sobbed wlien ahe saw her daughter for 
die' Urat time in seven years. "It's like 
she's been born again." 

She -raeofidBMl'tafH' dHghter only 
fttMn iMT straight, aipiare '̂teeth. "She 
was voy snal when she was taken, her 
features have change, but aiie came 
back with the same spirit." 

Recalling that traumatic day, the 
mother aaid the two were fetching water 
when Arab ndUtianien on camels and 
hones thundered into their village, 
Rumalong. The raiders began shooting 
at the clusters at mud and wattle huts 
and rounding up cows and goats. 

"I was nmning with Akuac for .the 
treea when a horseman grabbed her," 
the mother aaid. "1 waa sAtaid that if 1 



chased the horseman, he would kill 
mc." 

Akiuic- and her older brother were 
tied to--horses and taken north--with 
more than a docen others from their vil
lage. a short walk southeaat of Madbol. 
The women and older chfldren had to 
carry the booty of their captors. 

In Kordofan, Akuac was aold to an 
Arab who made her «vash dochcs, haul 
water, gather firewood and help with 
cooking. 

She survived on table scrapa and 
slept In the kitchen. "I was badly tieat--
ed/' Akuac said. 

Her master tried to make her a Una-
. Um, taking her to a moaque and giving 
her the Arabic name of Fatima. 

But Akuac amys she maintained her 
Christian CUth, pnying and fringing 
faynuia in aecrec and never forgetting 
her true name. "My name ia mgr name 
and nobodly can change that." 

She does bear aean. In tbe locil 
Muslim tradition, she was fordbljr cir
cumcised with her niaater'a daughtm 
wtien she waa 11. 

"K waa veiy kfUlBl. It is atianflt'to 
our cidbnc," Akiiae saya. "The 
told me, *lf I dtmt drcumcise you, I' 
have to kO you Iwraiiai' you wiU atiB 
hold the ideaa or your pea ,̂ and you 
win thr to'wcape;*" 

Her hewt̂ ia acarrad, toe. Her older 
brother,%llalHiL -waa . ldfcd two yeais 

cagp'13arltm.ti3rlngto eacape. 
Another fCtamee. Akee Kwd Kiir, 

who iB:in-lier:40B, aaya ahe was rtpnat 
taped "by four aoidleis who took 

her\ north. She' ended up in a camp 
whoe alawea were bought and aold. 

5,̂ Th«y tEplel-UB Hke cattle," ahe said. 

Her Arab ma^crinsiiit^^Iia^^Rc^™ 
too, be circtuncised. She refused and 
was brutally slashed. Her ear is notched 
and her ciiin and neck scarred. 

Kwol finally submitted. "Otherwise, 
they would have killed me. Because I 
was a starve, they had the right to do 
whatever they warned to ne," ahe said... 

Akuac and -Kwvl have been bCDOght. • 
back to MaJwl along with 130 other 
fonner rtawa by a luiki wliu calls him- • 
aeif Ahmed el4«oorBiHliir. ' 

supping into a iiiwlilili. sUiiig chairV-
hfneath a aliade tM. tlie~ ZTryear-old : 
dreaaed in • flne iriite coltan rotae and 
a doae-IIttihg erotwoidered cap denied 
he raanwd aiavea fcr the moiiey. 

'*1to otheia It m|r aeen 6.6 ndHien -
Suteicae pouMta (tlS îOO) ia ii lot of 
monqr- But how can ym pa|. •» 
hmnMt Hfci? I db it for InaMiiMlaffMi nw-. 
aons, not for the monen,** lie nM.. -~ -

"Utr IMier iGn .̂but my nmlliK Is 
Dinka. When I see nqr mother's people ° 
are siilitilng. 1 must ̂  i 

Md 
cropa ttt raideia,. cannot; 
prl̂  -flwe CMS or the 
1100 in caah for cach i 

Ife said he wacusd riawea by tatting 
some fkwh uwiteia, tiddng-.athara frotn' 
wives jealoaa at thirir busbasidi' concu  ̂
blnca, and pratectiqg. eacapaaa 'who 
aooght him out. 

Tlmigh BaaMr lhalitfrt berloMs mdti-'' 
ey, he flaunted ,the, audaneae sjgnir of 
wealth; on Ma feet wm taaatlcd, leatiK" 
erkMfota; on his wrist a Casio watdi; hi 
his hand a ahoftwave raAo. 

Efonar aaid he did not hegnidgi. the 
tiader hia moiHy. "If thte man ia 
caught, he'a a tlaad roan." 

For that reason, the 
traveled only by the light of a melon, 
slice of aMion to reach luMlhot. . 

The three îight walk wearied the 132 . 
Greed women and children. Infants of 
Acab fotheis w«e canied ion their rap  ̂
mother's bacfca. 

Years of abuse are written bi 1 

and scan on their loqg, 
Umba. Some wiai tattered laga; othem 
are nah  ̂

Yet Akuac'a joy at lirewliiiw beamed. 
from her face and She sang a 
song of praiae'fot the:Sndaa Peon's 
Liberation AmjQr and tlaticed with CimQy 
and ftfends to the Cwmg of a home-
Btiade, anlnged I 

THe Sunday after her 
worridpped jmder a tiee with a cnwilto 
nailed to the trunk. • Boinan... CathnBc". 
hynuis are sung to the .bctt' oT dnints 
and the sounds of InCuita....,̂ . 
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NOTES; SLAVERY 

What is slavery? 

1. Ownership (the slave has no rights to freedom) 
2. Dominance (the slave must do what the master demands) 
3. Exploitation (the slave is seen as chattel to be worked to his/her 

fullest) 

. . .  O F  O N E  H U M A N  B E I N G  B Y  A N O T H E R  H U M A N  
BEING! 

Owner provides 1. 
2. 
3. 

Minimal food 
Minimal shelter 
Minimal clothing 

Who are slaves? 

1. War captives -

2. Debt slaves -

3. Debt bondage-

4. Serfs -

Indians in the U.S. at contact 

sell themselves if owe money as was done in 
Mesopotamia 

work performed yields no profit from the labor 
(barely making it) - EX: migrant workers; tenant 
farmers 

contract labor - the laborer borrows $$ from the 
employer and pledges labor as security. The 
laborer is at the mercy of what the owner 
considers adequate payment. EX: serfs in the 
Middle Ages in Europe- serf pledges labor, 
loyalty, and material payment through taxes in 
return for the protection from the lord. Another 
EX: child labor. 
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Slavery in History! How did it look? 

1. In Athens - 20,000 war captives easily went on the block 

2. In silver mines in Attica - 10,000 to 30,000 slaves at a time were 
used 

3. In Rome - in a single day as many as 150,000 slaves would be sold 

Who owns slaves? 

Anyone with money and power. Christian (Catholic) priests had slaves 

During the Middle Ages - Christians enslaved Muslims 
Vikings enslaved local European 

population 
Europeans enslaved Vikings 
Muslims enslaved Christians 
Africans enslaved Africans 
Arabs enslaved Arabs 
Chinese enslaved Chinese 

Slavery In the 20*^ century!!! 

GUESS: How many slaves exist in the world today?????? 

1. In the form of serfdoms and debt bondage = 200 million 
people 

2. In India alone - 50 million slaves exist = as child labor 
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Appendix B. 4 
Students were also asked to write a summary of their feelings about studying history to 

see if they had changed from their original answer. The summary was in culmination of the 
unit. The summary presented here was written by the same student whose answers were 

given in Appendix C. 1 and C.2. 
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Student's Final Essay 

Does every human being on this planet have equal rights? Every human on this planet 
should have equal rights, but the twisted governments of the worldfail to give equal 
rights to all humans. 

Slavery is not only a problem of the past. Unfortunately slavery is also a problem we are 
presented with int he present as well. The lessons of past slavery are studied 
continuously, but will never be fully learned, or understood. All over the world slavery is 
an issue taking place in many different ways. It all matters on what you consider slavery. 
But like it or not, it's happening. 

Humans, are considered the most superior being in all the world, so why can't they be 
equal. It is not seen as whites are above blacks and dogs or vice-versa, but humans are 
the highest. Yet, we take each other and exploit our own fellow humans for the well being 
of our selves. The worst part about it, is that whenever it is taldng place, the government 
is allowing it, otherwise it wouldn 7 be happening. 

fVe can't make sure it doesn 7 happen any more, because it is a world wide problem that 
no one can take care of alone. IF we study history enough, we can leant from our 
mistakes and future generations will not repeat them. That is the only option. We just 
have to hope it works. 
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Appendix C 
The war webs I created using the student criteria they had formulated. 
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i ^ i • 0 

GAINED 

( PUNISHMENT^ 

TECHNOLOGY 

RESULTS EMOTIONS 
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supenonty 
attitude 

racism 

egocentrism 
(ethfMxenthsm) 

fear hate 

Ignorance 

big egos 

Greed stupidity Egocentrism 

stealing I 
'don't think" 

REASONS 

HISTORY Desperation 

war seen as 
only 

solution 

Misunderstandings 
Disagreements Religion 

Threats Beliefs 

Political Reform Religious reform 

social 
ctianges 

Moral 
judgement 
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Influences Ikmv 

Technology Land 

Wh« military 
strategy IS usee GAINED 

Trade Route 
control 

Mineral Wealth 

Oil Grain Gold etc. 
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supenority 
complex hate greed 

pride 

ignorance 
stupid 

Peaoebuilders Leaders 

PEOPLE Religious People 
Children 

Families Women 

scientists 

Tectinolcgy 
Expefts 

the old 

Soldiers engineers 

greed hale pride stupidity ignorance 
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Pride Regret depression hale 

crying 

IgrvxacKX 

EM0TX3NS 

Fear Greed 

Distrust Pain 

physical 

loss or 
someone 

hate mental anger 
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air hand to hand 

water water Weapons Transportabon 

land 
land 

TECHNOLOGY 

Communication 

codes light 

smoke whistles 

drums 
verbal 

flags trumpets 
hand 

signals 
modem 

computers 
radar 

codes radio 
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Loss of 
body 
parts 

Physical Scars Pain 

Death Devastation 

cMdren 
homes 

Itactones 

women land 

Emotional Scars 

sadness anger 

hate fear depression 
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Who punishes? 

What is the 
Punishment? J 

)—r-j 

Who does the 
Punishing? J 

Who gets 
Punished? J 
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Appendix D 
Three outline options were oflfered. Students could chose one. In addition, the war options 

students were given are presented. Where the word chosen appears these were areas of 
study students chose to write their reports on. The last sheet is the student prep sheet for 

their presentation. 
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War Paper 

Deadlines: March 27 - Outline 
March 31 - 1" Draft with revised outline. 
April 6 - Final draft with final outline. NO LATE PAPERS. 
April 6 - 5 minute presentations begin. 

Requirements: The outlines, the 1" draft, and the final draft are all to be type-written. I 
will not accept any hand-written work. 

Your bibh'ography sheet is the only thing I will accept with hand-written 
entries. 

In addition to the final text, your research notes will also be turned in. Your 
research notes must be on the Research Notes Form. 

Length: Depending on format you choose: 
If choose an all text paper: 

If choose an illustration report: 

At least 5 pages (double spaced) 
Plus a map. 
A paragraph of text p)er illustration - at least 
11 illustrations. 
Plus a map. 

1. Choose a topic that no one else has. 
2. Tuesday (March 24) - Internet search 
3. Wednesday (March 25) - Library research 
4. Thursday (March 26) - Computer room: Options: Internet or begin typing outline. 

5. Friday (March 27) - Outline due. Library Research. I will review your outlines 
while you work on your text. 
6. Monday (March 30) - Work on your 1^ draft. Revise your outline. 
7. Tuesday (March 31) - First draft due. REVISED outline due. 

8. Wednesday (April 1) - Return 1"" drafts. Computer Room: Edit papers. Work on 
additional research required for next days. 
9. Friday (April 3) - Computer Room. Work on final draft. 

10. Monday (April 6) - Final Draft due NOTE: NO LATE PAPERS WILL BE 
ACCEPTED! 

11. Monday (April 6) - 5 minute presentations begin. Each student must do these. 
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WARFARE OUTLINE 

I. Introduction; Your cultural group, geography, map, time period, names if any 

II. Brief synopsis of Views on War within the Culture 
A. Reasons to go to war 
B. What is to be gained by war 
C. What warfare meant to culture = philosophy 

III. Warfare Technology 
A. Transport (all) 
B. Communication (all) 
C. Weapons (all) 

IV. Prisoners of War 
A. How treated? 
B. Why? 
C. Punishment 
D. Technology of torture 

V. Tie in conclusions 

For this paper, drawings are preferred. In other words make an 
illustration paper. Create it so that it can be used in an elementary 
classroom 
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SPECIFIC WAR OUTLINE 
I. Introduction; Dates, leaders, geography, map, countries involved, continent war 
campaign takes place on. 

II. Reasons for War 
A. Greed 
B. Ignorance 
C. Egocentrism 
D. Desperation 
E. Religion 

III. What is to be gained? 
A. Power 
B. Land 
C. Trade control 
D. Natural Resources control 
E. Money 

IV. Results of the War 
A. Death counts 
B. Expense 
C. Destruction 
D. Emotional Stress 
E. Physical Stress 

V. People afifected by War 
A. Leaders; Die or survive 
B. Persecution of 
C. Others 

1. Families 
2. Soldiers 
3. Religious leaders 
4. Technology Experts 

VI.Technology 
A. Transport (3) 
B. Communication (3) 
C. Weapons (3) 

VII. Conclusion 
Your feelings about this war and what learned 
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TECHNOLOGY OF WAR OUTLINE 

I. Introduction: Dates, leaders if any, geography, map, sides, continent takes place 

II. Brief synopsis of war 
A. Reasons 
B. Gain 
C. Results 

III. Technology of the times 
A. Transport (all) 
B. Communication (all) 
C. Weapons (all) 

IV. Conclusion 

For this paper, drawings are preferred. In other words make an 
illustration paper. Create it so that it can be used in an elementary 
classroom. 
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WARS AND WARFARE TOPICS 
Recent Wars (Civil Wars: not wanting to take over government but break away from certain beliefs-fighting for 
certain rights) 

World War I: 
World War H: 
World War D: 
VietnamAJS: 
Victnam/N. Vietnam 
American Civil War: 
Gulf War 
Bay of Pigs Incident 

AD 1914 to 1918 
AD 1938 to 1945 
AD 1938 to 1945 
AD 1961 to 1975 
AD 1961 to 1975 
AD 1861 to 1865 
AD 1991 
AD 1%2 

chosen 
chosen - The Pacific 
chosen - The Holocaust 
chosen 
chosen 
choscn 
chosen 
chosen (war potential incident - U.S. policy) 

Revolutions (Revolt against government to substitute new government; disagree with old government) 
Russian: AD 1917 to 1921 
Frcnch: AD 1789 to 1799 choscn 
American: AD 1775 to 1783 choscn 
Mexican: AD 1810 to 1821 chosen 
India; AD 1919 to 1947 

chosen 
chosen 

WARFARE PAPERS: 
Mesoamerica/South America (Age of Exploration and Conquest) 

Olmec (12(X) BC - AD 400) 
Mayan peak (AD 250 - 900) 
Aztec (AD 1200s - 1519) chosen 
Inca (AD 1200s- 1532) 

Territorial Wars (Disagreement over who owns land) 
Napoleonic Wars: AD 1799 to 1815 
Hundred Years War; AD 1337 to 1453 
Crusades: AD 1095 to 1291 
Muslim empire (Spain): AD 630 to 1492 

China/Asia 
Chin: 221 - 206 BC Great Wall built choscn 
Yuan/Mongol: AD 1279-1368 

Genghis Khan and Kublai Khan 

Shogun Japan: AD 1192—1867 chosen 
Vietnam: AD 1961 -1975 chosen (technology) 

Europe - Invasions: 
Vikings; AD - 1100s chosen 
Celts: 390 BC-end 1" century AD 
Huns: AD 4"' - 5"" century chosen 
Romans; 500 BC to 5*' century AD 
English/Scots: l2(K)sAD chosen 

Africa; 
Ghana (AD 300-1000) 
Mali (AD 1200 - mid 1500s) 
Songhai (AD 1400s - AD 1600s) 
Axum (200 BC - AD 600) 
Kush (1000 BC-AD350) 
Berbers (2000 BC - AD 600) 

chosen (changed to Punic Wars) 

choscn 



Important Points of your Paper 
Please fill out this sheet and turn in before April 2"''.. To be used as an aide to your presentation. 

WAR OR CULTURE: 

DATES: 

IMPORTANT LEADERS (if any): 

ONE TWO THREE OTHER 

REASONS 

TO BE GAINED 

RESULTS 

TECHNOLOGICAL 

INNOVATION 

OTHER NOTABLE 

INFORMATION 

(Ex: Philosophy of War) 

to OS 
00 
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Appendix E 
The prop>osed outline features to be expected in a model for teaching world history in high 

school with a cultural focus. 
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Proposed Book outline: 

SectioD 1 
Rationalization to introducing anthropology into the history classroom. 

- Not linear teaching but horizontal teaching. 
- Time line to fit in the jumping around that will take place. (Time line necessary because 
teaching concepts in thematic units and must jump around in time to compare and contrast 
different moments in history. ) 

THE MODEL; Model to teaching thematically presented. 
- Compare to present chronology method. 
- Go thru Culture model and see how it fits into traditional method in terms of material 
covered. 

Section 2 
Introduction to anthropology and archaeology information and lecture plans. 

Introduction to history and lecture plans. 

Introduction to culture information and lecture plans. 

Section 3 
Introducing the structure of culture and its many aspects. 
Activity for students to help create the aspects. 

Apply a culture or two to the Structure to illustrate. My examples were the Hohokam of the 
American Southwest and the Maya. Started the Middle Ages. 

Use these examples to show the many ways in which we know so much not just from texts 
but from material cutlure. Use a lot of pictures and overheads to show what you are talking about. 

Section 4 - Recreate a Culture activity 
This is fiin. Have students explore cultures you are not planning on covering yourself. Let 

them do the research, the lectures, and the activity to go with it. Following the examples I give -
cultures to explore would be Rome, Greece, The Aztecs, The Vikings, The Celts, Han Dynasty, 
Egypt, Sumer, Angles, Inca, Anasazi, Harappan, etc. 

Section 5 - Study Units Using THEMES 
Within the study of each culture focus on one or two aspects and explore more extensively. Now 
that have explored how to focus on cultural aspects ready to jump into thematic units that use foci 
to explore history. 
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I. Can pursue Technology further to look at Europe, China, Africa, Americas, and the Middle 
East. 

Aspect = Environment; Early civilizations: Sumer, China, The Indus 
Valley 

Example; 

Example: 

Questions: 

Aspect =Technology in culture; look at technology through time beginning 
with the prehistoric past (one cultural focus)and putting a secondary focus 
on the industrial revolution (secondary cultural focus). Compare the two. 
-Use the Famous Firsts project to look at early inventions up to the 5" 
century AD. 
Why does the technology occur so much more in China in historic B.C. 
times? 

n. Trade and Economy theme could focus on the Middle Ages in Europe and its trade and 
economic connections with China and Africa through Arabic merchants. 

Explore the exchange not onJy of trade items but of ideas, religion, and technology. 

Activity; This is a good time to focus on the importance of Africa to trade in Europe. 
Explore the different African kingdoms and what they offered Europe during its more conservative 
age. Have students explore different kingdoms through research. Have them map trade routes and 
leam trade items. They present to the class and create a large map and table of Africa's value to 
Europe. (The same can be done for China and India.) 

m. Exploration theme would focus on how exploration is a part of humanity. Explore with Homo 
erectus, to Arabic traders, to Marco Polo, to Columbus, to Cortez, to Neil Armstrong, etc. 

Article in National Geographic. 

rv. War theme focuses on what is war. 
Student activities - create war aspects through answering certain questions. 

Final result is a scheme of what makes up war. See example. 

Example; World War II and World War I (in that order). 
Activity: Students explore a war in history. Must fit withing the war scheme 

created. 
(See example) 

Included in Text-Book 
1. Background lecture materials - Anthropology, Archaeology, Culture, Individual cultures 
2. Lecture plans with overheads 
3. Suggested activities 
4. Photo overhead series (of cultures) 
5. Final exam ideas 
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